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This Neighbourhood Plan is dedicated to Andrew Beedham

Foreword

Whether you have recently moved here or are a longer-term resident of Ham and Petersham, welcome
to our Neighbourhood Plan. Every resident of Ham and Petersham is automatically a member of the
Neighbourhood Forum and we are seeking your approval of the Plan in a forthcoming referendum. This
Plan would not have been produced without the valuable comments from many local residents – thank
you to everyone.
It has been a pleasure to be involved in developing it and I hope you will like what you read here. We have
an opportunity to agree a shared vision for Ham and Petersham and shape the development and growth
VMV\YHYLH;OL7SHUHSSV^Z\Z[VPUÅ\LUJL[OLM\[\YLVM/HTHUK7L[LYZOHTPUH]LY`YLHS^H`![OL
policies in this plan will be used to determine whether or not planning permission should be granted for
development in our area. It will sit along- side the London Borough of Richmond Upon Thames (LBRuT)’s
V^U3VJHS7SHUWVSPJPLZ[HRPUNWYLJLKLUJLV]LYUVUZ[H[\[VY`WVSPJPLZ^OLYL[OLYLPZJVUÅPJ[HUK[OL
Mayor of London’s London Plan. It has real power and so carries responsibility.
;OL^OVSLWVPU[VM[OL7SHUPZ[VÄUK^H`Z[VPUÅ\LUJLKL]LSVWTLU[ZVP[TLL[Z[OLULLKZVMYLZPKLU[Z
HUKV[OLYZPU[OLJVTT\UP[`;OPZPZ[OLRL`!PM^LKVU»[NL[[OL7SHUHWWYV]LK[OLUP[^PSSILOHYKLY[V
OH]LPUÅ\LUJLHUK[OLYLPZTVYLJOHUJL[OH[JOHUNL^PSSILPTWVZLKVU\ZHZV\YV^UWVSPJPLZ^PSSUV[
be there to support the community’s vision and ambition.
We live in a wonderful area, a physically compact neighbourhood with clear boundaries. It is a beautiful
place to live, but it also has a spirit and a character that I hope we have captured. Someone once
described it as the “best-kept secret in London”. To come home to it is like stepping into a slightly
KPќLYLU[^VYSKHUKP[»ZH^VYSKTHU`VM\ZSPRLHUK^PZO[VWYLZLY]L0[OHZNVVKSVJHSZOVWZILH\[PM\S
open spaces and places of historical note. We have a lovely common with a pond which hosts families
of ducks and swans. Cricket is played on that common as it has been for the last 200 years. We have
successful local schools, welcoming cafes and pubs and thriving clubs and community groups that work
[VILULÄ[[OLSVJHSJVTT\UP[`
A number of people have been a member of the committee of the Forum over the years and these
are listed in Appendix 1. There would have been no Neighbourhood Forum and Plan without Andrew
Beedham, a long-time resident of Petersham and an experienced town planner. He died at far too early
an age in December 2015. Andrew was far-sighted, creative and saw the possibilities of neighbourhood
planning very early on. He also had an extraordinary network of contacts in Ham and Petersham which
he had built up through his involvement and interest in a number of community projects. Andrew pulled
[VNL[OLYHJVYL[LHTVMSVJHSYLZPKLU[HUKI\ZPULZZTLTILYZMYVTKPќLYLU[WHY[ZVMV\YSVJHSJVTT\UP[`
who became the launch committee and a separate group of local planners and architects to form the
plan drafting team.
The Committee meets monthly and is responsible for gathering the views of the people of Ham and
7L[LYZOHT HUK HWWYV]PUN [OL ÄUHS ]LYZPVUZ VM [OL KYHM[ 7SHU 0U HKKP[PVU [V [OYLL W\ISPJ TLL[PUNZ PU
2013, we held a two-day drop in event in Ham Library in 2014 and visited schools to get student views,
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organised stalls on Ham Parade and at Ham Fair. We have an active website where people leave their
comments. In early 2016, we held six drop-in workshops at Ham Library to consult on various parts of
the draft plan.
The Drafting Team is responsible for actually writing the plan based on consultation. This was initially
chaired by Andrew Beedham but when he had to stand down, we were very lucky that Lisa Fairmaner
took over. As well as being a local resident, at that time she headed up the team responsible for planning
and environmental policy at Westminster City Council, including Neighbourhood Planning, so she brought
a wealth of expertise. From September 2016, Chris Ruse took over from Lisa as her work commitments
prevented her from continuing. Chris has brought a huge amount of his experience to the project. The full
SPZ[VMJVU[YPI\[VYZPZZL[V\[H[(WWLUKP_>LHYLHSZVNYH[LM\SMVY[OLÄUHUJPHSZ\WWVY[HUKHK]PJL^L
have received from LBRuT.
Every member of the Committee and Drafting Team has played their part, big and small, in bringing the
Plan together and I am deeply grateful to everyone. The Plan would not have been produced without
the brilliant contribution of our administrator, Siriol Davies. Behind the scenes she has done the not very
glamorous work of writing minutes, booking rooms and making sure things were done. She has brought
a quick mind and a great eye for detail to our work. In the later stages, I am very grateful to Sarah
Gatehouse for her valuable advice and hard work editing the draft Plan.
Through sensitive development that respects the special character of Ham and Petersham, we can
move forward as a thriving community. Our Neighbourhood Plan has tried to capture what we have and
SVVRMVYZLUZPISL^H`ZMVY[OLJVTT\UP[`[VL]VS]LHUKWYVZWLY;OLYLHYLKPќLYLU[]PL^ZPU/HTHUK
Petersham about our future direction and we are blessed with strong characters who know what they
are talking about. Out of this range of ideas, we have tried to produce a plan that is distinctive, practical
and builds on the strengths of this community. Nobody will be 100% happy with everything in it, but I
hope it captures the breadth of views across the community and sets a vision for the future that we can
HSSZ\WWVY[,]LUPM[OLYLHYLHYLHZ^OPJOKVUV[L_HJ[S`YLÅLJ[^OH[`V\^HU[0OVWL`V\MLLSP[Z[YPRLZ
the right balance and can vote for it. Remember, without approval, there is no plan and that means no
PUÅ\LUJL

Brian Willman
Chair of the Ham & Petersham Neighbourhood Forum
August 2017
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1.1

1.1.4 Character and Heritage

Vision and Objectives

To ensure all development enhances the character and
appearance of the area and is designed to integrate with
the existing architecture and green spaces. To ensure
that development is only permitted in locations which
are consistent with the vision for the neighbourhood.

1.1.1 The overarching purpose of the Neighbourhood
Plan is to enable the community in Ham and Petersham
to have a say in deciding the future development of
the area. The views of the local community have been
sought through extensive consultation.

1.1.5 Housing
To ensure the mix of any new housing has an appropriate
balance in terms of tenure, size and type. Opportunities
^PSSILVW[PTPZLKMVYHќVYKHISLOV\ZPUN6SKLYWLYZVUZ»
housing, providing for a range of independence and
support, will be encouraged.

1.1.2 Vision - To build on the identity of Ham and
Petersham as a distinct and sustainable mixed
community giving great opportunities to live and work
within a semi–rural historic landscape.
Our vision for a sustainable community is that, whenever
viable, residents will have access to education,
shopping, working, cultural and other opportunities
within Ham and Petersham so as to foster a greater
sense of belonging and identity. We will encourage an
increasing proportion of local journeys to be by foot or
bicycle by creating a network of cycle/walking routes
accessible to a range of ages and good public transport.

1.1.6 Green Spaces
To protect and enhance existing green spaces, sites of
OPZ[VYPJHSHUKLU]PYVUTLU[HSZPNUPÄJHUJLHUK[OLZLTP
Y\YHSJOHYHJ[LYVM[OLHYLHMVY[OLILULÄ[HUKLUQV`TLU[
of the local and wider community and in the interest of
nature conservation.

1.1.7 Travel and Streets
To create better transport links within the neighbourhood
and with adjoining centres, in such a way as to enable
safe walking, cycling and the use of public transport,
HUK[VTPUPTPZL[YHѝJJVUNLZ[PVUHUKWVSS\[PVU

Local services, activities and opportunities will be
JVTWSLTLU[LK I` JVU]LUPLU[ HUK LѝJPLU[ HJJLZZ [V
2PUNZ[VU 9PJOTVUK ;^PJRLUOHT HUK M\Y[OLY HÄLSK
including central London. Walking, cycling and public
transport will be attractive and viable for these journeys
also.

1.1.8 Community facilities
To provide an appropriate range of community facilities
which will promote the health, education and physical,
mental and spiritual development of all residents,
particularly the young and the elderly.

From our consultation, the range of social groups
living in the area emerged as a distinctive and valued
characteristic and this has led to the aspiration to
JVU[PU\L[VLUJV\YHNLHTP_LKJVTT\UP[`VMKPќLYLU[
ages and social groups.

1.1.9 Retail and Local Services
To enhance the character, quality and distinctiveness
of the neighbourhood’s three local centres to ensure
viable and vibrant shopping centres serving residents
and visitors. To encourage small businesses and selfemployment, many based from home.

The description of the neighbourhood area as ‘semirural’ has been used to describe the setting of the
settlements of Ham and Petersham within substantial
areas of open and undeveloped land. This is also a
distinctive and valued feature of our area, providing
relative isolation from more urban areas of London.

1.1.10 Environmental Sustainability
To ensure that buildings in the area achieve the highest
VM Z[HUKHYKZ MVY LULYN` HUK ^H[LY LѝJPLUJ` HUK [OH[
ÅVVKYPZRPZTPUPTPZLK

1.1.3 Objectives - the objectives set out how the
Neighbourhood Plan seeks to achieve this vision and
how key issues should be addressed. The following
JOHW[LYZZL[V\[KL[HPSLKWVSPJPLZ^OPJOÅV^MYVT[OL
Vision and Objectives.
12

Introduction
1.2

Purpose and scope of the
Neighbourhood Plan

The Neighbourhood Plan

1.4

1.2.1 The purpose of the Neighbourhood Plan is to
supplement and build on existing strategic and local
policies in the London Plan and the London Borough
of Richmond Upon Thames’ (LBRuT) Local Plan which
are relevant to key issues in the area of Ham and
Petersham. References to the ‘Richmond Local Plan’
in the Neighbourhood Plan are to the Richmond Local
Plan Submission Version 2017. The Neighbourhood
Plan enables planning issues which are of particular
importance to Ham and Petersham to be assessed in
detail and relevant policies to be set out. It is intended
to cover a period of 15 years from the date of adoption.

1.4.1 The Neighbourhood Plan sets out policies for
development in the Ham and Petersham area. These
policies must be addressed by any development
proposals coming forward in the area.
1.4.2 Planning applications must be determined in
accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.
1.4.3 For the Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood
Area the development plan is made up of the Mayor of
London’s London Plan, the Local Plan for the London
Borough of Richmond upon Thames, and when it is
adopted, the Neighbourhood Plan. Richmond Council
are currently reviewing the Local Plan and consulted
on the ‘Publication Version’ between 4th January and
15th February 2017 and have submitted the draft
Local Plan to the Secretary of State for approval. The
Council have adopted the Publication Local Plan for
determining planning applications and development
management purposes and this version has been used
as the relevant Local Plan in the preparation of the draft
Neighbourhood Plan.

1.2.2 The Neighbourhood Plan does not cover all
planning issues in Ham and Petersham as many of
these are adequately covered in the existing strategic
and local plans. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks
to limit itself to local planning issues in Ham and
7L[LYZOHT^OPJOYLX\PYLZWLJPÄJHKKP[PVUHSN\PKHUJL
The Neighbourhood Plan is supported by detailed
neighbourhood area character studies covering the
KPќLYLU[WHY[ZVM/HTHUK7L[LYZOHT
1.2.3 The Neighbourhood Plan process has been
the subject of extensive public consultation, the details
of which are set out in the accompanying Consultation
Statement. This process has enabled a coherent
vision of how residents and businesses want the area
to be protected and improved. This is captured in the
Vision and Objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan. The
detailed policies in the Neighbourhood Plan stem from
the Vision and Objectives.

1.3

How to use the Neighbourhood Plan

1.4.4 >OLYL WVSPJPLZ ^P[OPU [OPZ WSHU KPќLY MYVT
policies in other development plan documents, the
TVZ[\W[VKH[LHUKZWLJPÄJWVSPJ`[HRLZWYLJLKLUJL
However, where this Neighbourhood Plan does
not include a relevant policy, policies in the other
development plan documents should be used to
determine planning applications. The Neighbourhood
Plan only includes policies where a local approach is
ULLKLK![OLYLHYLTHU`WVSPJPLZPU[OLV[OLYKVJ\TLU[Z
which the community endorse and therefore do not
repeat.

The Neighbourhood Forum

1.3.1 The Ham & Petersham Neighbourhood Forum
was designated by LBRuT on 16th January 2014 under
the Localism Act 2011. It is the formally recognised
’qualifying body’ for the area, comprising a large
group of active residents, business representatives
and representatives of local community services
and voluntary groups. The Neighbourhood Forum
was established with a view to bringing forward a
Neighbourhood Plan for the area.

1.4.5 In addition to policies for development, the
Neighbourhood Plan includes proposals to achieve the
objectives of the plan. The Implementation Programme
in Appendix 3 indicates how these might be delivered
over the lifetime of the plan. This does not form part of
the statutory Neighbourhood Plan and will be regularly
updated as projects develop and new opportunities
arise.
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0km

Neighbourhood plan boundary

Figure 1.1:
Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan Area
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Introduction

Figure 1.2:
John Rocque’s Map of London, 1746 (Ham and Petersham)

1.4.6 Implementation of the Neighbourhood Plan
will be monitored by the Forum Committee through
quarterly reports and an annual Progress Report to
the Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Forum AGM.
Richmond Council’s annual Authority Monitoring Report
(AMR) will include information on the implementation of
the Plan as part of the Development Plan for the Area.
The AMR also will also provide the vehicle to determine
when there is a need to undertake a partial or full review
of the Plan in the future.

1.6

Character and Heritage

Introduction to the Ham and
Petersham Neignbourhood

1.6.1 ;OL HYLH VM /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT KPќLYZ
from other parts of suburban London, which are
characterised by extensive Victorian and Edwardian
development. The absence of a rail station and generally
poor transport links discouraged extensive house
building and the area remained relatively undeveloped
until the mid 20th century. The area is, as a result,
JOHYHJ[LYPZLK I` H JVTIPUH[PVU VM ÄYZ[ WOHZL [O
century settlement along linear streets and 20th century
suburban style housing often arranged in closes and
around courtyards.

1.5.1 The Ham & Petersham Neighbourhood Area
lies between Richmond Park and the River Thames
in south-west London. It is shown in Figure 1.1. It
includes large areas of open green space, much
of it designated Metropolitan Open Land. It also
includes six Conservation Areas, a number of listed
buildings including Ham House, and extensive areas
of housing dating primarily from the 20th century. The
sections below set out the history of the area and its
development, how the area physically relates to its
neighbours and the current character of the area. This
background informs the content of the policy chapters
in this Neighbourhood Plan.

1.6.2 A broad belt of open land following the bend in
the Thames separates the residential areas of Ham and
7L[LYZOHTMYVT[OLYP]LY4\JOVM[OPZSHUKILULÄ[Z
from public access. The towpath along the bank of the
Thames allows full public access. Ham Common and
Richmond Golf Club abut Richmond Park to the east.
;OLYLHYLUV[YHѝJ[OYV\NOYV\[LZPU[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK
Area apart from Petersham Road. This has meant that
Ham and Petersham is, in London terms, relatively
isolated. This has informed the development of Ham and
Petersham and has strengthened its neighbourhood
identity. People who live in the area are proud of its
distinctiveness and there is a history of community

1.5
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participation in the shaping of the area.

this time is Riverside Drive. This has low-rise housing
on one side only, with an unusual aspect over playing
ÄLSKZOVYZLWHKKVJRZHUK/HT3HUKZ0U[OL Z
[HSSLYYLUKLYLKVY[OVNVUHSHWHY[TLU[ISVJRZPUÄSSLK[OL
area between Ashburnham Road and Woodville Road,
a development now known as Ham Close.

1.6.3 -PN\YL  ZOV^Z [OL KPќLYLU[ WOHZLZ VM
development of Ham and Petersham. Ham House,
built in 1610 by Sir Thomas Vavasour, Knight Marshal
to James I and now owned by the National Trust, is the
only property in the area with a direct relationship to
the river. The house was enlarged and refurbished by
the Duke and Duchess of Lauderdale in the late 17th
Century, including the construction of axially arranged
parkland avenues, which remain prominent in the
landscape today. These can be clearly seen on John
Roque’s map of 1746.

1.6.7 In the late 50s and 60s two pioneering housing
schemes were developed in Ham. Parkleys, a 168 unit
LZ[H[L PU H :JHUKPUH]PHU PUZWPYLK PKPVT ^HZ [OL ÄYZ[
THQVYKL]LSVWTLU[I`[OLPUÅ\LU[PHS:WHUKL]LSVWTLU[
JVTWHU` VM ,YPJ 3`VUZ HUK .LVќYL` ;V^UZLUK 0[
JVTWYPZLZSV^YPZLISVJRZVMÅH[ZSPURLKI`JV\Y[`HYKZ
Social interaction and involvement was encouraged
through the arrangement of communal courtyards and
the creation of a residents’ management structure.
Parkleys is listed Grade II and along with the associated
part of Ham parade was designated a Conservation
Area in 2003.

1.6.4 In Petersham a number of large walled
Georgian houses survive along with small workers’
cottages. Many of the large houses face onto Petersham
Road which has remained narrow and with a number
of very tight bends. In the 1970s Douglas House, a
Stuart mansion built in 1680, was converted into the
German School including an associated new school
I\PSKPUN  :VTL ZTHSS HUK PUÄSS KL]LSVWTLU[Z OH]L
since been constructed in contemporary styles. Parts
of Petersham have remained largely unchanged since
the 19th century making it distinctive for its historic
buildings, brick boundary walls and sharp bend.

1.6.8 The modernist Langham House Close was
designed by Stirling and Gowan, a small development
VMJVUJYL[LMYHTLKÅH[ZPU[^VHUK[OYLLZ[VYL`ZHSVUN
a linear site behind Langham House on Ham Common.
The development is an early example of New Brutalism
HUK P[Z PTWVY[HUJL PZ YLÅLJ[LK PU P[Z .YHKL 00 SPZ[PUN
Elsewhere individual houses by internationally renowned
architects have contributed to the heritage of historic
and contemporary architecture.

1.6.5 Until the 20th century Ham largely comprised
farmland with a mix of large Georgian buildings and small
cottages located along Ham Street and around Ham
Common. Whilst London’s Victorian and Edwardian
expansion by-passed Ham and Petersham, continued
population growth and post-war housing policies led
to a sustained period of residential development in
the area from the 1930s to the 1960s. Ham is now
JOHYHJ[LYPZLK I` HYLHZ VM OV\ZPUN VM KPќLYLU[ Z[`SLZ
YLÅLJ[PUN[OLZ[HNLZVMKL]LSVWTLU[^OPJO[VVRWSHJL
through this period.

1.6.9 Wates, the builder at Parkleys, went on
to develop a 60 acre site in Ham in the mid 1960s.
The development predominantly comprises terraced
OV\ZLZ ÅH[Z HUK THPZVUL[[LZ HUK PUJS\KLZ ZOVWZ
St Richard’s Church and St Richard’s School. The
appearance of the estate owes much to Parkleys;
the houses generally comprise two and three storey
buildings with private gardens, communal spaces and
landscaped verges. A clever layout, with a perpendicular
arrangement of terraces minimises overlooking.

1.6.6 In the 1930s generous sized residential
properties were developed along and to the south of
Sandy Lane. These were followed by the construction
VM H ZPNUPÄJHU[ HTV\U[ VM WVZ[ ^HY WYP]H[L HUK
public housing in the 1940s and 1950s, estates of
predominantly two-storey semi-detached properties.
Around the perimeter of the residential estates built at

1.6.10 In the last quarter of the 20th century, there
have been further smaller developments, including in
the grounds of large houses, for instance along Church
9VHK^OLYLWSV[ZVMSHUKOH]LILLUZVSKVќWPLJLTLHS
either as individual properties along the length of the
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road or to create estates. In the 2010s Latchmere
House, a former rehabilitation prison, was redeveloped
as Richmond Chase, a mix of executive homes and
ÅH[Z^P[OZVTLHќVYKHISLOV\ZPUN(WVJRL[VM/HT
Lands was developed as the Locksmeade estate in the
 Z;OLHYLHILULÄ[ZMYVTHYLHZVMTH[\YLKLZPNULK
landscapes, including in the 50s and 60s estates.
These spaces positively contribute to the attractive,
leafy character of the area..

1.7.4 Petersham Road is also used as a through
YV\[L MVY [YHѝJ (S[OV\NO P[ PZ Z\IQLJ[ [V H TWO
ZWLLK SPTP[ PU WSHJLZ [YHѝJ [LUKZ [V [YH]LS MHZ[LY VU
this road than elsewhere in the area. Petersham Road
is heavily used, including by HGVs, as there is a lack
of alternative routes. It is narrow and winding and can
become congested, especially at peak times or if there
is an incident or obstruction. Other roads in Ham and
Petersham are primarily narrow residential roads, used
MVYSVJHSHJJLZZVUS`;YHѝJZWLLKZHYLNLULYHSS`ZSV^
Dukes Avenue and Riverside Drive are wider roads
which run round the perimeter of the residential estates
in Ham.

1.6.11 The Neighbourhood Plan aims to ensure that
development in Ham and Petersham respects and
YLÅLJ[Z[OLWHY[PJ\SHYHYJOP[LJ[\YHSHUK]PZ\HSJOHYHJ[LY
of the area. It also aims to protect and enhance
existing green spaces. The character of twelve distinct
ULPNOIV\YOVVKHYLHZOHZILLUPKLU[PÄLKHUKYL]PL^LK
The studies can be found at Appendix 4 of this Plan.
Any new development will be expected to have regard
to the character of the area in which it’s located.

1.7

1.7.5 There are more options to access Ham and
Petersham on foot or by cycle, including the Thames
towpath, the footbridge to Teddington and foot ferry to
Twickenham.
1.7.6 Numerous footpaths and alleyways link areas
within the Neighbourhood, making the area highly
permeable. These are well used. It is possible to walk to
Richmond and Kingston via these paths, but some are
narrow, circuitous, and they do not form a continuous
direct route between Richmond and Kingston.

Connections

1.7.1 Despite being part of London, Ham and
Petersham is quite isolated. The area is physically
bounded by the Thames to the west and Richmond
Park/ Richmond Golf Club to the east. Petersham Road
is the only main road which runs through the area,
linking Richmond to Kingston.

1.7.7 The Thames towpath is also well used, but
P[ PZ HќLJ[LK I` [PKHS ÅVVKPUN HUK PTWHZZHISL H[ OPNO
tide. The bend in the river between Ham House and
Teddington Lock makes this a long route between
Kingston and Richmond. As such it tends to be used
for recreational purposes only. The footpaths, avenues
and Thames towpath are generally unlit.

1.7.2 Two bus routes serve the area, with an additional
local bus to Kingston, and on to Morden. There is no rail
station, with the closest stations at Richmond, Kingston
and Norbiton, or Teddington and Twickenham on the
other side of the river.

1.7.8 There is a footbridge at Teddington Lock which
gives pedestrian access across the river at this point.
Ramps have been introduced to allow buggies and
regular bicycles to be pushed over the bridge. The payto-use Hammerton Ferry to Twickenham also takes
bicycles and buggies, if they can be carried onto the
boat.

1.7.3 There are relatively few vehicular access
WVPU[Z[V[OLHYLH;V[OLUVY[OHSS[YHѝJJVTPUNMYVT
Richmond must go through a narrow, winding section of
[OL7L[LYZOHT9VHK;V[OLZV\[OHSS[YHѝJT\Z[WHZZ
through Ham Cross to get to Kingston and beyond.
There are two entry points into Richmond Park from the
area, at Ham Gate and the Star and Garter, but these
routes are only open in the daytime and are unsuitable
for commercial vehicles. There is no vehicular access
across the River Thames.

1.7.9 The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to ensure that
public transport links are improved and to encourage
travel by foot and bicycle. The Neighbourhood Plan
HSZVZLLRZ[VTPUPTPZL[YHѝJJVUNLZ[PVUPU[OLHYLH
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1.8

Residents
together with dramatic changes to the social mix
arising from the Right to Buy scheme, is leading to a
European-dominated multi-cultural population, with
a particularly high proportion of Germans attracted
by the German School in Petersham. Many people
feel there is a strong sense of community arising from
connections made through the neighbourhood primary
and secondary schools, and the many clubs, churches
and civic groups.

1.8.1 Ham and Petersham has a strong community
spirit with many community organisations, support
networks and ties. The Ham, Petersham and Richmond
Riverside ward boundary extends further than the
neighbourhood area, including Richmond Hill almost to
the Richmond Bridge roundabout. However, the 2011
^HYK JLUZ\ZÄN\YLZWYV]PKL H \ZLM\SPUKPJH[PVUVM [OL
make-up of our residents.
1.8.2 There are 4,450 households in the ward
(2011 Census) and about 10,280 residents (mid-2013
estimates). The population of the ward is low compared
to the ward average for both LBRuT and London, but
with a higher proportion of older residents (60 and
above). Many older residents have lived in the area for a
ZPNUPÄJHU[WYVWVY[PVUVM[OLPYSP]LZ

1.8.6 The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to ensure that
new housing meets the needs of residents in the area,
especially older residents who may wish to stay in the
area but move from larger family houses. New housing
will be expected to meet high design and environmental
standards.

1.9

1.8.3 About 30% of residents own their homes
outright, another 30% own their homes with a mortgage.
About 20% rent privately, 18% rent from the council or
a registered provider (such as the Richmond Housing
Partnership) and 2% live rent free. There are also 38
shared ownership homes in the area (part mortgage,
part rent, through a registered provider).

Community Services

1.9.1 /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT ILULÄ[ MYVT H YHUNL VM
community facilities. However, many of these are under
growing pressure and need to be upgraded.
1.9.10 The area includes a number of primary and
secondary schools, healthcare facilities, youth and
elderly persons’ services and churches, all of which
provide essential services to local residents. Grey Court
School and the Russell School have both recently
been expanded to meet local demand. However, other
services that rely on public funding have been cut.

1.8.4 The mean household income in the area is
£49,000 and the median is £38,000. This is less than
the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames as
a whole, which is £58,000 and £45,000 respectively.
However, it is similar to London as a whole, which is
 HUK  YLZWLJ[P]LS` 6ѝJL MVY 5H[PVUHS
Statistics, Neighbourhood Statistics, 2011).

1.9.11 The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to protect
community facilities in the local area and to encourage
improvements to facilities and services to meet local
demand and need.

1.8.5 The disparity between social groups living
in the area arises from the range of housing. These
include large multi-million pound Georgian houses
in extensive grounds around Ham Common and in
Petersham, detached houses with generous gardens
HWWLHSPUN[VHў\LU[WYVMLZZPVUHSZYLSH[P]LS`HќVYKHISL
family houses built for owner occupation and social
OV\ZPUNPUÅH[ZHUKOV\ZLZ(JVYLVMºVSK/HTMHTPSPLZ»
are complemented by many families who have raised
their children through local schools and lived in their
homes for 30 – 40 years. In relation to surrounding
areas, Ham and parts of Petersham provide relatively
HќVYKHISL OV\ZPUN H[[YHJ[P]L [V `V\UN MHTPSPLZ ^OPJO

1.10

Businesses

1.10.1 Neither Ham nor Petersham have ever had
a village centre in the traditional sense. Today Ham
Parade on the periphery of the Neighbourhood Plan
area is a well-used parade of shops and local services
along the main road between Kingston and Richmond.
Within Ham there are clusters of shops, schools and
local services at St Richard’s Square and the Ham
Street / Ashburnham Road junction. These are shown
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Image 1: Wiggins Lane

on Figure 6.1. There is also a smaller parade of shops
in Back Lane and public houses, plant nurseries and
stables are scattered through the area. These all provide
local employment. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to
protect and enhance the local retail centres and other
retail services.
1.10.2 The majority of the wards’ 5,200 employees
work outside the area, commuting to other parts of
London and the south east. However, local employment
is also provided in the local schools, shops, in childcare
provision, local health services including the Cassel
Hospital, leisure facilities such as the polo and golf clubs
and at Ham House. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to
enhance facilities for residents and visitors to enjoy.
1.10.3 (S[OV\NO[OLYLHYLML^VѝJLIHZLKLTWSV`LYZ
in Ham and Petersham there are many small enterprises
throughout the area, including people who work from
home. The Neighbourhood Plan welcomes these uses
provided they do not impact on the amenity of adjoining
occupiers.
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Figure 1.3:
Historical development
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Figure 1.4:
Plan by G.W. Bacon 1949, showing gravel workings on Ham Lands and housing built in the inter-war period

Figure 1:5:
Ham, Petersham and Richmond Riverside Ward population by age (the Ward boundary includes properties along the Petersham Road, from the
Rose of York public house to Hill Rise, which are not included in the Neighbourhood Plan area)
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2

Character and Heritage

2.1
Objective: To ensure all development
enhances the character and appearance of the
area and is designed to integrate with the existing
architecture and green spaces. To ensure that
development is only permitted in locations which
are consistent with the vision for the neighbourhood.

2.2

recognition of their importance to the village-like
character which is highly valued by residents. This
designation and associated policies in the Local Plan
provide control over development and protection
HNHPUZ[[OLPU[LUZPÄJH[PVUVM[OLI\PS[\WHYLH
2.2.4 The built heritage is the second major element
of the character of the neighbourhood. There are 4
designated Conservation Areas located within the
neighbourhood area - Petersham, Ham House, Ham
Common, and Parkleys. In addition parts of the
Richmond Hill and Teddington Lock Conservation Areas
are also located in the neighbourhood area. These are
shown on Figure 2.1

Context

2.2.1 A prominent theme emerging from consultation
on the Neighbourhood Plan is the desire to protect
and foster the character and heritage of Ham and
Petersham. In planning terms character and heritage
derives primarily from the physical form of the area. It
OHZH^PKLYTLHUPUNMVYSVJHSYLZPKLU[ZYLÅLJ[PUN[OLPY
connection to the area and their perception of it, which
are important to the sense of identity and community
within Ham and Petersham.

2.2.5 ;OLYLHYLHZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILYVMSPZ[LKI\PSKPUNZ
in the neighbourhood area, prominent amongst which
HYL[OL.YHKL/HT/V\ZLHUK[OL.YHKL4HUVY
House, Langham House Close and Sudbrook Lodge
in Ham, and St Peter’s Church, Douglas House,
Petersham House, Rutland Lodge, Montrose House,
and Harrington Lodge in Petersham. A large number of
Buildings of Townscape Merit and other non-designated
OLYP[HNL HZZL[Z OH]L HSZV ILLU PKLU[PÄLK PU [OL 3VJHS
Plan where special consideration will be given to their
conservation and setting to maintain the character of
the area.

2.2.2 The original Ham House Estate continues to
PUÅ\LUJL [OL HWWLHYHUJL HUK SH`V\[ VM [OL HYLH ^P[O
its two prominent avenues. Ham House and Gardens
and associated landscape are an important element
within the Arcadian Thames landscape and part of
[OL IYVHK Z^LLW VM VWLU ZWHJL ÅHURPUN [OL ;OHTLZ
stretching from Petersham Meadows, with the iconic
grazing cattle set against the backdrop of Richmond
Hill, to Teddington Lock and beyond. These avenues
and open spaces, together with Petersham and Ham
Commons are important and much loved constituents
of the semi-rural character of the neighbourhood.
They are designated as Metropolitan Open Land in the
9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHUHќVYKPUNHOPNOSL]LSVMWYV[LJ[PVU
and retention as undeveloped land in open use. The
Neighbourhood Plan fully supports this designation
and their contribution to bio-diversity. Important vistas
include views of Ham House and Orleans House as well
as locally valued views from the bridge at Teddington
Lock and the Ham War Memorial in St Andrew’s
churchyard.

2.2.6 A comprehensive description and assessment
of the 4 Conservation Areas located entirely within
the neighbourhood (Petersham, Ham House, Ham
Common and Parkleys) is provided in the Character
Appraisal and Management Plan published by the
LBRuT in 2007. The Neighbourhood Plan does not
seek to supplement the existing Conservation Area
Appraisal and Management Plans which will be kept
YLSL]HU[ I` YLN\SHY YL]PL^Z [V YLÅLJ[ JOHUNLZ HUK
new opportunities. The Implementation Programme
includes the proposal to review the Conservation Area
Appraisals and Management Plans for the Petersham,
Ham House, Ham Common and Parkleys Conservation
Areas.

2.2.3 6[OLY ZPNUPÄJHU[ VWLU HYLHZ PUJS\KPUN ZJOVVS
WSH`PUNÄLSKZ[OLNHYKLUZVM[OL*HZZLS/VZWP[HSHUK
St Michael’s Convent and Ham Green are designated
as Other Open Land of Townscape Importance in

2.2.7 Only a small part of the Richmond Hill
Conservation Area falls within the neighbourhood area
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2.3

(Petersham Common Woods and the Star and Garter).
The Richmond Hill Conservation Area Study was
produced by LBRuT in 2000.

Policy C1 - Protecting Green Character

2.3.1 The clear distinction between the built-up
areas and green spaces of Ham and Petersham will
be retained and, where appropriate, enhanced to
LUZ\YL[OH[[OLIV\UKHY`PZ^LSSKLÄULKWO`ZPJHSS`HUK
visually. The visibility of internal and external lighting
when viewed from the green spaces requires particular
care in line with Policy G2 Light Pollution (para 7.4.1)

2.2.8 As part of the preparation for the
Neighbourhood Plan, character and context studies
^LYL\UKLY[HRLUMVY[OLKPќLYLU[HUKKPZ[PUJ[P]LHYLHZ
within Ham and Petersham which fall outside the
designated conservation areas following the guidance
PU[OL3VUKVU4H`VY»Z:7.º:OHWPUN5LPNOIV\YOVVKZ!
*OHYHJ[LYHUK*VU[L_[»,HJOZ[\K`PKLU[PÄLZ[OLRL`
features which give the area its particular character and
the changes that are shaping its future, and concludes
with guidance on future changes and development.
;^LS]L KPќLYLU[ HYLHZ OH]L ILLU PKLU[PÄLK HUK [OL
character and context studies for these areas are
included at Appendix 4 to the Neighbourhood Plan. The
neighbourhood character areas are shown on Figure 2.2
The character and context studies provide the starting
point for the preparation of character and context
appraisals for individual development proposals.

2.3.2 The improvement, extension or renewal of
existing leisure facilities within the green spaces of
the neighbourhood area must have particular regard
to their semi-rural setting within the open spaces
when assessed in relation to the relevant policy in the
Richmond Local Plan.
2.3.3 The materials and the design of structures in
and adjacent to green spaces, including signs, fencing
and lighting, must be appropriate to the open ‘semirural’ character.

2.2.9 Design and conservation policies in the
Richmond Local Plan are the primary context for
assessing planning applications in Ham and Petersham,
setting out general design criteria.

Policy application
2.3.4 All applications on or adjacent to green spaces
PKLU[PÄLKPU-PN\YL^PSSILL_WLJ[LK[VHKKYLZZ[OPZ
policy. The creation and expansion of sports facilities
will only be considered appropriate on open spaces
already used for this purpose and provided that criteria
set out in the policies of this Plan and the Local Plan are
met.

2.2.10 Outside the designated Conservation Areas it is
important that development has regard to the character
of neighbourhood areas. Gated developments are not
characteristic of the neighbourhood area and will be
discouraged.

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
2.3.5 The open semi-rural character of Ham and
Petersham is one of its key characteristics. It is
considered important that this character is not eroded
through poorly designed or badly located developments
or use of green space for inappropriate and intensive
leisure uses such as sports.
2.3.6 It is also important that street furniture and
other essential structures within the green spaces are
KLZPNULK[VYLÅLJ[[OLJOHYHJ[LYVM[OLSVJH[PVU:[YLL[
furniture and essential structures should be designed
to comply with guidance in the LBRuT Public Space
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Design Guide. This approach builds on policy LP 13
and LP 14 of the Richmond Local Plan.

2.5

2.4

2.5.1 New developments should retain and add to
the neighbourhood’s network of paths and through
routes and maintain the open and permeable structure
of the area. The realignment of paths and through
routes will be acceptable where this will result in an
improvement in permeability. Gated developments will
not be accepted.

Policy C2 - Character and Context
Appraisals

2.4.1 All applications for new buildings must be
accompanied by a Character and Context appraisal
which addresses the key elements of the character of
the designated Conservation Area or neighbourhood
character area in which the site is located.

Policy C3 - Protecting the Character
of Built Areas

Policy Application
2.4.2 All new development will be assessed against
guidance in the relevant character and context area
study (Appendix 4) or the relevant Conservation
Area Appraisal for the purposes of policy LP1 in the
Richmond Local Plan.

2.5.2 Developments should retain existing paths and
routes and, where appropriate, add to this network.
The latter requirement is only likely to apply to larger
scale development.

Policy Application

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ

2.4.3 Policies in the Richmond Local Plan provide
a sound basis for assessing development proposals.
The character area studies and Conservation Area
appraisals will provide the particular context for
assessing proposals. Where appropriate the Character
and Context appraisal may be integrated into the
Heritage Statement and the Design and Access
Statement. Character and Context Appraisals should
be appropriate to the size and complexity of the
proposed development.

2.5.3 A characteristic of the developed areas of Ham
and Petersham is a dense network of footpaths and
through routes. These are well used by pedestrians and
cyclists, avoiding the need to travel along busier roads.
These routes are valued and development should
protect them and, where appropriate add to them.
2.5.4 Gated developments are not characteristic of
the area. It is considered that public access to streets
serving all housing developments should be provided.
Policy LP 1 of the Richmond Local Plan seeks to ensure
that development respects the local character of the
area and provides inclusive design and connectivity.
This is supported.

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
2.4.4 It is considered appropriate to expect all
applications for new buildings in Ham and Petersham
to be accompanied by a Character and Context
Appraisal in line with the London Mayor’s SPG ‘Shaping
5LPNOIV\YOVVKZ! *OHYHJ[LY HUK *VU[L_[» ;OPZ
appraisal will need to address the special character of
the area in which the development is proposed, whether
designated Conservation Area or neighbourhood
character area. This will ensure that development
proposals will be informed by the key characteristics of
the area and help ensure a high quality of development
design and form which acknowledges the particular
identity of Ham and Petersham.. This builds on policies
LP 1, LP 2, LP 3 and LP 4 of the Richmond Local Plan.
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Figure 2.1:
Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings
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Image 2: CA6 Petersham

Image 3: CA7 Ham Common

Image 4: CA23 Ham House

Image 5: CA67 Parkleys Estate, Ham

Image 6: ChA1 Cedar Heights/ Bute Avenue

Image 7: ChA 2 Buckingham Road area

Image 8: ChA 3 Sandy Lane/ Martingales Close/ Sudbrook
Gardens

Image 9: ChA 4 Ashburnham Road/ Back Lane
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Image 10: ChA 5 Stretton Road area

Image 11: ChA 6 Ham Close

Image 12: ChA 7 Wates Estate

Image 13: ChA 8 Locksmeade

Image 14: ChA 9 Beaufort Court

Image 15: ChA 10 Dukes Avenue

Image 16: ChA 11 Church Road

Image 17: ChA 12 Latchmere Lane
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3

Housing

3.1
Objective: To ensure high quality new
housing with an appropriate balance in terms of
mix, tenure, size and type. Opportunities will be
RSWLPLVHG IRU DσRUGDEOH KRXVLQJ 2OGHU SHUVRQVâ
housing, providing for a range of independence and
support, will be encouraged.

3.2

involve building on Metropolitan Open Land (MOL).
There is a clear policy presumption against development
VM463SHUK^OPJOPZHќVYKLKZPTPSHYWYV[LJ[PVU[V[OL
Green Belt. Because of this, development is directed
[V [OL ZP[LZ PKLU[PÄLK 0U HKKP[PVU [OLYL PZ H YHUNL
of potential housing sites on previously developed
IYV^UÄLSK ZP[LZ PU [OL HYLH ;OLZL VќLY ^PUKMHSS
opportunities for housing development and appropriate
proposals are encouraged. Any housing targets for
3)9\; VY MVY [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH ZOV\SK YLÅLJ[
[OL ]LY` Z[YVUN WYV[LJ[PVU HќVYKLK [V 463 SHUK [OL
PKLU[PÄLKVWWVY[\UP[`ZP[LZHUK[OLWV[LU[PHSIYV^UÄLSK
windfall sites.

Context

3.2.1 Ham and Petersham are primarily residential
areas, with distinctive housing types and a range
of housing tenures. These are characteristic of
[OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH HUK THRL H ZPNUPÄJHU[
contribution to what is valued. New homes should
be accommodated within the neighbourhood area, to
help contribute to meeting housing needs. However,
housing development in Ham and Petersham needs to
have regard to its context, namely the scale and form of
existing development, the poor transport connectivity
of the area and the important role of open and green
spaces within the area.

3.2.5 /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT»Z HќVYKHISL OV\ZPUN
comprises a mix of tenure and households, and is an
important characteristic of this mixed and sustainable
community. There has already been a huge loss of
HќVYKHISLOVTLZMYVT[OLHYLHV]LY[OLWHZ[`LHYZ
HUKLZ[HISPZOLKHYLHZVMHќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNOH]LILLU
diluted through right to buy and other mechanisms.
Although a matter of concern it is accepted that this
is outside the scope of the Neighbourhood Plan. New
HќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNPU[OLHYLHPZILPUNWYV]PKLKHZWHY[
of new development, or wholly by Richmond Housing
Partnership and other Registered Providers. The
Neighbourhood Forum supports the LBRuT’s approach
[VHќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNHZZL[V\[PUWVSPJ`37VM[OL
9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHUHUK[OL(ќVYKHISL/V\ZPUN:7+
as it relates to individual site negotiations. However, in
Ham and Petersham neighbourhood area a strategic
IHSHUJLPU[OLYLNPVUVM HќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNVM[OL
total housing stock should be sought, in order to deliver
a range of housing options and ensure the community
remains mixed.

3.2.2 The character of the various neighbourhoods
that comprise the area have been assessed in the
neighbourhood character studies appended to the
Plan.
3.2.3 The key characteristics of housing in Ham and
7L[LYZOHT OH]L ILLU PKLU[PÄLK HUK PUJS\KLK ^P[OPU
the policies, to ensure new housing is appropriate to
its context and helps to create attractive places and
spaces where people want to live. In particular, Ham and
7L[LYZOHT PZ MVY[\UH[L [V OH]L Z\JO ÄUL HYJOP[LJ[\YHS
L_HTWSLZ MYVT KPќLYLU[ LYHZ MYVT [OL [O JLU[\Y`
through to post-war and modern. The policies seek to
ensure that future development delivers exemplars of
contemporary architecture. Alongside this, the housing
should be sustainable, perform well, and create a high
quality living environment, supporting healthy lifestyles
and more sustainable modes of transport.

3.2.6 Ham and Petersham is an appropriate location
for larger homes suitable for accommodating families.
It is also suitable for a proportion of smaller homes as
part of the overall mix, to provide a range of housing
options. For these reasons residential development will
be encouraged to provide a mix of sizes of units, taking
into account neighbourhood and local housing need as
set out in LP 35 of the Richmond Local Plan.

3.2.4 There are few key opportunity sites for housing
KL]LSVWTLU[ PU [OL HYLH ;OLZL OH]L ILLU PKLU[PÄLK
PU [OL 6WWVY[\UP[PLZ MVY *OHUNL JOHW[LY :PNUPÄJHU[
development beyond these sites would be likely to
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3.2.7 There is a higher proportion of elderly residents
in the area compared to the borough as a whole, many
of whom wish to remain in the area. It is desirable that
housing suitable for their requirements is provided
VќLYPUN H YHUNL VM HJJVTTVKH[PVU Z\P[HISL MVY
independent living through to supported living.

utilised. Other undeveloped land is predominantly MOL,
^OPJOPZHќVYKLKZPTPSHYWYV[LJ[PVU[V.YLLU)LS[SHUK
HUK V[OLY ZP[LZ ^P[O H ZPNUPÄJHU[ WYVWVY[PVU VM VWLU
land are designated as Other Open Land of Townscape
Importance and sites of nature conservation. This policy
YLÅLJ[Z HUK I\PSKZ VU WVSPJPLZ PU [OL 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS
7SHUZWLJPÄJHSS`3737 37HUKZP[LZWLJPÄJ
policies SA 15 (Ham Close), SA 16 (Cassel Hospital)
and SA 17 (St Michael’s Convent).

3.2.8 Any housing development will need to have
regard to the poor public transport accessibility
and limited local highway capacity as well as other
characteristics of the site and the context of the
surrounding area. Much of the neighbourhood area has
a Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) of only 1
(out of 6), whilst some homes have a Public Transport
Accessibility Level 0 of, the worst level in London. Only
sites along the Petersham Road have a PTAL of 2.
Local streets are constrained, particularly in Petersham,
HUK  JHUUV[ HJJVTTVKH[L H ZPNUPÄJHU[ PUJYLHZL PU
TV[VY[YHѝJ;OLPTWHJ[VMPUJYLHZPUN[YPWNLULYH[PVU
and associated congestion and pollution will need to be
mitigated in line with Policy T1 of the Neighbourhood
Plan.

3.3

3.4

Policy H2 - Housing mix

3.4.1 All housing developments will be encouraged
to include a range of unit sizes in accordance with LP
35 of the Richmond Local Plan.
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
3.4.2 The proposed mix of units should strike an
appropriate balance taking into account housing need,
the characteristics of housing in the area as well as
transport constraints.

Policy H1 - Residential Development

3.4.3 This policy builds on policy LP 35 of the
Richmond Local Plan.

3.3.1 All new housing within the Area should be
KLSP]LYLK VU [OVZL ZP[LZ PKLU[PÄLK PU [OPZ WSHU VY VU
WYL]PV\ZS`KL]LSVWLKIYV^UÄLSKZP[LZ



3ROLF\+$σRUGDEOHKRXVLQJ

3.5.1 ;OLWYV]PZPVUVMHќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNZLJ\YLKI`
legal agreement, is required in line with the Richmond
3VJHS 7SHU WVSPJ` 37  HUK [OL (ќVYKHISL /V\ZPUN
SPD and in developments of 10 or more units should
be provided as part of the development of the site.

Policy Application
3.3.2 Major residential development comprises any
schemes delivering 50 or more new residential units.
Higher density residential development means any
residential scheme comprising 200 habitable rooms per
hectare (hrh) or more. The impact of additional demands
on the local transport network will be managed under
Streets and Travel Policy T1.

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
3.5.2 ;OLYL OHZ ILLU H ZPNUPÄJHU[ [YHUZMLY VM
HќVYKHISLOVTLZ[V[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VY^P[OPU[OLHYLH
over the past 30 years and to maintain the mixed
community and retain a range of housing options it will
ILULJLZZHY`MVYUL^HќVYKHISLOV\ZPUN[VILPUJS\KLK
VU[OLZP[LZPKLU[PÄLKMVYOV\ZPUNKL]LSVWTLU[

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
3.3.3 3VJHSS`ZPNUPÄJHU[VWWVY[\UP[`ZP[LZOH]LILLU
PKLU[PÄLK PU [OL 7SHU -\Y[OLY OV\ZPUN KL]LSVWTLU[
opportunities may arise on previously developed
IYV^UÄLSKZP[LZ^OPJOHYLLP[OLYUV^]HJHU[VY\UKLY
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3.6

Policy H4 - Housing standards

3.6.1 All new housing in Ham and Petersham will
be encouraged to comply with the optional National
Technical Standards, as set out in policy LP 35 of
the Richmond Local Plan, including meeting Building
Regulation M Category 2 (accessible and adaptable
homes suitable for universal use including elderly).

1.

High quality architectural design which is well
related to its context,

2.

Building heights generally between 1 and 3
storeys, and 4 storeys in appropriate locations.
Developments of more than 4 storeys will not
be normally be considered acceptable and will
ULLK[VKLTVUZ[YH[LWVZP[P]LILULÄ[ZPU[LYTZ
of the townscape and local aesthetic quality
and relate well to their local context,

3.

A clear delineation between public and private
spaces,

4.

Developments should include an integrated
landscaping and planting strategy which
enriches the biodiversity of the Area, and
includes dedicated private planting areas for
each unit as well as communal planting areas
across the scheme which relate well to the
wider area.

5.

Single aspect units will not normally be
considered acceptable.

Policy Application
3.6.2 This policy encourages the achievement of
optional standards that can be demanding when
existing buildings are being converted or extended and
it is accepted that in these circumstances it may be not
be possible to achieve them.
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
3.6.3 There is a higher proportion of elderly residents
in the area compared to the borough overall, and there
is strong social case for enabling them to remain in the
community amongst friendship and support networks.
It is therefore considered appropriate to ensure that new
housing development provides accommodation which
is suitable for them, allowing for continued independent
living. In addition, it is very desirable that new housing
is wheelchair accessible to provide for people with
limited mobility. Currently there is a lack of wheelchair
accessible private market housing. This builds on
policy LP 35 of the Richmond Local Plan.

3.7

Policy Application
3.7.3 The reference to ‘storeys’ includes ground
level and is based on modern storey heights, which
are lower than historic buildings. In some instances,
this also includes rooms within the loft of a building.
Where a development scheme involves the demolition
of existing buildings the appropriate building height will
be determined by the context of the site and the design
and layout of the proposed development. Schemes
PUL_JLZZVM[OLKLUZP[`YHUNLPKLU[PÄLKPU[OL3VUKVU
Plan density matrix (up to 200hrh) must demonstrate
that they have addressed concerns related to design,
character and accessibility.

Policy H5 - Design principles for
housing development

3.7.1 The, height, scale, massing and site layout
of new housing development will be based on the
PTTLKPH[L JVU[L_[ HUK Z\YYV\UKPUN OV\ZPUN PKLU[PÄLK
in the Character and Context Appraisals.

9LHZVULK1\Z[PÄJH[PVU

3.7.2 The design of all new housing development
in the neighbourhood area will be guided by policy C2
7YV[LJ[PUN [OL *OHYHJ[LY VM )\PS[ (YLHZ! 0U WHY[PJ\SHY
housing schemes should incorporate the following
WYPUJPWSLZ!

3.7.4 Ham and Petersham comprise a number of
KPќLYLU[OV\ZPUNHYLHZ;OLJOHYHJ[LYVMLHJOVM[OLZL
has been assessed in the neighbourhood character
studies and Conservation Area appraisals. These
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studies explain the high quality modern and traditional
precedents found in the area, such as inter war and
post war cottage estates, planned developments such
as Langham House Close, Parkleys and the Wates
Estate, and individual houses, both traditional Georgian
and modern. The guidance for the form, scale and
design of housing developments builds on guidance in
policy LP 39 and LP 1 and 2 of the Richmond Local
Plan.
3.7.5 The reference to density range contained in
the London Plan relates to the character of existing
housing in the area, the PTAL and the capacity of the
road network.
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Image 18: Langham House Close

Image 19: Huf House, Petersham
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4

Travel and Streets

4.1
Objective: To create better transport
links within the neighbourhood and with adjoining
centres in such a way as to enable safe walking,
cycling and the use of public transport, and to
PLQLPLVHWUDτFFRQJHVWLRQDQGSROOXWLRQ
4.2

4.2.7 There is a footbridge at Teddington Lock.
Ramps have been introduced to allow buggies and
regular bicycles to be pushed over the bridge. The pay
to use Hammerton Ferry to Twickenham also takes
bicycles and buggies, if they can be carried onto the
boat.

Context
4.2.8 Public transport accessibility levels (PTAL) are
measured on a scale of 0 – 6 with 0 being the lowest
levels of accessibility and 6 the highest. The majority
of Ham and Petersham is level 1b. Petersham Road
achieves the highest PTAL level in the area of 2. The
limited public transport options force many residents
and visitors to rely on private motor transport, evidenced
by data showing the majority of residents using a car or
]HU [V [YH]LS [V ^VYR ^OPSZ[ PU H ZPNUPÄJHU[ WYVWVY[PVU
of the borough the majority are able to commute by
[YHPU;OPZYLZ\S[ZPUOPNOSL]LSZVM[YHѝJHUKWYLZZ\YL
on parking in Ham and Petersham.

4.2.1 The area of Ham and Petersham is contained by
the physical boundaries of the Thames and Richmond
Park which limit access by road. The area does not
have rail or tube connections. Two bus routes serve the
area, with an additional local bus to Kingston.
4.2.2 The A307 (Petersham Road) is the only road
running in and out of the area and the consequent
reliance by both private and public transport on this
route leads to congestion and unreliable travel times.
4.2.3 Other roads in Ham and Petersham are
primarily narrow residential roads, used for local access
only, apart from the wider Dukes Avenue and Riverside
Drive, which run round the perimeter of the residential
estates in Ham. Ham Street, one of the original roads
in Ham, is particularly narrow and congested in places
THRPUNP[KPѝJ\S[[VULNV[PH[L

4.2.9 Using the propensity to cycle tool as an indicator
of demand, the residents of Ham and Petersham are
among the highest cycle users in the borough. As
there is currently a limited cycle network, the relatively
high level of cycle use may also indicate a lack of other
options.
4.2.10 At consultation there was no desire to expand
the road network. However, there is support for
increasing the accessibility of the area to pedestrians
and cycle users, including backing for a foot and cycle
bridge between Ham and Twickenham and a fully
connected cycle network linking to the town centres
and rail connections at Richmond and Kingston. There
was also support for a 20mph speed limit within the
neighbourhood to improve safety for walking and
cycling.

4.2.4 There are more options to access Ham and
Petersham on foot or by cycle, including the Thames
towpath, the footbridge to Teddington and foot ferry to
Twickenham.
4.2.5 Numerous footpaths and alleyways provide
links within the neighbourhood area. These are well used
and it is possible to walk to Richmond and Kingston via
these paths, although some are narrow and circuitous.
4.2.6 The Thames towpath is also well used, but
P[ PZ HќLJ[LK I` [PKHS ÅVVKPUN HUK PTWHZZHISL H[ OPNO
tide. The bend in the river between Ham House and
Teddington Lock makes this a long route between
Kingston and Richmond. As such it tends to be used for
recreational purposes rather than utility journeys. The
footpaths, avenues and Thames towpath are generally
unlit which supports bio-diversity.

4.2.11 The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to minimise
[YHѝJ JVUNLZ[PVU PU [OL HYLH I` LUZ\YPUN [OH[ UL^
development mitigates its impact by supporting the use
of public transport and improving the environment and
infrastructure to enable journeys by walking and cycling.
Modal shift from motor vehicles to active transport will
also contribute to improving the health and wellbeing of
the community, community cohesion, reduce pollution
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and mitigate climate change.
4.2.12 ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU HSZV PKLU[PÄLZ H
number of priority environmental schemes which will
improve the environment and accessibility of local
shopping centres, making local journeys more attractive
HUKILULÄ[[PUNSVJHSI\ZPULZZLZ

4.3

POLICY T1 - Travel Plans

4.3.1


Housing developments of more than 10 units
^PSSILYLX\PYLK[V!

1.

Undertake a transport assessment and where
required a Travel Plan,. which should be
produced in accordance with TfL best practice.
The assessment and plan should make
sustainable and implementable proposals
for mitigating the transport impacts of the
development to take account of the generally
low PTAL values in the area. The proposed
measures must be implemented prior to
occupation of the development or within an
agreed timeframe.

2.

road users and prioritise walking above all other modes
of transport.
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
4.3.3 Major developments will be expected to be
accompanied by a Transport Assessment or Travel
Plan identifying and setting out how the transport
requirements generated by the development will be
addressed in a sustainable way. In order to mitigate
the impact on the Area arising from additional travel
movements generated by the development it is
reasonable for these measures to be implemented in a
timely and planned manner related to the occupation of
the new dwellings.
4.3.4 Major development should not contribute to
further congestion on the limited road network and
should support a modal shift to sustainable transport.
This policy builds on policy LP 44 of the Richmond
Local Plan.
4.3.5 Because of limited transport options residents
and visitors to Ham and Petersham rely heavily on
private motor transport. This results in congestion in
the area, particularly on the Petersham Road, parking
WYLZZ\YLHUK[YHѝJZHML[`PZZ\LZ(U`THQVYYLZPKLU[PHS
development in the area needs to be designed so that
these pressures are not added to. Sustainable travel
options should be explored and implemented. The
options should aim to reduce vehicular congestion
on the limited road network accessing Ham and
Petersham by supporting the use of public transport
and improving the environment and infrastructure for
^HSRPUN HUK J`JSPUN ;OPZ PU [\YU PZ ILULÄJPHS MVY [OL
health and wellbeing of residents reduces pollution and
mitigates climate change.

7YV]PKLVќZ[YLL[ZWHJLZMVYJHYJS\I]LOPJSLZ

Policy Application
4.3.2 Mitigation measures will be agreed in
consultation with TfL, Richmond Council and the
Neighbourhood Forum as part of the assessment of
planning applications. Transport Assessments and
Travel Plans should deliver positive contributions to
an integrated cycling network in the area. Cycling
infrastructure should be coherent, direct, attractive,
safe, comfortable, adaptable and appealing to a variety
of users and designed to TfL London Cycling Design
Standards (LCDS).
Transport Assessments and
Travel Plans should also, where appropriate, support
improvements to the quality, accessibility and capacity
of bus services and infrastructure in line with TfL’s
Accessible Bus Stop Design Guidance. Any alterations
to the street network should be designed in line with
the TfL Healthy Streets approach and TfL Streetscape
.\PKHUJL  +LZPNUZ ZOV\SK HPT [V YLK\JL [YHѝJ
speeds, improve the comfort and safety of vulnerable

4.3.6 In addition to onsite car parking, publically
accessible car club spaces should be provided in larger
developments in order to provide alternatives to car
ownership.
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4.4

POLICY T2 - Improvements to
Transport Infrastructure

road network at peak times, whilst introducing active
travel at an early age. They would also encourage the
use and improve the local environment of key local
shopping centres, discouraging unnecessary shopping
journeys out of the area. Any new developments should
UV[ WYL]LU[ VY HK]LYZLS` HќLJ[ [OL WV[LU[PHS MVY [OLZL
proposals to be carried out in the future. Neither should
new developments negatively impact on pedestrian and
cycle networks or users. This policy builds on policy
LP 44 of the LBRuT Local Plan Publication Version
December 2016.

;OLMVSSV^PUN[YHUZWVY[ZJOLTLZ^PSSILWYPVYP[PZLK!
1.
Improvements to the network of walking and
cycle routes linking tto town centres and
transport nodes outside Ham and Petersham;
2.
Improvements to the network of walking and
cycle routes linking shops, schools and local
facilities within Ham and Petersham;
3.
Improvements to support bus service, priority
and design to ensure reliability, a variability of
bus services and improve connectivity.
4.
Improvements to the physical environment of
local shopping centres to create squares and
places for people to gather; to make it easier
[V JYVZZ I\Z` YVHKZ [V YLK\JL [YHѝJ ZWLLKZ
locally and to provide more space pedestrians
and bicycle users (see Opportunities for
Change Chapter for details);
5.
Improvements to the accessibility of existing
ferry services;
6.
Assessment of the viability of a foot and cycle
bridge linking Ham and Twickenham.

4.5

POLICY T3 - Motor Vehicle and
Cycle storage

4.5.1 All new residential developments will include
motor vehicle parking spaces in accordance with
London Plan standards.
4.5.2 All other development will include motor
vehicle parking spaces in accordance with Local Plan
standards.
4.5.3 All new residential developments will include
cycle storage for one bicycle per bedspace provided up
to a maximum requirement of 4 spaces. If more than four
bedspaces are proposed the maximum requirement
remains at four cycle spaces. Cycle stores should be
secure, easy to use and conveniently located.
4.5.4 All other developments will include cycle
parking in accordance with London Plan standards.

Policy Application

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ

4.4.1 Funding for these priority transport schemes
could come from a number of sources including CIL,
S106 Agreements or a range of other funding sources.
Any decisions regarding the funding of these schemes
would be agreed in discussion with the Neighbourhood
Forum, LBRuT and other relevant stakeholders.

4.5.5 Due to the limited extent and capacity of the
road network any new development will need to mitigate
its impact on the operation, safety and accessibility
of this network by enabling modal shift to cycle use.
To enable cycle use it is considered essential that all
residents should have access to safe, secure and
convenient storage arrangements for cycle parking.
Such facilities will ensure that cycles neither have to be
lifted nor stored inside living space and will encourage
residents to use cycles for everyday journeys. This
policy builds on Policy LP 44 of the LBRuT Local Plan
Publication Version December 2016 and the London
Plan cycle parking standards.

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
4.4.2 The above schemes are key transport priorities
for the neighbourhood area. If funding can be secured
[OL` ^V\SK LUHISL ZPNUPÄJHU[ PTWYV]LTLU[Z [V [OL
accessibility of the area for residents and visitors
without increasing car journeys. They would provide
a safe environment for children to travel to school on
foot and by cycling and relieve the pressure on the
40
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Image 20: Narrow roads and pavements in Petersham

Image 21: Hammerton’s Ferry from Ham House to Orleans Gardens

Image 22: Flooding on the Tow Path

Image 23: Footpath through Wates Estate
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Image 24: Change in travel to work 2011 census

Figure 4.1:
Top method of travel to work (CDRC Maps
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Figure 4.2:
Public Transport Accessibility levels
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5

Community Facilities

5.1
Objective: To provide an appropriate
range of community facilities which will
promote the health, education, physical,
mental and spiritual development of all
residents, particularly the young and elderly.
5.2

such as Ham Youth Centre/Ham Hall and Ham Children’s
*LU[YL[OLZJVWLH]HPSHIPSP[`HUKLќLJ[P]LJVTT\UP[`
contribution of their services are constrained and under
pressure. The Neighbourhood Plan would support
proposals to improve facilities for use by young people
such as outdoor basketball hoops and table tennis
tables.

Context

5.2.5 Our church buildings, St Andrew’s, St Peter’s,
St Richard’s, St Thomas Aquinas and the Ham
Christian Centre, are an integral part of the fabric of our
community; some serve more than one denomination.

5.2.1 Community facilities in Ham and Petersham are
under growing pressure as the population increases,
and the need for additional provision, as well as the
need to upgrade existing facilities, becomes more
WYLZZPUN ¶ H THQVY JVUJLYU PKLU[PÄLK PU JVUZ\S[H[PVU
YLZWVUZLZ4HQVYYLKL]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHSZHSZVHќLJ[
a number of key facilities.

5.2.6 Ham Library’s computer room is an invaluable
resource for the community where many residents do
not have access to such facilities at home. The library
hosts many active groups for all ages, as well as frequent
talks. Its computer facilities are also very well-used. The
community space, which came into being as a result
of pressure from local people, is much in demand from
local groups for the elderly, those with special needs,
environmental groups, craft classes and fairs and many
more. Consultation indicates strong support to keep
and improve these spaces, to cater for the expected
growing population in the area.

5.2.2 Healthcare provision needs to match the
growing population. Although a general problem in
THU` WHY[Z VM  ,UNSHUK [OL KPѝJ\S[` PU NL[[PUN .7
appointments at the Lock Road surgery is a particular
concern locally with consultation responses calling
for an additional surgery. The Neighbourhood Plan is
supportive of any NHS proposals to decentralise more
services (such as minor surgery and maternity care)
to a local health hub in Ham, including enhanced
GP services
The dementia and neighbourhood
care provided by the Woodville Centre and Ham
and Petersham SOS is an important service for the
community. Given the high proportion of elderly
people living in the area these services are particularly
supported by the Neighbourhood Plan.

5.2.7 Consultations also indicated support for
improved pub and café provision. This would probably
need to be commercially led although there are
examples of successful community-run and focussed
facilities.
5.2.8 Many local organisations have premises which
need revamping, extending or rebuilding, and such
proposals will be supported in principle. Re-location
to suitable premises will also be supported, provided
the services to the local area are enhanced. Where
community facilities are in danger of being lost, the
Neighbourhood Forum will consider applying to have
them registered as assets of community value to protect
their future use (for example, the cricket clubhouse).

5.2.3 Grey Court and the Russell Schools have
recently expanded. The extensive facilities at Grey Court
:JOVVSWYV]PKL^PKLYJVTT\UP[`ILULÄ[Z[OYV\NOK\HS
use arrangements, with similar opportunities at our
primary schools. There is a general view that there
should be more community use of school facilities, with
JVUJLYUZL_WYLZZLKHIV\[HќVYKHIPSP[`HUKH]HPSHIPSP[`
For example, Thames Young Mariners, operated by
Surrey County Council, should be encouraged to widen
access to the local community.

5.2.9 4HU` HYLHZ VM /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT Z\ќLY
from low broadband speeds and poor mobile phone
reception, although the BT connection from the Kew
telephone exchange has had some upgrading recently.

5.2.4 Some services and activities that rely on public
sector funding, subsidy and support have been cut
back. As a result, whilst the physical facilities remain,
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/V^L]LY[OPZYLTHPUZHZPNUPÄJHU[PZZ\LMVYTHU`SVJHS
homes and businesses and the situation will continue
to be monitored and improvement sought accordingly.

5.3

Policy CF1- Impact of development

5.3.1 Proposals for residential development of 10
units or more will be required to identify their likely impact
on local infrastructure, services and facilities and to
demonstrate how any such impacts will be addressed.
Account should also be taken of the cumulative impacts
arising from the new and potential development in the
area.
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
5.3.2 Larger scale residential development can put
ZPNUPÄJHU[WYLZZ\YLVUHSYLHK`Z[YL[JOLKSVJHSJVTT\UP[`
facilities and services. For this reason proposals to
extend or relocate services will be supported, subject
to other relevant planning considerations in line with
policies LP 28, 29 and 30 of the Richmond Local Plan
Richmond Local Plan.

5.4

Policy CF2 - Community Facilities

5.4.1 The extension or relocation of local community
facilities will be supported, subject to the services
provided being maintained or improved. When there
PZ UV SVUNLY HU PKLU[PÄLK JVTT\UP[` ULLK MVY HU
existing community use or when it is relocated, primary
consideration should be given to using and adapting
the vacated premises for other community uses.
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
5.4.2 The provision of modern facilities which provide
services which the local community requires is a priority
of the Neighbourhood Plan. New developments will
generate further demands on services and facilities and
these demands will need to be met in the local area.
For this reason proposals to extend or relocate services
will be supported, subject to other relevant planning
considerations. This builds on policies LP 28, 29 and
30 of the Richmond Local Plan.
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Figure 5.1:
Community Facilities
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Image 24: Library and Community Space

Image 25: Woodville Centre

Image 26: Children’s Centre

Image 27: Petersham Village Hall
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6

Retail and Local Services

6.1
Objective: To enhance the character,
quality and distinctiveness of the neighbourhood’s
three local centres to ensure viable and vibrant
shopping centres serving residents and visitors. To
encourage small businesses and self-employment,
many based from home.

6.2.4 ;OL YL[HPS MYVU[HNLZ H[ /HT 7HYHKL
(ZOI\YUOHT9VHKI`:[9PJOHYK»Z*O\YJO:[9PJOHYK»Z
Square) and Ashburnham Road / Ham Street are all
KLZPNUH[LK 2L` :OVWWPUN -YVU[HNLZ PU [OL 3)9\;
3VJHS 7SHU 7YVWVZHSZ 4HW HKVW[LK 1\S`  )HJR
3HULHUKHML^WLYPWOLYHSWYLTPZLZH[/HT*VTTVU
HYLKLZPNUH[LKHZ:LJVUKHY`:OVWWPUN-YVU[HNLZ

6.1.1 The three local centres in the neighbourhood
area are Ham Parade, St Richard’s Square and Ham
Street / Ashburnham Road

6.2

6.2.5 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU ZL[Z V\[ WVSPJPLZ MVY
KLZPNUH[LK[V^UJLU[YLZHUKZOVWWPUNMYVU[HNLZHJYVZZ
[OLIVYV\NO7VSPJPLZ37 ZL[V\[OV^YL[HPSHUK
ZLY]PJL\ZLZ^P[OPU[OLMYVU[HNLZHYL[VILWYV[LJ[LK
;OLZLWVSPJPLZVќLYHOPNOSL]LSVMWYV[LJ[PVUHUKKVUV[
ULLK[VILYLWLH[LKVYLUOHUJLKPU[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK
7SHU/V^L]LYP[PZJVUZPKLYLKHWWYVWYPH[LMVY[OL7SHU
[V JVUÄYT [OL V]LYHYJOPUN VIQLJ[P]L ^P[OPU /HT 
7L[LYZOHT[VWYV[LJ[HUKLUOHUJLSVJHSYL[HPSMHJPSP[PLZ
HUKHZZVJPH[LKZLY]PJLZHUKHSZV[VZL[V\[WYPVYP[PLZMVY
PTWYV]LTLU[Z[V[OLLU]PYVUTLU[VM[OLSVJHSZOVWWPUN
JLU[YLZHUKMYVU[HNLZ

Context

6.2.1 /HTHUK7L[LYZOHTILULÄ[MYVTYLHK`HJJLZZ
[V2PUNZ[VUHUK9PJOTVUK[V^UJLU[YLZMVYJVTWHYPZVU
ZOVWWPUNLU[LY[HPUTLU[HUKSLPZ\YL;LKKPUN[VUPZHSZV
YLHKPS`HJJLZZPISLHJYVZZ[OLMVV[IYPKNLH[;LKKPUN[VU
3VJR >P[OPU [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH /HT 7HYHKL
WYV]PKLZSVJHSZOVWWPUNMVY/HT7L[LYZOHTHUKWHY[Z
VM UVY[O 2PUNZ[VU HUK PUJS\KLZ H WL[YVS ÄSSPUN Z[H[PVU
 JHY ^HZO  ,SZL^OLYL [OLYL HYL NYV\WZ VM ZOVWZ H[
St Richard’s Square, the Ham Street / Ashburnham
9VHKQ\UJ[PVUHUKPU)HJR3HUL;OLYLHYLUVZOVWZ
PU7L[LYZOHTHWHY[MYVT7L[LYZOHT5\YZLY`;OLYLHYL
SV^YL[HPS]HJHUJ`SL]LSZPU/HTHUK7L[LYZOHT

6.3

Policy R1 - Enhancing Retail Uses

6.3.1 7YVWVZHSZ ^OPJO L_[LUK HUK LUOHUJL [OL
YHUNL VM SVJHS ZOVWZ W\IZ YLZ[H\YHU[Z JHMtZ HUK
YLSH[LK JVTTLYJPHS ZLY]PJLZ MVY [OL SVJHS JVTT\UP[`
^PSS IL LUJV\YHNLK  ;OL SVZZ VM ZOVWZ W\IZ HUK
JVTTLYJPHS WYLTPZLZ MVY [OL SVJHS JVTT\UP[` ^PSS IL
resisted unless it can be demonstrated that reasonable
LќVY[ZOH]LILLUTHKL[VZLJ\YL[OLPYJVU[PU\LK\ZLPU
WYV]PKPUNSVJHSZLY]PJLZ

6.2.2 >OPSZ[ [OLYL PZ UV ZPUNSL YL[HPS JLU[YL MVY /HT
and Petersham this arrangement has the advantage
[OH[TVZ[WLVWSLSP]LJSVZL[VZVTLSVJHSZOVWZ;OPZ
PZ WHY[PJ\SHYS` PTWVY[HU[ MVY WLVWSL ^P[O YLZ[YPJ[LK
TVIPSP[`0[HSZVOLSWZ[VYLK\JLJHYQV\YUL`ZHYV\UK[OL
ULPNOIV\YOVVK  >HSRPUN HUK J`JSPUN [V SVJHS ZOVWZ
HZ^LSSHZPU[V9PJOTVUKHUK2PUNZ[VU^PSSILM\Y[OLY
LUJV\YHNLK I` [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU»Z ;YHUZWVY[
WVSPJPLZHUKWYVWVZHSZ

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
6.3.2 ;OL L_PZ[PUN YHUNL VM YL[HPS ZLY]PJLZ PZ ]HS\LK
I` [OL SVJHS JVTT\UP[` HUK [OLPY SVZZ ^PSS IL YLZPZ[LK
unless it can be demonstrated there is no longer a
]PHISL KLTHUK MVY [OLT 0TWYV]LTLU[Z [V [OL YHUNL
HUKU\TILYVMZLY]PJLZ^V\SKIL^LSJVTLK

6.2.3 ;OLZL JS\Z[LYZ VM ZOVWZ HUK SVJHS ZLY]PJLZ
HYL HSZV PTWVY[HU[ ZVJPHSS` PU WYV]PKPUN WSHJLZ ^OLYL
YLZPKLU[Z TLL[ HUK PU[LYHJ[ ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK
7SHU»Z6WWVY[\UP[PLZMVY*OHUNLWVSPJPLZZL[V\[WYPVYP[`
LU]PYVUTLU[HS PTWYV]LTLU[ ZJOLTLZ MVY RL` YL[HPS
JLU[YLZ ^OPJO ^V\SK PTWYV]L [OLPY H[[YHJ[P]LULZZ HUK
OLSWZLJ\YL[OLPYSVUN[LYT]PHIPSP[`

6.3.3 ;OLRL`PZZ\LZYLNHYKPUN[OLYL[HPSOLHS[OHUK
X\HSP[`VM[OLRL`JLU[YLZHUKMYVU[HNLZHYLZL[V\[ILSV^
HSVUN^P[OWYPVYP[PLZMVYLU]PYVUTLU[HSLUOHUJLTLU[Z
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Image 28: Ham Parade

6.4

Ham Parade

IHURZI\PSKPUNZVJPL[PLZIL[[PUNZOVWZLZ[H[LHNLU[Z
OHPYKYLZZLYZ HUK ILH\[` ZHSVUZ YL[HPS ZOVWZ Y\U I`
LU[YLWYLUL\YPHS PUKLWLUKLU[ ZOVWRLLWLYZ Z\JO HZ
H J`JSL ZOVW HUK IYHUJOLZ VM SHYNLY JOHPUZ ^OPJO
[VNL[OLY ZLY]L [OL YLZPKLU[Z VM /HT 7L[LYZOHT HUK
UVY[O 2PUNZ[VU 0U HKKP[PVU Z\WWVY[ MHJPSP[PLZ MVY [OL
SVJHSZLSMLTWSV`LK^V\SKIL^LSJVTLK

6.4.1 ;OPZ PZ H 3VJHS *LU[YL I\[ PZ UV[ J\YYLU[S` HZ
[OYP]PUN HZ P[ OHZ ILLU PU [OL WHZ[ 0[ PZ JVUZPKLYLK [V
ILH[H[PWWPUNWVPU[(S[OV\NOP[PZZ[PSSX\P[LI\Z`HUK
]HJHU[ \UP[Z HWWLHY [V IL YLSL[ YLHZVUHIS` X\PJRS` P[
OHZZ\ќLYLKMYVT[OLSVZZVMRL`\ZLZ0UYLJLU[`LHYZ
all the Bank branches have closed, together with the
7VZ[ 6ѝJL HUK ZL]LYHS PUKLWLUKLU[ ZOVWZ Z\JO
HZ H I\[JOLY HUK H NYLLUNYVJLY OH]L HSZV ILLU SVZ[
(Z H YLZ\S[ [OL *LU[YL OHZ ILJVTL SLZZ H[[YHJ[P]L [V
SVJHSYLZPKLU[Z0M[OLU\TILYVMUVUYL[HPSI\ZPULZZLZ
PUJYLHZLZM\Y[OLY[OLU/HT7HYHKLJV\SKSVZL[OLTP_
VM ZOVWZ HUK SVJHS ZLY]PJLZ ^OPJO J\YYLU[S` H[[YHJ[Z
SVJHSWLVWSL

6.4.4 ;OL WYPVYP[PLZ MVY /HT 7HYHKL HYL [V IYPUN
MVY^HYK HU LU]PYVUTLU[HS PTWYV]LTLU[ ZJOLTL [V
PTWYV]L[OLHWWLHYHUJLVM[OL*LU[YLHUKJHST[YHѝJ
PTWYV]L WLKLZ[YPHU HUK J`JSPUN HJJLZZ YV\[LZ MYVT
Z\YYV\UKPUNYLZPKLU[PHSHYLHZHUKZ\WWVY[[OLJYLH[PVU
VMHº/HT7HYHKL4HUHNLTLU[.YV\W»MHJPSP[H[LKI`H
WHY[[PTL[V^UJLU[YLTHUHNLYVYYL[HPULKJVUZ\S[HU[
WYV]PKPUN H ]VPJL MVY /HT 7HYHKL HUK JVVYKPUH[LK
THYRL[PUNHUKWYVTV[PVU;OPZJV\SKPUJS\KLH^LLRS`
THYRL[ JVTWSLTLU[PUN [OL ZOVWZ HUK ZLY]PJLZ ^OPJO
JV\SKILMHJPSP[H[LKI`[OLLU]PYVUTLU[HSPTWYV]LTLU[
ZJOLTL7VZZPISLZV\YJLZVMM\UKPUNMVY[OPZ^V\SKIL
ZLJ\YLKPUKPZJ\ZZPVU^P[O3)9\;

6.4.2 ;OLTHPUYVHKWYV]PKLZWHZZPUN[YHKLHUKOHZ
^LSS \ZLK I\Z Z[VWZ I\[ P[ KP]PKLZ [OL ZOVWWPUN HYLH
HUKPZKHUNLYV\ZHUKKPZY\W[P]L/HT7HYHKLPZVU[OL
LKNLVM[^VIVYV\NOZHUKPMP[PZ[VJVU[PU\LHZHJLU[YL
MVY[OLZ\YYV\UKPUNJVTT\UP[`TLHZ\YLZ[VTHPU[HPUP[Z
OLHS[OHUK]P[HSP[`HYLHZPTWVY[HU[HZ[OVZLMVY[OL[V^U
JLU[YLZ
6.4.3 ;OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK-VY\T^V\SKSPRL[VLUZ\YL
[OH[ /HT 7HYHKL [OYP]LZ WYV]PKPUN H WYVWVY[PVUH[L
TP_ VM SVJHS ZLY]PJLZ Z\JO HZ JHMt  JVќLL ZOVWZ
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Image 29: St Richard’s Square

Image 30: Ashburnham Road/ Ham Street

6.5

6.6

St Richard’s Square

6.5.1 ;OPZPZHULPNOIV\YOVVKZOVWWPUNJLU[YL^P[O
H SVJHS Z\WLYTHYRL[ VWLU HT ¶ WT H YHUNL VM
SVJHS ZOVWZ PUJS\KPUN H 7VZ[ 6ѝJL HUK JY\JPHSS` MYLL
WHYRPUN 0[ PZ ZLY]LK I` [OL  I\Z YV\[L 0[ KYH^Z
WLVWSLMYVTIL`VUK/HT

Ashburnham Road / Ham Street

6.6.1 ;OPZ PZ H MYLLZ[HUKPUN  Z ISVJR VM ZOVWZ
^P[O YLZPKLU[PHS ÅH[Z V]LY SVJH[LK H[ [OL Q\UJ[PVU VM
(ZOI\YUOHT 9VHK HUK /HT :[YLL[ 6M [OL  ZOVW
\UP[Z PU [OL ISVJR VUS` Ä]L WYV]PKL SVJHS ZOVWWPUN VY
ZLY]PJLZ [OYV\NOV\[ [OL KH` :L]LYHS \UP[Z HYL ]HJHU[
VY HWWLHY ]HJHU[ HUK [OYLL HYL MHZ[ MVVK V\[SL[Z 
[HRLH^H`Z ^OPJO HYL VUS` VWLU MVY SPTP[LK WLYPVKZ
;OL SH`V\[ MHJPUN VU[V [^V YVHK MYVU[HNLZ HUK [OL
UVUKLZJYPW[HWWLHYHUJLVM[OLI\PSKPUNTHRL[OLJLU[YL
HWWLHY \UH[[YHJ[P]L 5L]LY[OLSLZZ WYV_PTP[` [V .YL`
*V\Y[ :JOVVS /HT 3PIYHY` /HT *SPUPJ /HT =PSSHNL
.YLLUI\Z`I\ZZ[VWZHUKHYLHZVM7L[LYZOHT^OPJO
KV UV[ OH]L V[OLY ZOVWWPUN TLHUZ P[ PZ HU PTWVY[HU[
SVJHSJLU[YL

6.5.2 ;OPZ NYV\W VM ZOVWZ HYL H UH[\YHS TLL[PUN
WVPU[^P[OPU[OLHYLHI\[[OLYLPZSPTP[LKVWWVY[\UP[`[V
SPUNLYVYZP[HUK^H[JO[OL^VYSKNVI`HUK[OLZOVWZ
HYL PU ZOHKL MVY TVZ[ VM [OL KH`  ;OL WYPVYP[` MVY :[
9PJOHYK»Z:X\HYLPZ[VIYPUNMVY^HYKHULU]PYVUTLU[HS
PTWYV]LTLU[ZJOLTL[VJYLH[LHJVOLYLU[HUK\UPÄLK
W\ISPJZWHJL^OPSZ[YL[HPUPUN[OLJY\JPHSJHYWHYR;OPZ
JV\SK[YHUZMVYT[OLHWWLHYHUJLVM[OPZWHY[VM[OLHYLH
HUK ZOV\SK Z\WWVY[ [OL JVU[PU\LK ]P[HSP[` VM [OPZ SVJHS
JLU[YL

6.6.2 ;OL ZP[L MVYTZ WHY[ VM [OL *LU[YHS /HT
6WWVY[\UP[` (YLH PKLU[PÄLK PU [OL º6WWVY[\UP[PLZ MVY
*OHUNL» ZLJ[PVU VM [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU HUK [OL
WYPVYP[`PZ[VPTWYV]L[OLHWWLHYHUJLVM[OLISVJRHUK
[VLUOHUJL[OLW\ISPJYLHSTHYV\UKP[
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Image 31: Back Lane

6.7

Back Lane

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
6.8.2 ;OLYLPZHZPNUPÄJHU[HUKPUJYLHZPUNU\TILYVM
ZLSMLTWSV`LKWLVWSL^VYRPUNMYVTOVTL^P[OPU/HT
HUK7L[LYZOHTPUJS\KPUN[YHKLZTLUWLVWSLWYV]PKPUN
WYVMLZZPVUHS I\ZPULZZ ZLY]PJLZ HUK ZTHSS ZJHSL JYHM[
IHZLKLU[LYWYPZLZ;OLZLSV^RL`\ZLZWYV]PKLPTWVY[HU[
SVJHS LTWSV`TLU[ HUK HYL LUJV\YHNLK Z\IQLJ[ [V
[OL HZZVJPH[LK HJ[P]P[PLZ UV[ OHYTPUN [OL HTLUP[` VM
HKQVPUPUN VJJ\WPLYZ  /PNO X\HSP[` JVTT\UPJH[PVUZ
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL PZ ]P[HS MVY THU` VM [OLZL I\ZPULZZLZ [V
VWLYH[LLѝJPLU[S`

6.7.1 ;OPZ ZTHSS NYV\W VM Ä]L \UP[Z WYV]PKLZ SVJHS
ZLY]PJLZ HUK H WOHYTHJ` PU H ZLJVUKHY` SVJH[PVU  (
[YHѝJJHSTPUNZJOLTLPU[OLYLJLU[WHZ[OHZPTWYV]LK
the environment and these units should be retained as
SV^JVZ[ZWHJLMVYZLY]PJLZTLL[PUNSVJHSULLKZ
6.6.2 ;OL ZP[L MVYTZ WHY[ VM [OL *LU[YHS /HT
6WWVY[\UP[` (YLH PKLU[PÄLK PU [OL º6WWVY[\UP[PLZ MVY
*OHUNL» ZLJ[PVU VM [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU HUK [OL
WYPVYP[`PZ[VPTWYV]L[OLHWWLHYHUJLVM[OLISVJRHUK
[VLUOHUJL[OLW\ISPJYLHSTHYV\UKP[

6.8

Policy R2 Other Businesses and
Local Services

6.8.1 /PNO X\HSP[` JVTT\UPJH[PVUZ PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL
[OYV\NOV\[ [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH ^PSS IL WYVTV[LK
[OYV\NO [OL 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU WHYH 
;LSLJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ PU VYKLY [V WYV]PKL HU LѝJPLU[
LU]PYVUTLU[ MVY I\ZPULZZLZ  -HJPSP[PLZ HUK ZLY]PJLZ
Z\JOHZZOHYLK^VYRZWHJLHUKZLY]PJLKVѝJLZ^OPJO
would encourage and sustain small businesses will be
Z\WWVY[LK ^OLYL [OL` KV UV[ JVUÅPJ[ ^P[O WSHUUPUN
WVSPJPLZ
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Green Spaces

7.1

Objective: To protect and enhance existing

green spaces, sites of historical and environmental
VLJQLðFDQFH DQG WKH VHPLUXUDO FKDUDFWHU RI WKH
DUHD 7R HQVXUH WKH\ UHPDLQ WR WKH EHQHðW RI WKH
community.

7.2

Context

7.2.1 ;OLL_[LUZP]LHYLHZHUK]HYPL[`VMVWLUZWHJL
PU/HTHUK7L[LYZOHTHYLWYVIHIS`P[ZTVZ[KLÄUPUN
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJ  ;OL SHYNL HYLHZ HYL HSS WYV[LJ[LK MYVT
KL]LSVWTLU[I`[OLPYKLZPNUH[PVUHZ4L[YVWVSP[HU6WLU
3HUK LX\P]HSLU[ [V .YLLU )LS[ Z[H[\Z  ;OL JOHYHJ[LY
VM[OLIYVHKYP]LYZPKLJVYYPKVYPZWYV[LJ[LKI`3VUKVU
7SHU HUK 3)9\; WVSPJPLZ 7L[LYZOHT *VTTVU HUK
4LHKV^Z HYL MHTV\ZS` WYV[LJ[LK I` H   (J[ VM
7HYSPHTLU[  /HT 3HUKZ HUK /HT *VTTVU >VVKZ
HYL KLZPNUH[LK 3VJHS 5H[\YL 9LZLY]LZ ^OPJO HPT
[V WYVTV[L WVZP[P]L THUHNLTLU[ W\ISPJ \ZL HUK
LK\JH[PVU:THSSLYI\[ZPNUPÄJHU[HYLHZZ\JOHZ/HT
=PSSHNL .YLLU [OL WSH`PUN ÄLSKZ H[ 4LHKSHUKZ HUK :[
9PJOHYK»Z:JOVVSZHUK[OL*HZZLS/VZWP[HSNYV\UKZHYL
YLJVNUPZLK HUK WYV[LJ[LK PU [OL HKVW[LK 3VJHS 7SHU
HZ ILPUN VM [V^UZJHWL PTWVY[HUJL ^P[O :[ 4PJOHLS»Z
*VU]LU[NHYKLUHKKLKPU[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHU

[YLLSPULK /HT *VTTVU ^P[O P[Z KLSPNO[M\S
WVUKJLU[YHSH]LU\LHUKJYPJRL[WP[JO"



[OL(]LU\LZHZOPZ[VYPJTHUTHKL^HSRZHUK
MVYTHSZL[[PUNMVY/HT/V\ZLHUKP[ZNHYKLUZ"



[OLWHZ[VYHS[YHUX\PSSP[`VM7L[LYZOHT4LHKV^Z
^P[OP[ZKHPY`OLYK"



[OL YP]LYPUL JOHYHJ[LY VM [OL [V^WH[O HUK
HKQHJLU[HYLHZ"



[OLVWLUL_WHUZLZMVYZWVY[HUKSLPZ\YLZ\JO
HZ9PJOTVUK.VSM*S\I/HT7VSV*S\I2PUN
.LVYNL 7SH`PUN -PLSKZ 2L^ HUK /HT :WVY[Z
(ZZVJPH[PVU ;OHTLZ @V\UN 4HYPULYZ ;@4
HUKZJOVVSWSH`PUNÄLSKZ"

[OL PUMVYTHS º^PSKLYULZZ» VM /HT 3HUKZ HUK
/HT*VTTVU>VVKZ"



[OL]HYPLK^H[LYLU]PYVUTLU[ZMYVT/HT7VUK
[OYV\NO[OL;@4SHNVVU[V[OL;OHTLZP[ZLSM"



[OLZTHSSLYVWLUZWHJLZZ\JOHZ/HT=PSSHNL
.YLLUHUK[OL:HUK`3HUL7SH`NYV\UK"



[OL PUJPKLU[HS NYLLU ZWHJLZ HUK ^PKL ]LYNLZ
TVZ[S`^P[OPUOV\ZPUNHYLHZ"



WYP]H[LVWLUZWHJLZ\JOHZNHYKLUZ

7.2.3 7HY[PJ\SHY PZZ\LZ ^OPJO OH]L ILLU PKLU[PÄLK
HZ ILPUN VM PTWVY[HUJL PU /HT  7L[LYZOHT HYL [OL
VUNVPUN WSHUULK THUHNLTLU[ VM [OL THU` VWLU
ZWHJLZPU[OLHYLH[OLULLK[VWYV[LJ[[OLZLZWHJLZ
MYVT \UULJLZZHY` SPNO[ WVSS\[PVU TVYL SVJHS \ZL VM
MHJPSP[PLZ Z\JO HZ ;@4 HUK [OL KLZPYHIPSP[` VM ZLJ\YPUN
ZWHJL MVY HKKP[PVUHS HSSV[TLU[Z JVTT\UP[` NHYKLUPUN
VWWVY[\UP[PLZHUKHJVTT\UP[`VYJOHYK

7.3

Policy G1 - Open Spaces

7.3.1 ;OL ]HS\L VM /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT»Z NYLLU
ZWHJLZ ^PSS IL JVUZLY]LK HUK LUOHUJLK I` [OLPY
WYV[LJ[PVU MYVT KL]LSVWTLU[ HUK P[Z HK]LYZL PTWHJ[Z
HUK[OYV\NOZP[LZWLJPÄJTHUHNLTLU[WSHUZ

7.2.2 ;OLYL PZ H NYLH[ KP]LYZP[` PU [OL MVYT HUK
M\UJ[PVU VM /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT»Z RL` VWLU ZWHJLZ
which include:




Policy Application
7.3.2 ;OPZ WVSPJ` HWWSPLZ [V VWLU ZWHJLZ H[ /HT
*VTTVU /HT *VTTVU >VVKZ /HT 3HUKZ /HT
=PSSHNL .YLLU [OL (]LU\LZ 7L[LYZOHT *VTTVU
7L[LYZOHT *VWZL 7L[LYZOHT 3VKNL >VVKZ
7L[LYZOHT 4LHKV^Z HUK [OL 9P]LY ;OHTLZ JVYYPKVY
;OLZL SHYNL W\ISPJS` V^ULK VWLUNYLLU ZWHJLZ HYL
JVUZPKLYLK M\UKHTLU[HS [V [OL JOHYHJ[LY HUK ZL[[PUN
VM /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT  ;OLPY JVUZLY]H[PVU HUK
PTWYV]LTLU[ PU HJJVYKHUJL ^P[O [OL WVSPJPLZ VM [OL
5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ^PSS IL MHJPSP[H[LK [OYV\NO [OL
WYLWHYH[PVU HUK YLN\SHY YL]PL^ HUK PTWSLTLU[H[PVU VM
THUHNLTLU[WSHUZ^P[OSVJHSJVTT\UP[`PU]VS]LTLU[



Green Spaces

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
7.3.3 6WLU ZWHJL ULLKZ HJ[P]L THUHNLTLU[ [V
THPU[HPU P[Z HWWLHYHUJL LUYPJO IPVKP]LYZP[` PTWYV]L
HJJLZZPIPSP[` ^OLYL HWWYVWYPH[L HUK LUOHUJL ]HS\L
[V [OL SVJHS JVTT\UP[` HUK ^PKLY PU[LYLZ[Z 0[ PZ
PTWVY[HU[ [V YLN\SHYS` YL]PL^ [OL KPќLYLU[ YVSLZ VM V\Y
VWLUZWHJLZIYVHKLUPUN[OLTHUHNLTLU[WSHUZMYVT
[OLPY WYPTHY` UH[\YL JVUZLY]H[PVU MVJ\Z [V JV]LY HSZV
[OLPY SLPZ\YL LK\JH[PVUHS HUK SHUKZJHWL[V^UZJHWL
M\UJ[PVUZ 0TWYV]LK HJJLZZ ULLKZ [V [HRL HJJV\U[ VM
IPVKP]LYZP[`PTWHJ[Z;OL;OHTLZ3HUKZJHWL:[YH[LN`
JVU[PU\LZ[VWYV]PKL[OLV]LYHSS]PZPVUMVY[OLYP]LYZPKL
JVYYPKVY HUK ]HYPV\Z THUHNLTLU[ WSHUZ MVY PUKP]PK\HS
HYLHZOH]LHJOPL]LKZPNUPÄJHU[PTWYV]LTLU[ZI\[[OL
ULLK MVY YL]PL^PUN \WKH[PUN HUK PTWSLTLU[PUN [OLZL
WSHUZPZVUNVPUN



;PTLYZ ZOV\SK IL PUZ[HSSLK [V SPTP[ WLYPVKZ VM
\ZL"



3PNO[ZZOV\SKUV[ILKPYLJ[LK\W^HYKZ"



3PNO[ZZOV\SKHS^H`ZILZOPLSKLK"



3PNO[ZV\YJLZLTP[[PUN\S[YH]PVSL[SPNO[T\Z[IL
H]VPKLK"



Lighting columns should be as short as
WYHJ[PJHISL

7.5

Light levels should be limited to the minimum
YLX\PYLK[VLUOHUJL]PZPIPSP[`"



5HYYV^ZWLJ[Y\TI\SIZZOV\SKIL\ZLK"

7.4.3 ;OL3)9\;PUWHY[ULYZOPW^P[O[OL9PJOTVUK
)PVKP]LYZP[`7HY[ULYZOPWOHZWYVK\JLKHSLHÅL[LU[P[SLK
º9P]LYZ HUK 3PNO[ 7VSS\[PVU» ^OPJO WYV]PKLZ N\PKHUJL
VU TP[PNH[PUN SPNO[ WVSS\[PVU :THY[LY SPNO[PUN YH[OLY
[OHUSLZZSPNO[PUNPZRL`[VTP[PNH[PUN[OLLќLJ[ZVMSPNO[
WVSS\[PVU 3PNO[PUN ZOV\SK VUS` IL LYLJ[LK ^OLYL P[ PZ
ULLKLK PSS\TPUH[LK K\YPUN [OL [PTL WLYPVK P[ ^PSS IL
\ZLKHUKH[SL]LSZ[OH[LUOHUJL]PZPIPSP[`;OPZHWWYVHJO
I\PSKZVUWVSPJPLZ37 HUK37VM9PJOTVUK3VJHS
7SHU

7.4.1 (U`WYVWVZHSZVUVYHKQHJLU[[VNYLLUZWHJLZ
^OPJO PUJS\KL L_[LYUHS HY[PÄJPHS SPNO[PUN VY ^OPJO HYL
SPRLS` [V YLZ\S[ PU ZPNUPÄJHU[ PUJYLHZLZ PU HY[PÄJPHS SPNO[
SL]LSZ HќLJ[PUN ^PSKSPML JVYYPKVYZ ^PSS IL YLX\PYLK [V
HKKYLZZ[OLMVSSV^PUN!
3PNO[ZOV\SKVUS`ILPUZ[HSSLK^OLYLP[PZULLKLK"



7.4.2 ;OLNYLLUZWHJLZVM/HT 7L[LYZOHTMVYTH
WHY[PJ\SHYS`PTWVY[HU[HYLHMVYIH[ZOVZ[PUNH^PKLYHUNL
VMZWLJPLZ0[ZL_[LUZP]LVWLUHYLHZTH[\YL^VVKSHUKZ
^H[LY IVKPLZ HUK [OL YP]LY JVYYPKVY WYV]PKL L_JLSSLU[
YVVZ[PUNHUKMVYHNPUNOHIP[H[MVYIH[ZHUKV[OLY^PSKSPML
/V^L]LY[OLZLOHIP[H[ZHYLH[YPZRVMKLNYHKH[PVUHUK
MYHNTLU[H[PVU MYVT NLULYHS KL]LSVWTLU[ WYLZZ\YL
^P[O PUJYLHZLK SPNO[PUN ILPUN H WHY[PJ\SHY WYVISLT MVY
IH[ WVW\SH[PVUZ ;OPZ PZ H THQVY PZZ\L HSVUN [OL YP]LY
;OHTLZ^OPJOPZ\ZLKMVYMVYHNPUNHUKºJVTT\[PUN»
The river corridor through Ham and Petersham has
WV[LU[PHSMVYKLZPNUH[PVUHZHºKHYRZR`»HYLH[VILULÄ[
IV[OIPVKP]LYZP[`HUKZ[HYNHaPUN

Policy G2 - Light Pollution



3PNO[ ZWYLHK ZOV\SK IL RLW[ [V VY ILSV^ [OL
OVYPaVU[HS"

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ

7.3.5 -\UKPUN Z[YLHTZ [V HZZPZ[ PU [OL YL]PL^ HUK
THUHNLTLU[ VM [OLZL ZWHJLZ HUK SVJHS JVTT\UP[`
PU]VS]LTLU[MVY^OPJO[OL]HYPV\Zº-YPLUKZ»NYV\WZHYL
H\ZLM\STVKLSHYLLZZLU[PHSMVYZ\JJLZZM\SZ[L^HYKZOPW
VMV\YWYLJPV\ZVWLUZWHJLZ-\UKPUNZV\YJLZ^PSSIL
PU]LZ[PNH[LK PU JVUZ\S[H[PVU ^P[O [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK
-VY\T3)9\;HUKV[OLYZ[HRLOVSKLYZ;OPZHWWYVHJO
I\PSKZVU7VSPJ`37VM[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHU

7.4



Policy G3 - Allotment Extension and
Community Orchard

7.5.1 ;OL WYV]PZPVU VM HKKP[PVUHS HSSV[TLU[ WSV[Z
PUJS\KPUN [OL L_[LUZPVU VM >HSU\[ ;YLL (SSV[TLU[Z
HUK[OLLZ[HISPZOTLU[VMHJVTT\UP[`VYJOHYK^PSSIL
Z\WWVY[LK



Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan

Policy Application
7.5.2 0MJVUZPKLYLKULJLZZHY`HUKHWWYVWYPH[LHUK
PU KPZJ\ZZPVU ^P[O 3)9\; [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK -VY\T
HUK V[OLY YLSL]HU[ Z[HRLOVSKLYZ *03 M\UKPUN TH` IL
HSSVJH[LK[VIYPUNPUNMVY^HYK[OPZWYVWVZHS
5HDVRQHGMXVWLðFDWLRQ
7.5.3 >HSU\[ ;YLL (SSV[TLU[Z PU /HT :[YLL[ HYL HU
PTWVY[HU[ ILULÄJPHS MHJPSP[` MVY [OL JVTT\UP[` HUK
OH]L H SLUN[O` ^HP[PUN SPZ[ MVY WSV[Z 6WWVY[\UP[PLZ [V
L_[LUK [OL HSSV[TLU[Z PU YLZWVUZL [V KLTHUK ZOV\SK
ILL_WSVYLKHUKPKLU[PÄLKPMMLHZPISLPU[OPZ7SHUHZ^LSS
HZHU`JVTT\UP[`NHYKLUPUNVWWVY[\UP[PLZ^OPJOTH`
HYPZL
7.5.4 /HTHUK7L[LYZOHTOPZ[VYPJHSS`OHKL_[LUZP]L
VYJOHYKZ (U` ZJVWL MVY PUJVYWVYH[PUN H JVTT\UP[`
VYJOHYK[VWYV]PKLIV[OMY\P[HUKHUH[[YHJ[P]LIV\UKHY`
and structure to the allotments, or on an adjacent site,
ZOV\SKILWYVTV[LK;OPZSVJHSWYPVYP[`PZUV[PKLU[PÄLK
PU[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHUI\[[OLHWWYVHJOI\PSKZVU
WVSPJ`37



Green Spaces

Image 31: Cricket on Ham Common’

Image 32: Ham Lands

Image 33: Petersham Meadows
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/HT*VTTVU
/HT*VTTVU>VVKZ
Ham Lands
/HT=PSSHNL.YLLU
2PUN.LVYNL»Z7SH`PUN-PLSKZ
7L[LYZOHT*VTTVU
;OL*VWZL
7L[LYZOHT3VKNL>VVKZ
7L[LYZOHT4LHKV^Z
;OL9P]LYZPKL7SH`PUN-PLSKZ
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*HZZLSS/VZWP[HS.YV\UKZ
+V\NSHZ4LHKV^:LH:JV\[Z
/HT/V\ZL.HYKLUZ
/HT7VSV*S\I
2L^ /HT:WVY[Z(ZZVJPH[PVU
9PJOTVUK.VSM*S\I
:JOVVS7SH`PUN-PLSKZ.YV\UKZ
:[4PJOHLS»Z*VU]LU[.HYKLU
;OHTLZ@V\UN4HYPULYZ

Figure 7.1:
.YLLU:WHJLZ


2
2

RT

1km

7\ISPJNYLLUZWHJL
7YP]H[LNYLLUZWHJL
:JOVVSWSH`PUNÄLSKZNYV\UKZ
5LPNOIV\YOVVKWSHUIV\UKHY`

Environmental Sustainability

8
,U]PYVUTLU[HS:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`
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8

Environmental Sustainability

8.1

Objective: To ensure that buildings in the
area achieve the highest of standards for energy and
ZDWHUHτFLHQF\DQGWKDWñRRGULVNLVPLQLPLVHG

8.2

8.3

Policy E1 Sustainable development

8.3.1 (SS UL^ I\PSKPUNZ ^PSS IL L_WLJ[LK [V HJOPL]L
[OL OPNOLZ[ Z[HUKHYKZ VM LULYN` Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[` PU SPUL
^P[O WVSPJ` 37  VM [OL 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU 0U
HKKP[PVU HSS UL^ I\PSKPUNZ HYL HJ[P]LS` LUJV\YHNLK [V
HJOPL]L HJJYLKP[H[PVU ^P[O [OL /VTL 8\HSP[` 4HYR VY
7HZZP]OH\ZZ[HUKHYK

Context

8.2.1 -YVT[V/HT 7L[LYZOHT^HZVUL
VM[OL4H`VYVM3VUKVU»Z[LUKLZPNUH[LK¸3V^*HYIVU
AVULZ¹3*A;OL3*APUP[PH[P]L^HZHWPSV[ZJOLTL[V
PTWYV]L LHJO JOVZLU SVJHSP[`»Z LULYN` WLYMVYTHUJL!
ZWLJPÄJHSS` [OL ZJOLTL [HYNL[LK H   YLK\J[PVU
PU LULYN` JVUZ\TW[PVU PU LHJO AVUL ;OL /HT 
7L[LYZOHT 3*A PZ ^PKLS` YLNHYKLK HZ OH]PUN ILLU H
]LY`NVVKL_HTWSLVMZ\JJLZZM\SJVSSHIVYH[PVUIL[^LLU
[OL SVJHS H\[OVYP[` ZJOVVSZ JVTT\UP[` NYV\WZ HUK
YLZPKLU[Z0[OHZILLUJP[LKPUZL]LYHSHJHKLTPJZ[\KPLZ
PU[V JVTT\UP[` LUNHNLTLU[ VU JSPTH[L JOHUNL HUK
JVTT\UP[` LULYN` WYVQLJ[Z ;OL RL` PUUV]H[PVU ^HZ
[OL \ZL VM WLLY[VWLLY LUNHNLTLU[ [V WYVTV[L [OL
AVUL»ZHPTZ!HNYV\WVMYLZPKLU[Z^LYLYLJY\P[LK[VHJ[
HZ ¸:[YLL[ *OHTWPVUZ¹ ¶ [OL` ^LU[ KVVY[VKVVY VY
WYVTV[LK[OLZJOLTLVUZ[HSSZHUKH[VYNHUPZLKL]LU[Z
LN KYH\NO[WYVVÄUN HUK ZVSHY LULYN` ^VYRZOVWZ
;OL YLZ\S[ ^HZ PTWYLZZP]L! [OL WYVQLJ[ YLHJOLK HIV\[
  VM YLZPKLU[Z YLK\JLK JHYIVU KPV_PKL LTPZZPVUZ
I`HSTVZ[ HUKYLK\JLKM\LSIPSSZHJYVZZHSSHJ[P]L
WHY[PJPWHU[ZI`HJVTIPULKWLY`LHY

5HDVRQHGMXVWLðFDWLRQ
8.3.2 ;OLYL PZ J\YYLU[S` H NHW IL[^LLU [OL KLZPNU
LULYN` Z[HUKHYKZ VM UL^ OV\ZLZ HUK [OL Z[HUKHYKZ
HJOPL]LKVUJVUZ[Y\J[PVU9LZLHYJOPUKPJH[LZ[OH[UL^
K^LSSPUNZ JHU IL IL[^LLU   SLZZ LѝJPLU[ [OHU
KLZPNULK
8.3.3 0U /HT  7L[LYZOHT UL^ KL]LSVWTLU[ PZ
L_WLJ[LK [V IL JHYIVU UL\[YHS VY SV^ JHYIVU HUK [V
I\PSKVU[OLZ\JJLZZVM[OL3V^*HYIVUAVULWYVQLJ[
8.3.4 *HYIVU[HYNL[ZMVYUL^I\PSKPUNZT\Z[JVTWS`
^P[O [OVZL PU WVSPJ` 37 VM 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU 0U
HKKP[PVUHSSUL^YLZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWTLU[PZLUJV\YHNLK
[VHJOPL]L[OLOPNOZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`Z[HUKHYKZVM[OL/VTL
8\HSP[`4HYRVY7HZZP]OH\Z


8.2.2 ;OPZ V\[JVTL [VNL[OLY ^P[O [OL L_[LUZP]L
JVTT\UP[`
LUNHNLTLU[
TLU[PVULK
HIV]L
KLTVUZ[YH[LZ [OL HWWL[P[L PU /HT  7L[LYZOHT MVY
PTWYV]PUN[OLZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`VML_PZ[PUNI\PSKPUNZPU[OL
HYLH 0[ PZ JVUZPKLYLK [OH[ UL^ KL]LSVWTLU[ ZOV\SK
HSZV IL L_WLJ[LK [V HJOPL]L [OL OPNOLZ[ WVZZPISL
Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`Z[HUKHYKZ

3ROLF\(5HWURðWWLQJH[LVWLQJ 
housing and residential extensions

8.4.1 7SHUUPUN HWWSPJH[PVUZ MVY [OL PUZ[HSSH[PVU VM
TLHZ\YLZ [V PTWYV]L LULYN` LѝJPLUJ` Z\JO HZ ZVSHY
WHULSZ HUK NYV\UK OLH[ W\TWZ ^PSS IL Z\WWVY[LK
L_JLW[ ^OLYL [OL ^VYRZ ^V\SK HK]LYZLS` HќLJ[ [OL
HWWLHYHUJLVM[OLI\PSKPUNVYHYLH
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ

8.2.3 *VUZ\S[H[PVUOHZPKLU[PÄLKM\Y[OLYZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`
VIQLJ[P]LZ HZ WYPVYP[PLZ MVY [OL HYLH UHTLS` [OL
LUJV\YHNLTLU[ MVY YL[YVÄ[[PUN I\PSKPUNZ HUK WYV]PKPUN
LSLJ[YPJ JOHYNPUN WVPU[Z MVY JHYZ (SZV PUZ[HSSPUN ^H[LY
I\[[Z [V YLK\JL ^H[LY JVUZ\TW[PVU HUK [V TPUPTPZL
ÅVVKYPZRI`WYV]PKPUNZ\Z[HPUHISLKYHPUHNLTLHZ\YLZ
Z\JOHZWLYTLHISLMVYLJV\Y[WHYRPUNHYLHZ

8.4.2 *LY[HPUYLUL^HISL[LJOUVSVNPLZHYLTVYLZ\P[LK
[V [OL HYLH [OHU V[OLYZ! ^PUK PZ UV[ HWWSPJHISL [V [OL
HYLH^PUKZWLLKZ[VVSV^HUKNLV[OLYTHSPTWVZZPISL
^OPSLO`KYVWV^LY^HZWYVWVZLKH[;LKKPUN[VU>LPY
:VSHY[OLYTHSHUKZVSHYWOV[V]VS[HPJZ`Z[LTZHYLTVZ[
HWWYVWYPH[L[V[OLHYLHK\L[V[OLSV^KLUZP[`VMOV\ZPUN
HUK SV^ SL]LSZ VM ZOHKPUN PU /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT
;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK -VY\T OHZ H Z[YH[LNPJ [HYNL[ [V



Environmental Sustainability

ZPNUPÄJHU[S` PUJYLHZL [OL WYVWVY[PVU VM I\PSKPUNZ ^P[O
ZVSHY [OLYTHS HUK ZVSHY WOV[V]VS[HPJ WHULSZ ^P[OPU [OL
UL_[ [LU `LHYZ IV[O PU L_PZ[PUN WYVWLY[PLZ HUK PU UL^
I\PSK WYVWLY[PLZ ;OPZ Z[YH[LNPJ [HYNL[ ^PSS IL YL]PL^LK
PMTVYLMH]V\YHISLÄUHUJPHSPUJLU[P]LZHYLWYVWVZLKI`
[OL.V]LYUTLU[

L_[LUZPVUZ[VYLZPKLU[PHSWYVWLY[PLZ
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
8.6.3 ;OL )\PSKPUN 9LN\SH[PVUZ PUJS\KL HU VW[PVUHS
^H[LYLѝJPLUJ`Z[HUKHYKVMSP[YLZWLYZVUKH`;OL
H]LYHNLKHPS`JVUZ\TW[PVUVMHU\UTL[LYLKJ\Z[VTLY
PU:V\[O,HZ[,UNSHUKPZSP[YLZVM^H[LYWLYWLYZVU
WLY KH` (Z 3VUKVU PZ PU H >H[LY :[YLZZ (YLH [OLYL
PZ H JSLHY SVJHS ULLK [V JVUZLY]L ^H[LY I` THUHNPUN
KLTHUK >L Z\WWVY[ [OL HWWSPJH[PVU VM [OPZ VW[PVUHS
Z[HUKHYK I` [OL 3VUKVU )VYV\NO VM 9PJOTVUK \WVU
;OHTLZ PU [OL /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT 5LPNOIV\YOVVK
(YLH;OPZHWWYVHJOLUKVYZLZ[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHU
Z[YH[LNPJVIQLJ[P]LMVYHZ\Z[HPUHISLM\[\YLHUK[OLPYUL^
WVSPJ`37:\Z[HPUHISL+LZPNUHUK*VUZ[Y\J[PVU

8.4.3 (PYZV\YJLHUKNYV\UKZV\YJLOLH[W\TWZHYL
HSZVYLSL]HU[[LJOUVSVNPLZMVY[OLHYLH!PUMHJ[[OL/HT
*OPSKYLU»Z*LU[YLPZHSYLHK`OLH[LKI`HNYV\UKZV\YJL
OLH[ Z`Z[LT HS[OV\NO [OLYL HYL H[ WYLZLU[ ML^ V[OLY
L_HTWSLZVM[OLZL[LJOUVSVNPLZPU[OLHYLH
8.4.4 ;OPZ HWWYVHJO I\PSKZ VU WVSPJ` 37  VM [OL
9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ^PSS
Z\WWVY[SVJHSYLUL^HISLLULYN`ZJOLTLZZ\JOHZ[OL
/HT ;LKKPUN[VU/`KYV7V^LY:JOLTL

8.5

8.6.4 :THY[ TL[LYZ MVY ^H[LY \ZHNL LUHISL
JVUZ\TLYZ[VTHUHNL[OLPYKLTHUKMVY^H[LYHZ[OVZL
^P[OTL[LYZ[LUK[V\ZL SLZZ(SSUL^KL]LSVWTLU[Z
HYL YLX\PYLK [V PUZ[HSS ^H[LY TL[LYZ 9L[YVÄ[[PUN HSS VM
[OLL_PZ[PUNTPSSPVUWYVWLY[PLZPU[OL;OHTLZ>H[LY
HYLHPZHSHYNLWYVNYHTTLVM^VYRZHUKPZ\USPRLS`[VIL
JVTWSL[LKILMVYL

Policy E3 - Electric Charging Points

8.5.1 (SSUL^KL]LSVWTLU[MVYYLZPKLU[PHSYL[HPSHUK
LTWSV`TLU[\ZLZ^P[OVќZ[YLL[WHYRPUNZOV\SKWYV]PKL
LSLJ[YPJ JOHYNPUN WVPU[Z MVY JHYZ PU HJJVYKHUJL ^P[O
3VUKVU 7SHU WVSPJ`  HUK 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU
WVSPJ`37WHYHNYHWO

8.6.5 >H[LYI\[[Z^PSSOLSWTHUHNLKLTHUKMVY^H[LY
\ZLHUKWYV]PKLYHPU^H[LYZ[VYHNLMVYZ\TTLYZ[VYTZ
;OLZ\YMHJL^H[LYZL^LYZPU/HTOH]LHYLSH[P]LS`ÅH[
NYHKPLU[ ZV K\YPUN H OPNO PU[LUZP[` Z\TTLY Z[VYT [OL
ZL^LYZÄSS\WX\PJRS`HUKKVUV[OH]L[OLJHWHJP[`[V
JHYY`[OLYHPU^H[LYH^H`X\PJRS`;OPZJHUSLHK[V^H[LY
IHJRPUN \W [OL Z`Z[LT HUK KPZJOHYNPUN V\[ VM N\SSPLZ
H[ SV^ ZWV[Z VY WVUKPUN HZ [OLYL PZ UV ºZWHJL» PU [OL
ZL^LY[V[HRL[OL^H[LYH^H`>H[LYI\[[ZJHUWYV]PKL
ZVTL VM [OH[ ºZWHJL» ,HJO OV\ZLOVSK Z[VYPUN ^H[LY
PU [OPZ ^H` JV\SK WYV]PKL H SVJHS ZVS\[PVU [V Z\YMHJL
^H[LYÅVVKPUN0UZ[HSSPUNH^H[LYI\[[[VZ[VYLWV[LU[PHS
ÅVVK^H[LY HUK \ZPUN P[ PUZ[LHK VM [HW ^H[LY MVY WSHU[
^H[LYPUN^PSSZPNUPÄJHU[S`YLK\JLV\YJHYIVUMVV[WYPU[

5HDVRQHGMXVWLðFDWLRQ
8.5.2 ;OLYL PZ JVUZPKLYHISL LU[O\ZPHZT MVY [OL \ZL
VM SLZZ WVSS\[PUN MVYTZ VM [YHUZWVY[ PU [OL HYLH ;OL
WYV]PZPVUVMLSLJ[YPJJOHYNPUNWVPU[Z^PSSLUHISLYLZPKLU[Z
[VJOVVZLLSLJ[YPJVYWS\NPUO`IYPKJHYZ;OLPUZ[HSSH[PVU
VM[OLJOHYNPUNWVPU[ZYLZ\S[ZPUH]LY`ZTHSSHKKP[PVUHS
JVZ[ [V [OL KL]LSVWLY ;OPZ HWWYVHJO I\PSKZ VU WVSPJ`
37VM[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHU
8.5.3 ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU Z\WWVY[Z WYVWVZHSZ
I`3)9\;[VPUZ[HSSVUZ[YLL[JOHYNPUNWVPU[Z



3ROLF\(:DWHU(τFLHQF\
8.6.6 >OLU [OL SVJHS JVTT\UP[` ^LYL JVUZ\S[LK
[OLYL ^HZ JVUJLYU HIV\[ OPNO SL]LSZ VM ^H[LY
JVUZ\TW[PVU HUK Z\WWVY[ MVY [OL \ZL VM Z\Z[HPUHISL
KYHPUHNL[LJOUPX\LZ;OPZHWWYVHJOI\PSKZVUWVSPJ`37
VM[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHU

8.6.1 (SSUL^OV\ZLZZOV\SKWYV]PKL^H[LYI\[[Z0U
KL]LSVWTLU[ZVMISVJRZVMÅH[ZMHJPSP[PLZMVYJVTT\UHS
^H[LYZ[VYHNLHUKYL\ZLZOHSSILWYV]PKLK
8.6.2 ;OLWYV]PZPVUVM^H[LYI\[[ZPZHSZVLUJV\YHNLK
HUK Z\WWVY[LK PU JVTTLYJPHS KL]LSVWTLU[Z HUK
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0DQDJLQJñRRGULVN

^P[O PUJYLHZLK ÅHZO ÅVVKPUN HM[LY Z\KKLU YHPU (Z
HYLHZVM]LNL[H[PVUHYLYLWSHJLKI`JVUJYL[LHZWOHS[
VYYVVMLKZ[Y\J[\YLZ[OLHYLHSVZLZP[ZHIPSP[`[VHIZVYI
YHPU^H[LY;OPZYHPUPZPUZ[LHKKPYLJ[LKPU[VZ\YMHJL^H[LY
KYHPUHNLZ`Z[LTZVM[LUV]LYSVHKPUN[OLTHUKJH\ZPUN
ÅVVKZ

7KDPHVULYHUDQGWLGDOñRRGLQJ
8.7.1 ;OL^LZ[LYUIV\UKHY`VM/HTHUK7L[LYZOHT»Z
+LZPNUH[LK (YLH PZ [OL 9P]LY ;OHTLZ ;OL SV^ S`PUN
[V^WH[O MYLX\LU[S` ÅVVKZ ^OLU OPNO [PKL TV]LZ
\WZ[YLHT >OLU [OLYL PZ H Z[VYT Z\YNL VY ZPNUPÄJHU[
YP]LY ÅVVKPUN [OL ÅVVKWSHPU PZ L_[LUZP]L  ;OL YPZR VM
YP]LYHUK[PKHSÅVVKPUNJHUILL_WLJ[LK[VPUJYLHZLHZ
H YLZ\S[ VM JSPTH[L JOHUNL ^P[O TVZ[ VM [OL ;OHTLZ
ÅVVKWSHPUS`PUN^P[OPU/HT3HUKZ

8.8.3 ;OL PKLH ILOPUK :\+: PZ [V YLWSPJH[L UH[\YHS
Z`Z[LTZ [OH[ \ZL JVZ[LќLJ[P]L ZVS\[PVUZ ^P[O SV^
LU]PYVUTLU[HS PTWHJ[ [V KYHPU H^H` Z\YMHJL ^H[LY
Y\UVќ [OYV\NO JVSSLJ[PVU Z[VYHNL HUK JSLHUPUN
ILMVYL HSSV^PUN P[ [V IL YLSLHZLK ZSV^S` IHJR PU[V [OL
LU]PYVUTLU[ [OYV\NO PUÄS[YH[PVU VY KPZJOHYNL [V [OL
;OHTLZ

8.7.2 -VY [OL [PKHS ;OHTLZ [OL ;OHTLZ ,Z[\HY`
 ;, 7SHU WYVWVZLZ M\[\YL THUHNLTLU[ VM
[OL;OHTLZ[PKHSÅVVKKLMLUJLZ[VTHUHNL[PKHSÅVVK
YPZR -VY Å\]PHS ÅVVKPUN VU [OL ;OHTLZ \WZ[YLHT VM
;LKKPUN[VU3VJR[OL9P]LY;OHTLZ:JOLTLPZWYVWVZLK
^OPJOTH`PUJS\KLUL^^LPYZHJYVZZ;LKKPUN[VU(P[

8.8.4 ;OLYL PZ ZPNUPÄJHU[ ZJVWL PU [OL HYLH [V \ZL
Z\Z[HPUHISL \YIHU KYHPUHNL HZ WHY[ VM HU PU[LNYH[LK
SHUKZJHWLZ[YH[LN`[V!



4HUHNLY\UVќHUKYLZ[YPJ[ÅV^MYVTOHYK
Z\YMHJLZ[VYLK\JL[OLKHTHNLMYVTÅVVKPUN




7YV[LJ[VYLUOHUJL^H[LYX\HSP[`YLK\JPUN
WVSS\[PVUMYVTY\UVќ




)LZ`TWH[OL[PJ[V[OLLU]PYVUTLU[HUK[OL
ULLKZVM[OLSVJHSJVTT\UP[`

8.7.4 :\YMHJL^H[LYÅVVKPUNOHWWLUZ^OLUYHPU^H[LY
KVLZ UV[ KYHPU H^H` [OYV\NO [OL UVYTHS KYHPUHNL
Z`Z[LTZ VY ZVHR PU[V [OL NYV\UK I\[ SPLZ VU VY ÅV^Z
V]LY [OL NYV\UK PUZ[LHK 0[ JHU HSZV IL JH\ZLK ^OLU
OPNONYV\UK^H[LY^H[LY[HISLYLHJOLZ[OLZ\YMHJL




7YV]PKLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYL]HWV[YHUZWPYH[PVU
MYVT]LNL[H[PVUHUKZ\YMHJL^H[LY



,UJV\YHNLUH[\YHSNYV\UK^H[LYHX\PMLY 
recharge

8.8





*YLH[LIL[[LYWSHJLZ[VSP]L^VYRHUKWSH`
I`WYV[LJ[PUNHUKLUOHUJPUNHTLUP[`HUK
IPVKP]LYZP[`

8.7.3 3)9\;»Z +L]LSVWTLU[ 4HUHNLTLU[ 7SHU
WVSPJ`:+PZHNVVKNLULYHSWVSPJ`JV]LYPUNÅVVKYPZR
9LZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWTLU[^PSSUV[ILWLYTP[[LKPU[OL 
ÅVVKL_[LU[ÅVVKaVUL5VZP[LZOH]LILLUPKLU[PÄLK
I`3)9\;VY[OPZ7SHU[OH[SPL^P[OPU[OPZÅVVKaVUL
6XUIDFHZDWHUñRRGLQJ

Policy E5 Sustainable Drainage
(SuDS)

8.8.1 (SS UL^ I\PSKPUNZ ^PSS IL L_WLJ[LK [V PUJS\KL
H Z\Z[HPUHISL KYHPUHNL Z`Z[LT [V KPZWVZL VM Z\YMHJL
^H[LY (SS Z\Z[HPUHISL KYHPUHNL Z`Z[LTZ T\Z[ IL
PU[LNYH[LKPU[V[OLSHUKZJHWLHUKOH]LHTHPU[LUHUJL
WYVNYHTTL
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
8.8.2

8.8.5 Using conventional drainage techniques with
WPWLZ HUK N\SSPLZ [V X\PJRS` KYHPU H ZP[L JHU JH\ZL H
ÅVVKPUN WYVISLT KV^UZ[YLHT 0U HKKP[PVU \ZPUN [OL
^YVUN KYHPUHNL TL[OVK JHU L_HJLYIH[L HU L_PZ[PUN
ÅVVKPUNWYVISLT
8.8.6 ;OL Z\YMHJL ^H[LY ZL^LYZ PU /HT OH]L H
YLSH[P]LS`ÅH[NYHKPLU[ZVK\YPUNHOPNOPU[LUZP[`Z\TTLY

0UJYLHZPUN \YIHUPZH[PVU OHZ JH\ZLK WYVISLTZ



Environmental Sustainability

Z[VYT [OL ZL^LYZ ÄSS \W X\PJRS` HUK KV UV[ OH]L [OL
JHWHJP[`[VJHYY`[OLYHPU^H[LYH^H`X\PJRS`
8.8.7 ;OLPUJS\ZPVUVMZ\Z[HPUHISLKYHPUHNLZ`Z[LTZ
MVY HSS UL^ I\PSKPUNZ ^PSS OLSW /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT
THUHNL Z\YMHJL ^H[LY ^P[OV\[ PUJYLHZPUN [OL YPZR VM
ÅVVKPUN ,HJO PUJYLTLU[HS PUJYLHZL PU OHYK Z\YMHJL
PUJYLHZLZ[OLWVZZPIPSP[`VMZ\YMHJL^H[LYÅVVKPUN;OPZ
HWWYVHJOI\PSKZVUWVSPJ`37VM[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS
7SHU

8.9

Policy E6 - Permeable Forecourts

8.9.1 ;OLYL PZ H NLULYHS WYLZ\TW[PVU HNHPUZ[ [OL
WYV]PZPVU VM MYVU[ NHYKLU JHY WHYRPUN PU HJJVYKHUJL
^P[O 37 PU [OL 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU (U` UL^
OHYKZ[HUKPUNZ HUK MVYLJV\Y[ WHYRPUN HYLHZ T\Z[ IL
WLYTLHISLVYJVUZ[Y\J[LKZV[OH[[OLZ\YMHJLKYHPUZ[V
HWLYTLHISLSH^UVYIVYKLY
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
8.9.2 >OLYLWSHUUPUNWLYTPZZPVUPZYLX\PYLKHSSUL^
HUKYLWSHJLTLU[OHYKZ[HUKPUNZMVYLJV\Y[ZKYP]L^H`Z
HUK WHYRPUN HYLHZ ^PSS IL YLX\PYLK [V IL JVUZ[Y\J[LK
^P[OWLYTLHISLVYWVYV\ZZ\YMHJPUN^OPJOHSSV^Z^H[LY
[V KYHPU [OYV\NO Z\JO HZ NYH]LS WLYTLHISL JVUJYL[L
ISVJR WH]PUN VY WVYV\Z HZWOHS[ 9HPU^H[LY ZOV\SK IL
KPYLJ[LK[VHSH^UVYIVYKLY[VKYHPUUH[\YHSS`4\JOVM
/HTHUK7L[LYZOHTPZZ\ZJLW[PISL[VOPNONYV\UK^H[LY
ZVPUÄS[YH[PVUHSVULTH`UV[ILHWWYVWYPH[L6[OLY:\+:
[LJOUPX\LZHZKLZJYPILKPU3)9\;»Zº+LSP]LYPUN:\+:PU
9PJOTVUK»ZOV\SKILJVUZPKLYLK
8.9.3 ;OPZ WVSPJ` ^PSS OLSW YLK\JL Z\YMHJL ^H[LY
ÅVVKPUNPU/HT 7L[LYZOHT



Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan

Legend

0

Figure 8.1:
-S\]PHSÅVVKPUNYPZRMVYWSHUUPUNaVUL ^P[OHYLHZILULÄ[PUNMYVTKLMLUJLZ
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Environmental Sustainability

Legend

0

Figure 8.2:
:\YMHJL^H[LYÅVVKPUN  HUK YPZR
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Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan

Image 34: Integrated solar panels

Image 35: Rain gardens should be planted up with native plants
[OH[[OYP]L^P[OVJJHZPVUHSV]LYÅV^MYVTH^H[LYI\[[

0THNL!º-YVU[.HYKLUZ7LYTLHISL7H]PUN»N\PKLMYVT9/:
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6WWVY[\UP[PLZMVY*OHUNL



Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan
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Figure 9.1:
Ham Parade

Image 37: Ham Parade
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Opportunities for Change

9.1
This chapter sets out criteria for a
small number of opportunity sites and areas
ZKHUH VLJQLðFDQW LPSURYHPHQW FRXOG EH
achieved over the next 15 years.
9.1.1

These are either:



:P[LZ HUK HYLHZ PU ULLK VM PTWYV]LTLU[ HUK
MVY ^OPJO M\UKPUN ^PSS ULLK [V IL PKLU[PÄLK
-\UKPUN[VZLJ\YL[OLZLWYPVYP[`PTWYV]LTLU[Z
JV\SK IL MYVT *03 WSHUUPUN VISPNH[PVUZ
ZLJ\YLK I` : (NYLLTLU[Z VY MYVT V[OLY
M\UKPUNZV\YJLZ-\UKPUNVW[PVUZHYLHZZLZZLK
PU(WWLUKP_"VY



:PNUPÄJHU[ZP[LZHUKHYLHZ^OLYLKL]LSVWTLU[
PZWYVWVZLKVYSPRLS`[VILWYVWVZLKPU[OLULHY
M\[\YL HZ WHY[ VM [OL 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU
;OLZL KL]LSVWTLU[Z ^PSS IL IYV\NO[ MVY^HYK
I` [OL SHUKV^ULYZ VY KL]LSVWLYZ VM [OL ZP[LZ
HUKTH`KLSP]LYPTWYV]LTLU[ZLP[OLYVUZP[LVY
PU[OL]PJPUP[`

Policy O1 - Improving Ham Parade

9.3.1

These are either:



YLK\JPUN[OLKVTPUHUJLVM[YHѝJI`WYV]PKPUN
TVYLZWHJLPTWYV]LK]PZPIPSP[`HUKHJJLZZPIPSP[`
MVYWLKLZ[YPHUZHUKJ`JSPZ[Z"



PTWYV]PUN JVUULJ[P]P[` [V [OL YLZ[ VM [OL
ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH MVY WLKLZ[YPHUZ HUK
J`JSPZ[Z"



PTWYV]PUN [OL HWWLHYHUJL HUK H[[YHJ[P]LULZZ
VM[OLWHYHKLI`!
a)
b)



9.1.2 ;OL 7SHU HUK P[Z 6WWVY[\UP[` (YLHZ KV UV[
HSSVJH[L ZP[LZ MVY KL]LSVWTLU[  -VY *LU[YHS /HT
*HZZLS /VZWP[HS HUK :[ 4PJOHLS»Z *VU]LU[ [OL 7SHU
VќLYZHKKP[PVUHSN\PKHUJL[VZP[LZHSYLHK`HSSVJH[LKPU
[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHUHUK[OLSL]LSVMKL]LSVWTLU[
HUKSHUK\ZLZHYLZL[PU[OL3VJHS7SHU

LUJV\YHNPUN VJJ\WPLYZ [V PUZ[HSS
HWWYVWYPH[LZOVWMYVU[ZHUKZPNUHNL
introducing better directional signage,
SPNO[PUN ZLH[PUN W\ISPJ HY[ ZWHJL MVY
JVTT\UP[`L]LU[ZHUKZVM[SHUKZJHWPUN

LUJV\YHNPUNV^ULYZHUKVJJ\WPLYZVMWYVWLY[`
[V PTWYV]L IHJRSHUK HUK ZLY]PJL HYLHZ [V [OL
7HYHKL[OYV\NOWYVWLYTHPU[LUHUJL

Policy Application
9.3.2 0UVYKLY[VZLJ\YL[OLHIV]LPTWYV]LTLU[ZP[
^PSSILULJLZZHY`[VWYVK\JLHSVUN[LYTWSHUMVY[OL
7HYHKL ^OPJO ^PSS PKLU[PM` SHUK V^ULYZOPWZ PKLU[PM`
JVUZ[YHPU[Z HUK VWWVY[\UP[PLZ HZ ^LSS HZ WVZZPISL
ZV\YJLZVMM\UKPUN;OLZLWYVWVZHSZ^PSSVUS`WYVJLLKPM
M\UKPUNJHUILZLJ\YLK-\UKPUNZV\YJLZTH`PUJS\KL
*03 : WSHUUPUN VISPNH[PVUZ VY M\UKPUN MYVT V[OLY
ZV\YJLZ+LJPZPVUZYLNHYKPUNM\UKPUN^PSSILKPZJ\ZZLK
HUKHNYLLKI`[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK-VY\T3)9\;HUK
HSSL_PZ[PUNV^ULYZHUKHќLJ[LKI\ZPULZZLZHUKV[OLY
VJJ\WPLYZ

9.1.3 0UHKKP[PVUPU[OLULPNOIV\YOVVKHYLH[OLYLHYL
HU\TILYVMIYV^UÄLSKZP[LZ^OPJOHYLJ\YYLU[S`]HJHU[
VY\UKLY\[PSPZLK;OLZLZP[LZVќLY[OLWV[LU[PHS[VKLSP]LY
OV\ZPUNNYV^[OHUKLU]PYVUTLU[HSPTWYV]LTLU[Z

9.2

9.3

Ham Parade

9.2.1 /HT 7HYHKL PZ [OL WYPUJPWHS SVJHS ZOVWWPUN
JLU[YLPU[OLHYLHHUKWYVWVZHSZ[VZLJ\YLP[ZSVUN[LYT
]PHIPSP[` HYL ZL[ V\[ PU [OL 9L[HPS HUK 3VJHS :LY]PJLZ
HUK )\ZPULZZ JOHW[LY ;OLZL PUJS\KL LU]PYVUTLU[HS
PTWYV]LTLU[Z [V LUOHUJL [OL L_WLYPLUJL VM [OVZL
\ZPUN[OLZWHJLZHUK[OLMHJPSP[PLZH[/HT7HYHKL/HT
*YVZZ [OL Q\UJ[PVU VM 9PJOTVUK 9VHK ;\KVY +YP]L
HUK+\RLZ(]LU\LPZQ\Z[V\[ZPKL[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK
7SHU HYLH HUK [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK -VY\T ^PSS ^VYR
JVUZ[Y\J[P]LS` ^P[O 2PUNZ[VU *V\UJPS HUK SVJHS NYV\WZ
[VPUJS\KLP[PUHJVTWYLOLUZP]LLU]PYVUTLU[HSZJOLTL

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.3.3 /HT7HYHKLPZPKLU[PÄLKHZH3VJHS*LU[YLPU
the Richmond Local Plan serving Ham and Petersham
HUK SHYNL WHY[Z VM 5VY[O 2PUNZ[VU 7YVWVZHSZ [V
HKKYLZZ [OL \UJLY[HPU M\[\YL MHJPUN [OL 7HYHKL HYL
KLZJYPILKPU9L[HPSHUK6[OLY:LY]PJLZ,U]PYVUTLU[HS
LUOHUJLTLU[ZHYLHRL`LSLTLU[VM[OVZLWYVWVZHSZ



Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan
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Figure 9.2:
St Richard’s Square

Image 38: St Richard’s Square
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Opportunities for Change

9.4

St Richard’s Square

9.5.1 0UVYKLY[VZLJ\YL[OLHIV]LPTWYV]LTLU[ZP[
^PSSILULJLZZHY`[VWYVK\JLHSVUN[LYTWSHUMVY[OL
:X\HYL ^OPJO ^PSS PKLU[PM` SHUK V^ULYZOPWZ PKLU[PM`
JVUZ[YHPU[Z HUK VWWVY[\UP[PLZ HZ ^LSS HZ WVZZPISL
ZV\YJLZVMM\UKPUN;OLZLWYVWVZHSZ^PSSVUS`WYVJLLK
PMM\UKPUNJHUILZLJ\YLK-\UKPUNZV\YJLZTH`PUJS\KL
*03 : WSHUUPUN VISPNH[PVUZ VY M\UKPUN MYVT V[OLY
ZV\YJLZ+LJPZPVUZYLNHYKPUNM\UKPUN^PSSILKPZJ\ZZLK
HUKHNYLLKI`[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK-VY\T3)9\;HUK
HSSL_PZ[PUNV^ULYZHUKHќLJ[LKI\ZPULZZLZHUKV[OLY
VJJ\WPLYZ

9.4.1 ;OL :X\HYL PZ HU PTWVY[HU[ ULPNOIV\YOVVK
YL[HPSJLU[YL0[PUJS\KLZHJS\Z[LYVMHJ[P]P[PLZHUK\ZLZ
MVYSVJHSYLZPKLU[ZHUK]PZP[VYZPUJS\KPUNWVW\SHYSVJHS
ZOVWZ^P[OMYLLWHYRPUNHJVU]LUPLU[SVJHSZ\WLYTHYRL[
HU\YZLY`:[9PJOHYK»Z:JOVVSHUK:[9PJOHYK»Z*O\YJO
;OLSH`V\[VM[OLHYLHTLHUZ[OLZOVWZHYLPUZOHKLMVY
T\JOVM[OLKH`HUK[OLYLPZUV^OLYL[VZP[VYSPUNLY
(WYPVYP[`MVY:[9PJOHYK»Z:X\HYLPZ[VZLJ\YLHW\ISPJ
ZWHJL PUJS\KPUN ZLH[PUN [V THRL [OL :X\HYL TVYL
H[[YHJ[P]L[VZOVWWLYZHUK[VLUJV\YHNL[OLT[VZWLUK
TVYL[PTLPU[OLHYLH;OLPU[LYMHJLIL[^LLUZLY]PJL
HYLHZHUKHKQHJLU[OV\ZPUNHSZVULLKZ[VILPTWYV]LK
HUKKLSP]LYPLZI`SHYNL]LOPJSLZJHUILKPZY\W[P]LHUK
PU[Y\ZP]L

9.5

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.5.2 :[ 9PJOHYK»Z :X\HYL PZ H WVW\SHY ZOVWWPUN
JLU[YLMVYSVJHSWLVWSLHZP[OHZHZTHSSZ\WLYTHYRL[
VќZ[YLL[MYLLWHYRPUNHUKPZZLY]LKI`W\ISPJ[YHUZWVY[
/V^L]LY [OL :X\HYL ^V\SK IL MHY TVYL H[[YHJ[P]L
[V ZOVWWLYZ HUK ]PZP[VYZ NLULYHSS` PM P[ PUJS\KLK H
SHUKZJHWLKW\ISPJZWHJL^P[OZLH[PUN;OPZHSVUN^P[O
other suggested enhancements to the Square would
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`LUOHUJLP[ZLU]PYVUTLU[HUKMHJPSP[PLZHUK
LUZ\YLP[ZJVU[PU\LK]PHIPSP[`HZHSVJHSZOVWWPUNJLU[YL

Policy O2- Improving St Richard’s
Square

To improve St. Richard’s Square by:
P

PTWYV]PUN [OL HWWLHYHUJL HUK H[[YHJ[P]LULZZ
VM[OPZULPNOIV\YOVVKZOVWWPUNJLU[YLI`!

H

JYLH[PUN H UL^ W\ISPJ ZWHJL PU MYVU[ VM [OL
ZOVWZ^P[OH[[YHJ[P]LWH]PUNSHUKZJHWPUNHUK
seating,

I

LUJV\YHNPUN VJJ\WPLYZ [V PUZ[HSS HWWYVWYPH[L
ZOVWMYVU[ZHUKZPNUHNL

J

introducing better directional signage, lighting,
ZLH[PUNW\ISPJHY[ZWHJLMVYJVTT\UP[`L]LU[Z
HUKZVM[SHUKZJHWPUN[OYV\NOV\[[OLHYLH

K

YLK\JPUN[OLKVTPUHUJLVM[YHѝJPU(ZOI\YUOHT
9VHK HUK *YVM[^H` PU MH]V\Y VM WLKLZ[YPHUZ
HUKJ`JSPZ[Z[OYV\NO[YHѝJJHSTPUNTLHZ\YLZ

PP

LUJV\YHNPUNV^ULYZHUKVJJ\WPLYZVMWYVWLY[`
[V PTWYV]L IHJRSHUK HUK ZLY]PJL HYLHZ [V [OL
7HYHKL[OYV\NOWYVWLYTHPU[LUHUJL



Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan

RT

Figure 9.3:
*LU[YHS7L[LYZOHT:P[L7SHU

Image 39: *LU[YHS7L[LYZOHT
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Opportunities for Change

9.6

Policy Application

Central Petersham

9.7.1 0U VYKLY [V ZLJ\YL [OL HIV]L PTWYV]LTLU[Z
P[ ^PSS IL ULJLZZHY` [V WYVK\JL H SVUN [LYT WSHU MVY
*LU[YHS7L[LYZOHT^OPJO^PSSPKLU[PM`SHUKV^ULYZOPWZ
JVUZ[YHPU[Z HUK VWWVY[\UP[PLZ HZ ^LSS HZ WVZZPISL
ZV\YJLZ VM M\UKPUN ;OPZ WYVWVZHS ^PSS VUS` WYVJLLK PM
M\UKPUNJHUILZLJ\YLK-\UKPUNZV\YJLZTH`PUJS\KL
*03 : WSHUUPUN VISPNH[PVUZ VY M\UKPUN MYVT V[OLY
ZV\YJLZ;OPZTH`PUJS\KL3V[[LY`-\UKPUN+LJPZPVUZ
YLNHYKPUNM\UKPUN^PSSILKPZJ\ZZLKHUKHNYLLKI`[OL
5LPNOIV\YOVVK-VY\T3)9\;HSSL_PZ[PUNV^ULYZHUK
HќLJ[LK I\ZPULZZLZ HUK V[OLY VJJ\WPLYZ HUK V[OLY
PU[LYLZ[LKHTLUP[`HUKJVUZLY]H[PVUNYV\WZ

9.6.1 ;OL
7L[LYZOHT
*VUZLY]H[PVU
(YLH
4HUHNLTLU[ 7SHU  PKLU[PÄLZ [OL VWWVY[\UP[` [V
JYLH[LHX\HSP[`W\ISPJZWHJLH[[OPZPTWVY[HU[TLL[PUN
WVPU[W0USPUL^P[ON\PKHUJLPU[OL4HUHNLTLU[
7SHUP[PZJVUZPKLYLK[OH[HJVTWYLOLUZP]LJVUZLY]H[PVU
LUOHUJLTLU[ ZJOLTL MVY [OPZ HYLH ^V\SK OH]L [OL
NYLH[LZ[PTWHJ[PMP[PUJS\KLK[OLOPZ[VYPJ(YJOLK3VKNL
H[[OL7L[LYZOHT9VHKLUKVM[OLMVYTHSH]LU\LHUK
HZZVJPH[LK ZWHJLZ Z\JO HZ [OL 7L[LYZOHT 3VJR\W
[OL-V_HUK+\JR7/HUK[OLMYVU[HNLVM;OL9\ZZLSS
:JOVVS
9.6.2 ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ZLLRZ [V LUOHUJL
[OLL_WLYPLUJLMVYWLKLZ[YPHUZPUJLU[YHS7L[LYZOHTI`
PTWYV]PUN[OLSVJHSLU]PYVUTLU[HUKWLKLZ[YPHUZHML[`
HUKI`JYLH[PUNHUL^W\ISPJZWHJL^P[OZLH[PUNPU[OPZ
PTWVY[HU[ SVJH[PVU 0U HKKP[PVU [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK
-VY\T ^PSS LUJV\YHNL [OL V^ULY HUK THUHNLY VM
[OL -V_ HUK +\JR 7/ [V M\Y[OLY PTWYV]L [OL HYLH I`
YLZ\YMHJPUN[OLMVYLJV\Y[HUKJHYWHYR[V[OLW\IHUK
PUZ[HSSPUNUL^WSHU[PUNHUKZLH[PUN

9.7

Policy O3 - To enhance and improve
the quality and safety of Central
Petersham by:



YLZ[VYPUN[OL]PZ[HVM[OLMVYTHS(]LU\L[OYV\NO
[OLHYJOLKNH[L^H`"



\WNYHKPUN [OL HYLH PU MYVU[ VM [OL HYJOLK
LU[YHUJL [V [OL (]LU\L I` YLKLZPNUPUN [OL
JHYYPHNL^H`HUKMVV[WH[OYH[PVUHSPZPUNZPNUHNL
HUKZ[YLL[M\YUP[\YLHUKPUZ[HSSPUNUL^ZLH[PUN"

3

YH[PVUHSPZPUN Z[YLL[ JS\[[LY HUK PTWYV]PUN [OL
X\HSP[` VM [OL I\Z ZOLS[LY IV\UKHY` ^HSS HUK
MLUJL HUK WSHU[PUN H[ [OL LU[YHUJL [V [OL
9\ZZLSS:JOVVS

5HDVRQHGMXVWLðFDWLRQ
9.7.2 ;OPZPZHWYVTPULU[HYLH^P[OPU[OL7L[LYZOHT
*VUZLY]H[PVU (YLH ^OPJO OHZ ILLU PKLU[PÄLK PU [OL
3)9\;*OHYHJ[LY(WWYHPZHSHZYLX\PYPUNH[[LU[PVUIV[O
[V YLZ[VYL P[ [V P[Z MVYTLY PTWVY[HUJL HUK THUHNL
]LOPJ\SHYHUKWLKLZ[YPHUJPYJ\SH[PVUHUKZHML[`PZZ\LZ
0UHKKP[PVU[OLYLPZHUVWWVY[\UP[`[VWYV]PKLZLH[PUN



Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan
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Figure 9.4:
*LU[YHS/HT

Image 40: Ham Close
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Opportunities for Change

9.8

Central Ham

WYHJ[PJL^OPJOJV\SKWYV]PKLHYHUNLVMSVJHSOLHS[OHUK
^LSSILPUNZLY]PJLZ;OLHWWYVHJOZL[V\[ILSV^I\PSKZ
VUWVSPJ`:(VM[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHU

9.8.1 ;OPZHYLHPU[OLOLHY[VM[OLI\PS[\WHYLHVM/HT
JVTWYPZLZHKPZWHYH[LNYV\WVMI\PSKPUNZKL]LSVWLKPU
[OL  Z PUJS\KPUN [OL /HT *SVZL ,Z[H[L [OL /HT
@V\[O *LU[YL HUK /HT *SPUPJ HUK H ISVJR VM ZOVWZ
HUKÅH[ZVU[OLJVYULYVM/HT:[YLL[HUK(ZOI\YUOHT
:[YLL[ 0[ HSZV PUJS\KLZ HU HYLH VM W\ISPJ VWLU ZWHJL
RUV^UHZ/HT=PSSHNL.YLLU
9.8.2 9PJOTVUK /V\ZPUN 7HY[ULYZOPW JVUZPKLY
[OH[ [OL /HT *SVZL LZ[H[L KVLZ UV[ TLL[ J\YYLU[
OV\ZPUNZ[HUKHYKZHUKOH]LW\[MVY^HYKWYVWVZHSZMVY
P[Z YLKL]LSVWTLU[ [V WYV]PKL UL^ OV\ZPUN [V J\YYLU[
Z[HUKHYKZ I\[ H[ JVUZPKLYHIS` OPNOLY KLUZP[` [OHU [OL
L_PZ[PUNLZ[H[L*VUZ\S[H[PVUHUKMLHZPIPSP[`Z[\KPLZ^PSS
JVU[PU\L [OYV\NOV\[  HUK WYVWVZHSZ MVY [OL ZP[L
^PSSILQ\KNLKHNHPUZ[YLSL]HU[WVSPJPLZPU[OL9PJOTVUK
3VJHS7SHUHUK[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHU
9.8.3 /HT @V\[O *LU[YL PZ H YH[OLY ISLHR HUK
MVYIPKKPUNI\PSKPUN^P[OHSHYNLJHYWHYR;OLPU[LU[PVUZ
VM[OL/V\UZSV^HUK9PJOTVUK*VTT\UP[`/LHS[OJHYL
5/: ;Y\Z[ MVY [OL /HT *SPUPJ HYL \UJSLHY I\[ P[ PZ
\UKLYZ[VVK [V IL \UKLY\ZLK )V[O VM [OLZL I\PSKPUNZ
OH]LILLUPUJS\KLKPUYLJLU[YLKL]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHSZ
I`9PJOTVUK/V\ZPUN7HY[ULYZOPW

9.9

Policy O4a - Ham Close

P

(U` ZJOLTL MVY [OL YLKL]LSVWTLU[ VM HSS VY
WHY[ VM /HT *SVZL T\Z[ OH]L YLNHYK [V [OL
JOHYHJ[LYVM[OLZ\YYV\UKPUNHYLHZL[V\[PU[OL
/HT*SVZL5LPNOIV\YOVVK*OHYHJ[LY:[\K`

PP

(U`ZJOLTL^OPJOPUJS\KLZ[OLYLKL]LSVWTLU[
VM L_PZ[PUN JVTT\UP[` MHJPSP[PLZ MVYTPUN WHY[
VMH/HT*SVZLT\Z[THRLWYV]PZPVUMVY[OLPY
LX\P]HSLU[YLWSHJLTLU[

PPP

(U` ZJOLTL MVY /HT *SVZL ^OPJO YLZ\S[Z
PU HU PUJYLHZL VM  VY TVYL YLZPKLU[PHS \UP[Z
^PSS IL YLX\PYLK [V HZZLZZ [OL PTWHJ[Z VU
JVTT\UP[` MHJPSP[PLZ PU SPUL ^P[O WVSPJ` *- VM
[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHU

Policy Implementation
9.9.1 ;OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM/HT*SVZLHUKHKQHJLU[
ZP[LZ ^PSS IL SLK I` 9PJOTVUK /V\ZPUN 7HY[ULYZOPW
HZ [OL MYLLOVSK V^ULY VM [OL OV\ZPUN LZ[H[L HUK
9PJOTVUK *V\UJPS HZ MYLLOVSKLY VM SHUK PUJS\KLK PU
[OL YLKL]LSVWTLU[ HYLH HUK PU [OLPY KP]LYZL Z[H[\[VY`
YVSLZ  0M P[ PZ UV[ WVZZPISL [V YHPZL Z\ѝJPLU[ ÄUHUJL
MVY HU HJJLW[HISL YLKL]LSVWTLU[ ZJOLTL M\Y[OLY
VW[PVUZ ZOV\SK IL L_WSVYLK [V HKKYLZZ [OL LZ[H[L»Z
ZOVY[JVTPUNZ HZ PKLU[PÄLK I` 9PJOTVUK /V\ZPUN
7HY[ULYZOPW;OLSH`V\[VM[OLL_PZ[PUN/HT*SVZLOHZH
OPNOSL]LSVMWLYTLHIPSP[`(U`YLKL]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHS
ZOV\SK ZLLR [V THPU[HPU P[Z WLYTLHIPSP[` PU SPUL ^P[O
WVSPJPLZPU*OHW[LYVM[OPZ7SHU

9.8.4 ;OL ZOVWZ HUK ÅH[Z H[ [OL Q\UJ[PVU VM /HT
:[YLL[ HUK (ZOI\YUOHT 9VHK HYL H SVJHS ZOVWWPUN
JLU[YL^OPJOOHZZ\ќLYLKMYVTHWVVYLU]PYVUTLU[HUK
SPTP[LKTHPU[LUHUJLV]LYHSS
9.8.5 /HT =PSSHNL .YLLU PZ H ]HS\LK W\ISPJ VWLU
ZWHJL^OPJOOHZILLUZ\IZ[HU[PHSS`LUOHUJLKPUYLJLU[
`LHYZ
9.8.6 ;OPZHYLHOHZILLUPKLU[PÄLKHZHU6WWVY[\UP[`
(YLH ILJH\ZL VM [OL WYVWVZHSZ VM 9PJOTVUK /V\ZPUN
7HY[ULYZOPW[VYLKL]LSVW/HT*SVZLI\[HSZVILJH\ZL
JOHUNLZ [V P[ OH]L [OL WV[LU[PHS [V [YHUZMVYT [OL
JLU[YLVM/HT9LKL]LSVWTLU[^V\SKWYV]PKLTVKLYU
OV\ZPUN HUK JVTT\UP[` MHJPSP[PLZ PU RLLWPUN ^P[O [OL
JOHYHJ[LY VM [OL HYLH  ;OPZ JV\SK PUJS\KL W\YWVZL
I\PS[ HJJVTTVKH[PVU MVY H @V\[O *LU[YL HUK H .7

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.9.2 ;OL 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU WVSPJPLZ 37  HUK
37  *OHYHJ[LY HUK +LZPNU VM 5L^ /V\ZPUN HUK
Z\Z[HPUHISL KL]LSVWTLU[ HUK JVUZ[Y\J[PVU WYV]PKL
[OL WSHUUPUN KLZPNU JVU[L_[ MVY [OL YLKL]LSVWTLU[ VM
[OPZZP[L(U`YLKL]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHS^PSSILL_WLJ[LK
[V HSZV IL JVUZPZ[LU[ ^P[O [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU»Z
OV\ZPUNWVSPJPLZ
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9.9.3 (RL`VIQLJ[P]LVM[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHUPZ
[VLUZ\YLHSSKL]LSVWTLU[LUOHUJLZ[OLJOHYHJ[LYHUK
HWWLHYHUJL VM [OL HYLH HUK PZ KLZPNULK [V PU[LNYH[L
^P[O [OL L_PZ[PUN HYJOP[LJ[\YL HUK NYLLU ZWHJLZ 5L^
KL]LSVWTLU[ ZOV\SK YLZWLJ[ [OL ZJHSL HUK JOHYHJ[LY
VM[OLZ\YYV\UKPUNHYLH^P[OV\[ILPUNVISPNLK[VHWLP[Z
KLZPNU

9.10 Policy O4b - Ham Street/
Ashburnham Road

9.9.4 ;OPZ HYLH VM /HT PU WHY[PJ\SHY PZ YLSH[P]LS`
PZVSH[LK ^P[O YLZ[YPJ[LK SPURZ [V [YHUZWVY[ PU[LYJOHUNLZ
HUK [V [OL ^PKLY YVHK UL[^VYR  3VJHS YVHKZ HUK
junctions serving the site are narrow and have limited
JHWHJP[`;OL7\ISPJ;YHUZWVY[(JJLZZPIPSP[`3L]LS7;(3
^PSSILVULVM[OLKL[LYTPUPUNMHJ[VYZPU[OLKLUZP[`VM
OV\ZPUN[OH[^PSSILHJJLW[HISLVU[OPZZP[L

Policy Implementation

9.10.1 To improve the Ham Street / Ashburnham
9VHKZOVWZHUKÅH[ZI`LUJV\YHNPUNYLWSHJLTLU[VM
ZOVWMYVU[ZHUKMHZJPHZPNUZHUKYLKLJVYH[PVUVM[OL
upper storeys.

9.10.2 +LZPNU WYVWVZHSZ MVY H JVTWYLOLUZP]L
MHJLSPM[ ^PSS IL WYLWHYLK PU WHY[ULYZOPW ^P[O V^ULYZ
HUK VJJ\WPLYZ KLTVUZ[YH[PUN [OL ILULÄ[Z MYVT H
JVVYKPUH[LK PTWYV]LTLU[ -\UKPUN ZV\YJLZ ^PSS IL
YL]PL^LK PU JVVYKPUH[PVU ^P[O [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK
-VY\T 3)9\; V^ULYZ VJJ\WPLYZ HUK V[OLY
Z[HRLOVSKLYZ/V^L]LYP[PZLU]PZHNLK[OH[M\UKPUN^PSS
WYPTHYPS` IL WYP]H[L PU]LZ[TLU[ HS[OV\NO VWWVY[\UP[PLZ
MVYW\TWWYPTPUNHZZPZ[HUJL^PSSILL_WSVYLK

9.9.5 0M [OL YLKL]LSVWTLU[ ZJOLTL PUJS\KLZ [OL
L_PZ[PUN JVTT\UP[` MHJPSP[PLZ [OLU WYV]PZPVU T\Z[ IL
THKL MVY [OLPY YLWSHJLTLU[ ^P[OV\[ YLK\JPUN [OL
JHWHJP[`;OLZLZOV\SKILNYV\WLK[VNL[OLY[VMVYTH
JS\Z[LYVM\ZLZYH[OLY[OHUILPUNKPZWLYZLKHJYVZZ[OL
site and should be located on the Ashburnham Road
ZPKLVM[OLZP[L[VJVTWSLTLU[[OL(ZOI\YUOHT9VHK
/HT:[YLL[ZOVWWPUNJLU[YLHUK[OLW\ISPJSPIYHY`;OL
5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ZLLRZ [V THPU[HPU HUK LUOHUJL
[OL ]P[HSP[` HUK ]PHIPSP[` VM [OL SVJHS ZOVWWPUN JLU[YLZ
^OPJOJHUILHJOPL]LK[OYV\NO[OLZ`ULYN`HYPZPUNI`
NYV\WPUNHJ[P]P[PLZHYV\UK[OLT

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.10.3 ;OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHUPKLU[PÄLZ[OPZISVJRHZ
HZTHSSI\[PTWVY[HU[SVJHSZOVWWPUNJLU[YL0TWYV]PUN
[OLHWWLHYHUJLVM[OLJLU[YL^PSSHZZPZ[PUZLJ\YPUNP[Z
VUNVPUN]PHIPSP[`HUK^PSSLUJV\YHNLM\Y[OLYPU]LZ[TLU[
[VZLJ\YLP[ZSVUNLY[LYT]P[HSP[`

9.11 Policy O4C - Ham Village Green

9.9.6 0M [OL YLKL]LSVWTLU[ ZJOLTL YLZ\S[Z PU HU
PUJYLHZL VM  VY TVYL YLZPKLU[PHS \UP[Z P[ ^PSS IL
L_WLJ[LK [V WYV]PKL HKKP[PVUHS *VTT\UP[` MHJPSP[PLZ PU
SPUL^P[OWVSPJ`*-VM[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHU^OPJO
YLX\PYLZ[OLSPRLS`PTWHJ[VM[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VUSVJHS
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLZLY]PJLZHUKMHJPSP[PLZ[VILPKLU[PÄLKHUK
HKKYLZZLK

9.11.1 ;V LUJV\YHNL VUNVPUN LUOHUJLTLU[ VM
/HT =PSSHNL .YLLU [OYV\NO [OL WYV]PZPVU VM ZVM[
landscaping, planting, seating and appropriate play
and exercise equipment.
Policy Implementation
9.11.2 /HT =PSSHNL .YLLU PZ [OL YLZWVUZPIPSP[` VM
3)9\;0MYLKL]LSVWTLU[VM/HT*SVZLPZMVY[OJVTPUN
[OL VWWVY[\UP[` ZOV\SK IL [HRLU [V ZLJ\YL H ^PKL
WHJRHNLVMLU]PYVUTLU[HSPTWYV]LTLU[Z7YPVYP[`^V\SK
ILNP]LU[VHZJOLTLMVYPTWYV]LTLU[Z[V/HT=PSSHNL
.YLLU
9.11.3 0M YLKL]LSVWTLU[ VM /HT *SVZL KVLZ UV[
WYVJLLKVWWVY[\UP[PLZ^PSSILZV\NO[[VZLJ\YLM\UKPUN
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MVY VUNVPUN LUOHUJLTLU[Z [V /HT =PSSHNL .YLLU PU
KPZJ\ZZPVU^P[O[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK-VY\T3)9\;HUK
SVJHSZ[HRLOVSKLYZ
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.11.4 ;OLSHUKPZHSSVJH[LKMVY7\ISPJ6WLU:WHJLPU
[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHUHUKWYV]PKLZH]HS\LKHTLUP[`
MVYSVJHSWLVWSL;OLZPNUPÄJHUJLVM[OPZVWLUZWHJLPZ
SPRLS`[VILLUOHUJLKPM/HT*SVZLPZYLKL]LSVWLK

9.12 Policy O4d Ashburnham Road / Ham
Street/Wiggins Lane /
Woodville Road
9.12.1 To enhance the public realm in Asburnham
Road / Ham Street / Wiggins Lane / Woodville Road
I`[OLYLUL^HSVM[OLJHYYPHNL^H`ZMVV[WH[OZZ[YLL[
M\YUP[\YLHUKSHUKZJHWLWSHU[PUN
Policy Implementation
9.12.2 ;OL W\ISPJ OPNO^H` PZ [OL YLZWVUZPIPSP[` VM
3)9\;0MYLKL]LSVWTLU[VM/HT*SVZLPZMVY[OJVTPUN
[OL VWWVY[\UP[` ZOV\SK IL [HRLU [V ZLJ\YL H ^PKLY
WHJRHNLVMLU]PYVUTLU[HSPTWYV]LTLU[Z7YPVYP[`^V\SK
ILNP]LU[VHZJOLTLMVYPTWYV]LTLU[Z[V(ZOI\YUOHT
9VHK/HT:[YLL[>PNNPUZ3HUL>VVK]PSSL9VHK
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.12.3 ;OLZLYVHKZMVYT[OLIV\UKHY`VM[OL*LU[YHS
/HT6WWVY[\UP[`(YLHHUKMYHTL[OLKL]LSVWTLU[ZP[LZ
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU[YHѝJHUK\[PSP[`^VYRZJHUILL_WLJ[LK[V
OH]LHKLNYHKPUNPTWHJ[K\YPUNKL]LSVWTLU[
9.12.4 9LUL^HS VM [OPZ JLU[YHS HYLH VM /HT ^V\SK
IL PUJVTWSL[L ^P[OV\[ \WNYHKPUN [OL W\ISPJ YLHST VM
[OLZLZ[YLL[Z;OPZPZWHY[PJ\SHYS`[Y\LMVY(ZOI\YUOHT
9VHK^OLYLHOPNOX\HSP[`ZJOLTL^V\SKJVTWSLTLU[
YLKL]LSVWTLU[VM/HT*SVZLHUKSPUR[^VVM[OLSVJHS
JLU[YLZ^P[OPU/HT
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Figure 9.5:
*HZZLS/VZWP[HS:P[L7SHU

Image 41: Cassel Hospital
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9.13 Cassel Hospital
9.13.1 *HZZLS/VZWP[HSPZHZLYPLZVMI\PSKPUNZZVTL
SPZ[LKZL[PUL_[LUZP]LNYV\UKZVMHSTVZ[MV\YOLJ[HYLZ
SVJH[LKIL[^LLU/HT*VTTVU/HT7HYHKL+\RLZ
(]LU\L HUK 3HUNOHT /V\ZL *SVZL HSZV SPZ[LK PU
[OL /HT *VTTVU *VUZLY]H[PVU (YLH 0[ PZ V^ULK I`
[OL >LZ[ 3VUKVU 4LU[HS /LHS[O ;Y\Z[ >34/;  HUK
WYV]PKLZZWLJPHSPZ[HZZLZZTLU[HUK[YLH[TLU[ZLY]PJLZ
MVY`V\UNWLVWSLHUKHK\S[Z^P[OJVTWSL_WLYZVUHSP[`
KPZVYKLYZ4VZ[VM[OLNYV\UKZHYLKLZPNUH[LKHZ6[OLY
6WLU3HUKVM;V^UZJHWL0TWVY[HUJLHUK6[OLY:P[LZ
VM 5H[\YL 0TWVY[HUJL ;OPZ VќLYZ H OPNO KLNYLL VM
WYV[LJ[PVU[V[OLNYV\UKZ

PP

THPU[HPU HUK LUOHUJL [OL OPZ[VYPJ SH`V\[
WSHU[PUN HUK IPVKP]LYZP[` VM [OL NYV\UKZ
7YV]PZPVUMVYTHUHNLKW\ISPJHJJLZZPUJS\KPUN
H WLKLZ[YPHU HUK J`JSL YV\[L IL[^LLU +\RLZ
(]LU\LHUK/HT*VTTVU^PSSILLUJV\YHNLK"

PPP

YH[PVUHSPZLHJJLZZ[V[OLZP[L^OPJOTH`PUJS\KL
HUL^WLKLZ[YPHU]LOPJ\SHYHJJLZZ"

+L]LSVWTLU[ PU [OL UVUKLZPNUH[LK WHY[Z VM
[OL NYV\UKZ ^PSS IL JVUZPKLYLK HJJLW[HISL
HUK JV\SK PUJS\KL HќVYKHISL YLZPKLU[PHS
KL]LSVWTLU[^P[OZVTLZ\WWVY[LKOV\ZPUNMVY
VSKLYWLVWSLHUKVYJVTT\UP[`\ZLZ

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.14.3 ;OPZ SHYNL HUK WYVTPULU[ ZP[L ^P[OPU [OL /HT
*VTTVU*VUZLY]H[PVU(YLHPZJ\YYLU[S`\UKLY\ZLKHUK
PUKHUNLYVMMHSSPUNPU[VKPZYLWHPY+L]LSVWTLU[VM[OL
ZP[LLP[OLYMVY[OLL_PZ[PUNVYHS[LYUH[P]LJVTT\UP[`\ZL
VYMVYYLZPKLU[PHS\ZLPUJS\KPUNHќVYKHISLVSKLYWLYZVUZ»
OV\ZPUN ^V\SK ZLJ\YL [OL M\[\YL VM [OL SPZ[LK I\PSKPUN
HUK[OLM\[\YLTHUHNLTLU[VM[OLPTWVY[HU[NYV\UKZ
;OPZ ZOV\SK PUJS\KL THUHNLK W\ISPJ HJJLZZ [V [OL
NYV\UKZ;OPZI\PSKZVUWVSPJ`:(VM[OL9PJOTVUK
3VJHS7SHU

9.14.1 +L]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHSZMVY[OL*HZZLS/VZWP[HS
ZP[LZOV\SKTLL[[OLMVSSV^PUNYLX\PYLTLU[Z!
L_WSVYL[OLWV[LU[PHS[VVWLU\W]PL^ZPU[V[OL
ZP[LMYVT/HT*VTTVUHUK+\RLZ(]LU\L"

]

9.14.2 ;OPZ PZ H WYVTPULU[ HUK PTWVY[HU[ ZP[L ^P[OPU
[OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK (YLH HUK [OL >34/; PZ J\YYLU[S`
JVUZPKLYPUNM\[\YL\ZLZHUKYLX\PYLTLU[Z(WYVHJ[P]L
HWWYVHJO [V HJOPL]L H KL]LSVWTLU[ ^OPJO TLL[Z [OL
;Y\Z[»Z VIQLJ[P]LZ HUK [OL JVTT\UP[`»Z HZWPYH[PVUZ
JV\SK IL HZZPZ[LK I` H KL]LSVWTLU[ IYPLM [V PKLU[PM`
KL]LSVWTLU[ WV[LU[PHS HUK N\PKL [OL ^H` [OL ZP[L
PZ [V IL LUOHUJLK ;OL SLHZ[ ZLUZP[P]L WHY[Z VM [OL
NYV\UKZMYVU[VU[V>HYULYZ3HULVU[OLZV\[O^LZ[LYU
IV\UKHY`VM[OLZP[L

Policy O5

P

LUOHUJL [OL ZL[[PUN VM [OL SPZ[LK I\PSKPUNZ
WHY[PJ\SHYS`PUYLSH[PVU[V/HT*VTTVU"

Policy Implementation

9.13.2 ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ZLLRZ [V YL[HPU HUK
enhance the listed buildings and associated grounds
HZ HU HZZL[ MVY [OL JVTT\UP[` ^OPSL YLHSPZPUN [OL
WV[LU[PHSVM[OLZP[LMVYZ\P[HISL\ZLZHUKWVZZPISLUL^
KL]LSVWTLU[ ^OPJO JV\SK M\UK PTWYV]LTLU[Z [V [OL
SPZ[LKI\PSKPUNHUK[OLNYV\UKZ;OLWYV_PTP[`[V/HT
Parade and bus routes to Richmond and Kingston
THRLZ[OLZP[LWHY[PJ\SHYS`Z\P[HISLMVYUL^OV\ZPUNMVY
VSKLYWLVWSLPMUVYLWSHJLTLU[JVTT\UP[`\ZLJHUIL
PKLU[PÄLK;OLZP[LJV\SKHSZVILHZ\P[HISLSVJH[PVUMVY
a new changing room or club house serving the historic
JYPJRL[NYV\UKVU/HT*VTTVU

9.14

P]
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Figure 9.6:
:[4PJOHLS»Z*VU]LU[:P[L7SHU

Image 42: St Michael’s Convent
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9.15 St. Michael’s Convent

Policy Implementation

9.15.1 :[4PJOHLSZ»Z*VU]LU[^HZVJJ\WPLKMVYTHU`
`LHYZI`[OL*VTT\UP[`VM[OL:PZ[LYZVM[OL*O\YJO
;OLJVU]LU[HJ[P]P[PLZOH]LYLSVJH[LK[V.LYHYK»Z*YVZZ
HUK :[ 4PJOHLS»Z *VU]LU[ PZ UV^ JSVZLK ( WSHUUPUN
HWWSPJH[PVUOHZILLUZ\ITP[[LKMVYYLZPKLU[PHS\ZL

9.16.2 ;OPZZP[LPZPUWYP]H[LV^ULYZOPW7YVWVZHSZMVY
KL]LSVWTLU[VM[OLZP[L^PSSILW\[MVY^HYKI`[OLUL^
V^ULYZHUK^PSSYLX\PYLIV[OWSHUUPUNWLYTPZZPVUHUK
SPZ[LKI\PSKPUNJVUZLU[
5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ

9.15.2 ;OL *VU]LU[ PZ SPZ[LK .YHKL 00 HUK [OL
NYV\UKZHYLKLZPNUH[LKHZ6[OLY3HUKVM;V^UZJHWL
0TWVY[HUJL 3)9\; HYL HSZV JVUZPKLYPUN H M\Y[OLY
KLZPNUH[PVUVM[OLNYV\UKZHZHU6[OLY:P[LVM5H[\YL
0TWVY[HUJL;OLSPZ[LKI\PSKPUNZHUKNYV\UKZPUJS\KPUN
[OL^HSSLKNHYKLUHYLJVUZPKLYLK[VIL]LY`PTWVY[HU[
[V [OL JOHYHJ[LY VM /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT HUK [OL
5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ZLLRZ [V YL[HPU HUK LUOHUJL
[OLTMVY[OLLUQV`TLU[VM[OLJVTT\UP[`HUKMVYM\[\YL
NLULYH[PVUZ

9.16

9.16.3 ;OPZ PZ H WYVTPULU[ ZP[L ^P[OPU [OL /HT
*VTTVU *VUZLY]H[PVU (YLH ;OL YLZ[VYH[PVU VM [OL
SPZ[LKI\PSKPUNZHUKYLKL]LSVWTLU[VMSH[LYHKKP[PVUZ^PSS
ZLJ\YL[OLPYM\[\YLHUKLUOHUJL[OL*VUZLY]H[PVU(YLH
^OPSZ[YL[HPUPUN[OLZWLJPHSJOHYHJ[LYVM[OLZP[LHYPZPUN
MYVT[OLTH[\YLNHYKLUHUKVYJOHYK;OLWYV]PZPVUVM
THUHNLKW\ISPJHJJLZZ[V[OLNYV\UKZPZLUJV\YHNLK
;OPZHWWYVHJOI\PSKZVUWVSPJ`:(VM[OL9PJOTVUK
3VJHS7SHU

Policy O6

9.16.1 (U`KL]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHSMVY[OL:[4PJOHLS»Z
*VU]LU[ZP[LZOV\SK!
P

LUOHUJL[OLPU[LNYP[`VM[OLSPZ[LKI\PSKPUNZHUK
WYLZLY]L [OLPY ZL[[PUN WHY[PJ\SHYS` PU [OL ^H`
[OL`YLSH[L[V/HT*VTTVU"

PP

THPU[HPU [OL YLSH[PVUZOPW IL[^LLU [OL OV\ZL
HUK[OLNHYKLUZ^OPJONP]LZ[OLZP[LP[ZZWLJPHS
JOHYHJ[LY"

PPP

YLZ[YPJ[UL^I\PSKPUNZHUKWHYRPUN[V[OLHYLHZ
VM[OLZP[L[OH[HYLHSYLHK`KL]LSVWLKHUKUV[
PUJS\KLHU`UL^]LOPJSLHJJLZZWVPU[Z"

P]

THPU[HPU HUK LUOHUJL [OL IPVKP]LYZP[` HUK
OPZ[VYPJ WSHU[PUN VM [OL NYV\UKZ HUK ZLJ\YL
THUHNLKW\ISPJHJJLZZ
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7V[LU[PHS ZP[LZ MVY KL]LSVWTLU[ PKLU[PÄLK I`
TLTILYZVM[OLW\ISPJH[JVUZ\S[H[PVU

0TWYV]LTLU[HYLHZ

:P[LZPKLU[PÄLKMVYKL]LSVWTLU[PU9PJOTVUK
Local Plan

+L]LSVWTLU[PUWYVNYLZZ

:\IQLJ[[VKL]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHSZ
5LPNOIV\YOVVKWSHUIV\UKHY`

Figure 9.7:
7V[LU[PHS+L]LSVWTLU[ZP[LZ
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1km

Opportunities for Change

Policy Implementation

9.17 Previously developed
EURZQðHOGODQGDQGRWKHU
small sites

9.18.1 ( U\TILY VM WVZZPISL OV\ZPUN ZP[LZ ^LYL
PKLU[PÄLK K\YPUN [OL JVTT\UP[` JVUZ\S[H[PVU WYVJLZZ
;OL /V\ZPUN HUK 7SHUUPUN (J[  OHZ PU[YVK\JLK
H º7LYTPZZPVU PU 7YPUJPWSL» WYVJLK\YL [OH[ ^PSS NYHU[
WSHUUPUN HWWYV]HS HZ VM YPNO[ MVY SHUK [OH[ PZ PKLU[PÄLK
I` [OL SVJHS H\[OVYP[` PU P[Z Z[H[\[VY` )YV^UÄLSK 3HUK
9LNPZ[LY HUK I` [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ^OPJO PZ
[OLYLMVYLYLSL]HU[[V[OPZWVSPJ`

9.17.1 ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ZLLRZ [V THRL
[OL TVZ[ VM ZTHSS ZP[LZ [OH[ HYL J\YYLU[S` \UKLY\ZLK
VY YLK\UKHU[ HUK OH]L ILLU WYL]PV\ZS` KL]LSVWLK
PUJS\KPUN SHUK WYL]PV\ZS` \ZLK MVY WHYRPUN VY MVY
NHYHNL ISVJRZ ( U\TILY VM [OLZL HYL [OL Z\IQLJ[ VM
YLJLU[ WSHUUPUN HWWSPJH[PVUZ MVY SV^ RL` PUÄSS OV\ZPUN
KL]LSVWTLU[;OPZPZJVUZPKLYLKHUHWWYVWYPH[L\ZLMVY
Z\JO SHUK HUK PZ LUJV\YHNLK ;OL [OYLL ZP[LZ ZOV^U
HIV]L HYL NHYHNL ZP[LZ HUK OH]L ZLJ\YLK WSHUUPUN
WLYTPZZPVUMVYYLZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWTLU[

9.18.2 ;OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK-VY\T^LSJVTLZIV[O[OL
PKLU[PÄJH[PVUVM\UKLY\[PSPZLKZTHSSWYL]PV\ZS`KL]LSVWLK
ZP[LZHZKLZJYPILKPU[OPZWVSPJ`HUK[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[V
KPZJ\ZZWYVWVZHSZMVY[OLT^P[OH]PL^[V[HRPUN[OLT
PU[VHJJV\U[HZ[OL7SHUPZYL]PL^LK>OPSZ[[OLYLPZUV
VISPNH[PVUVU[OLSHUKV^ULY[VPTWSLTLU[HU`JOHUNL
[OLPYPUJS\ZPVUPU[OPZWSHUJV\SKNYHU[[OLT7LYTPZZPVU
PU7YPUJPWSLW\YZ\HU[[VZLJVUKHY`SLNPZSH[PVU[OH[PZWHY[
VM[OL/V\ZPUNHUK7SHUUPUN(J[

9.17.2 0[PZWVZZPISL[OH[TVYL\UKLY\[PSPZLKZP[LZJV\SK
JVTL MVY^HYK K\YPUN [OL SPML VM [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK
7SHU:\JOZP[LZTH`ILHWWYVWYPH[LMVYYLKL]LSVWTLU[
MVYHSPTP[LKU\TILYVMUL^ZTHSSZJHSLOVTLZZ\IQLJ[
[VKLZPNUHUKHTLUP[`ZHMLN\HYKZ(U`ZP[LZWYVWVZLK
MVY YLKL]LSVWTLU[ ^OPJO OH]L H JVTTLYJPHS LSLTLU[
^OPJO^V\SKUV[ILYLWSHJLKPU[OLKL]LSVWTLU[^V\SK
need to demonstrate their current use is no longer
viable in accordance with the marketing requirements
ZL[V\[PU[OL9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHUWVSPJPLZ

5HDVRQHG-XVWLðFDWLRQ
9.18.3 ;OLYLHYLHU\TILYVMWV[LU[PHSZTHSSOV\ZPUN
sites across the neighbourhood area which are
J\YYLU[S`\U\ZLKVY\UKLY\[PSPZLK;OLYLKL]LSVWTLU[
VM [OLZL ZP[LZ [V WYV]PKL OV\ZPUN JVU[YPI\[PUN [V [OL
KLSP]LY` VM OV\ZPUN [HYNL[Z MVY [OL HYLH PZ ^LSJVTLK
+L]LSVWTLU[VM[OLZLZP[LZZOV\SKJVTWS`^P[OWVSPJPLZ
ZL[V\[LSZL^OLYLPU[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHUHUK\UKLY
[OL7SHUUPUNPU7YPUJPWSLWYVJLK\YL^PSSILZ\IQLJ[[V[OL
Z\ITPZZPVU HUK HWWYV]HS VM ;LJOUPJHS +L[HPSZ WYPVY [V
KL]LSVWTLU[

9.17.3 ;OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ZLLRZ [V WYV[LJ[
IHJR SHUK NHYKLU ZP[LZ MYVT KL]LSVWTLU[! SHYNL
NHYKLUZ HUK SV^ KLUZP[` OV\ZPUN HYL JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJ
VM [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH HUK [OPZ JOHYHJ[LY ^PSS IL
WYV[LJ[LK

9.18


Policy O7 - Previously developed
IYV^UÄLSKSHUKHUKV[OLYZTHSSZP[LZ



;V LUJV\YHNL [OL KL]LSVWTLU[ VM WYL]PV\ZS`
KL]LSVWLK SHUK WVJRL[Z MVY YLZPKLU[PHS
W\YWVZLZHUK



;VYLZPZ[[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMVWLUVYIHJRSHUK
ZWHJLZ[OH[JVU[YPI\[L[V[OLJOHYHJ[LYVM[OL
SVJHSP[`Z\JOHZWYP]H[LNHYKLUZ

9.18.4 ;OL KL]LSVWTLU[ VM IHJRSHUK NHYKLU ZP[LZ PZ
UV[JVUZPKLYLKHWWYVWYPH[LHUK^PSSILYLZPZ[LKPUSPUL
^P[OWVSPJ`37 VM[OLKYHM[9PJOTVUK3VJHS7SHU
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Figure 9.8:
7YVWVZLKPUÄSSKL]LSVWTLU[Vќ4HN\PYL+YP]L*SPќVYK9VHKHUK9P]LYZPKL+YP]L



(WWLUKPJLZ
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Appendix 1 - Members of the Committee of the Ham and Petersham
Neighbourhood Forum
4LTILYZOPWVM[OL-VY\T*VTTP[[LLOHZJOHUNLKK\YPUN[OLWYLWHYH[PVUVM[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHU
;OPZPZHSPZ[VMWLVWSL^OVOH]LILLUTLTILYZVM[OLJVTTP[[LLMVYZVTLVYHSSVM[OH[[PTL!
4HNNPL)HPSL`

/LHKVM.YL`*V\Y[:JOVVS*OHPY\U[PS:LW[LTILY

Andrew Beedham

9LZPKLU[*OHPYVM+YHM[PUN;LHT

.LVќ)VUK

Resident

Petra Braun

Trader

5HVTP*HTWILSS

Ham House

(SL_HUKYH*VSJSV\NO

+LW\[`/LHK4LHKSHUKZ:JOVVS

+HUPLSSL*VSLTHU

Resident

:N[7H\S+V^ZL[[

Police

3PZH-HPYTHULY

9LZPKLU[*OHPYVM+YHM[PUN;LHT:LW[LTILY

(UKYtL-YPLaL

Resident

*SSY7LUU`-YVZ[

>HYK*V\UJPSSVY-HP[O.YV\WZ

1\Z[PUL.S`UU

9LZPKLU[=PJL*OHPY

1VOU.VKKHYK

Resident, Treasurer

Kim Hacker

*VTT\UP[`3PIYHYPLZ4HUHNLY9PJOTVUK

David Lamb

Resident

1\Z[PUL3HUNMVYK

9LZPKLU[=PJL*OHPYVM+YHM[PUN;LHTHM[LY:LW[LTILY

Annemarie Lewis

Resident

*SSY1LHU3V]LSHUK

>HYK*V\UJPSSVY7YL]PV\Z;YLHZ\YLY

/LSLU4J5HSS`

/HT*OPSKYLU»Z*LU[YLTHUHNLY\U[PS

4P[LZO7H[LS

Pharmacist

Anne Powell

Resident, Ham and Petersham Association

(UK`9VNLYZ

Resident

*OYPZ9\ZL

9LZPKLU[=PJL*OHPYVM+YHM[PUN;LHT*OHPYVM+YHM[PUN;LHTHM[LY:LW[LTILY

Stan Shaw

Trader

Ben Skelton

@V\[O*LU[YL4HUHNLY

*SSY:HYHO;PWWL[[

>HYK*V\UJPSSVY

)YPHU>H[LYZ

Resident

+H]PK>PSSPHTZ

9LZPKLU[/HT(TLUP[PLZ.YV\W/HT<UP[LK.YV\W

)YPHU>PSSTHU

*OHPYMYVT1HU\HY`-HP[O.YV\WZ
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Appendix 2 - Members of the Neighbourhood Forum Plan Drafting
Team
4LTILYZOPWVM[OL7SHU+YHM[PUN;LHTOHZJOHUNLKK\YPUN[OLWYLWHYH[PVUVM[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHU
;OPZPZHSPZ[VMWLVWSL^OVOH]LILLUTLTILYZVM[OLJVTTP[[LLMVYZVTLVYHSSVM[OH[[PTL!
(UKYL^)LLKOHT*OHPY
5HUH)PHTHO6MVZ\
*OYPZ[PHU)VJJP
*OHYSLZ+VL
,\NLUL+YL`LY
3PZH-HPYTHULY*OHPY\U[PS:LW[LTILY
:HYHO.H[LOV\ZL
1\Z[PUL.S`UU
1VOU/H[[V
David Lamb
1\Z[PUL3HUNMVYK=PJL*OHPYHM[LY:LW[LTILY
4H[[OL^9LLZ
(UK`9VNLYZ
*OYPZ9\ZL=PJL*OHPY*OHPYHM[LY:LW[LTILY
4PYPHT=VSPJ
Brita von Schoenaich
*OHZ>HYSV^
)YPHU>H[LYZ
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Appendix 3 - Implementation Programme
0U VYKLY MVY [OL =PZPVU 6IQLJ[P]LZ HUK 7VSPJPLZ VM [OPZ
7SHU [V IL KLSP]LYLK H YHUNL VM VYNHUPZH[PVUZ HUK
NYV\WZ ^PSS ULLK [V ^VYR PU JSVZL JVSSHIVYH[PVU ;OL
0TWSLTLU[H[PVU7YVNYHTTLZL[ZV\[[OLTLJOHUPZTMVY
[OPZ[VOHWWLUV]LY[OLSPML[PTLVM[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK
7SHU ;OL PUJS\ZPVU VM HU VYNHUPZH[PVU HZ H KLSP]LY`
WHY[ULY KVLZ UV[ PUKPJH[L [OH[ [OL` OH]L MVYTHSS`
JVTTP[[LK[V[OLHJ[PVUI\[[OLPU[LU[PVUPZ[OH[[OL`
^PSSOH]LHRL`YVSL^P[OPUP[ZPTWSLTLU[H[PVU

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
*03 PZ H JOHYNL WH`HISL I` KL]LSVWLYZ [V [OL SVJHS
H\[OVYP[` 3)9\; HUK JHSJ\SH[LK VU [OL ÅVVYZWHJL
\WSPM[ HYPZPUN MYVT [OL WYVWVZLK KL]LSVWTLU[ ;OL
WH`TLU[Z HYL WVVSLK I` [OL SVJHS H\[OVYP[` HUK \ZLK
[V KLSP]LY LZZLU[PHS PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL ^OPJO PZ YLX\PYLK HZ
HYLZ\S[VMKL]LSVWTLU[Z6UJLH5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHU
OHZ ILLU HKVW[LK [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK WYVWVY[PVU VM
[OL*03^PSSIL VM[OL[V[HSYHPZLKPU[OLHYLH7YPVY
[V[OH[[PTL[OLWYVWVY[PVUPZ VM[OL[V[HSYHPZLKPU
[OLULPNOIV\YOVVKHYLH

>OPSL [OL 0TWSLTLU[H[PVU 7YVNYHTTL KVLZ UV[ MVYT
WHY[VM[OLZ[H[\[VY`5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHUP[^PSSWSH`HU
PTWVY[HU[HUKZPNUPÄJHU[WHY[PUP[ZYLHSPZH[PVUWHY[PJ\SHYS`
PU ZL[[PUN [OL WYPVYP[PLZ MVY PU]LZ[PUN *VTT\UP[`
0UMYHZ[Y\J[\YL 3L]` WYVJLLKZ ;OL 0TWSLTLU[H[PVU
7YVNYHTTL^PSSILYLN\SHYS`\WKH[LKPUJVUQ\UJ[PVU^P[O
KLSP]LY`WHY[ULYZPUVYKLY[VWYVNYLZZ[OLWYVWVZHSZHUK
[V[HRLHK]HU[HNLVMUL^VWWVY[\UP[PLZHZ[OL`HYPZL

;OLULPNOIV\YOVVKWYVWVY[PVUVM*03T\Z[ILZWLU[VU
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL[OH[PZYLX\PYLK[VZ\WWVY[KL]LSVWTLU[
VY HU`[OPUN LSZL [OH[ PZ YLX\PYLK [V Z\WWVY[
KL]LSVWTLU[ 9PJOTVUK *V\UJPS OH]L LZ[HISPZOLK
[OL =PSSHNL 7SHUUPUN -\UK O[[W!^^^YPJOTVUKNV]
\RT`YPJOTVUK]PSSHNLFWSHUZ]PSSHNLFWSHUUPUNFM\UK
[V KPZ[YPI\[L [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK *03 +LJPZPVUZ VU
5LPNOIV\YOVVK*03HYLTHKLI`3)9\;PUKPZJ\ZZPVU
^P[O [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK -VY\T HUK V[OLY PU[LYLZ[LK
SVJHS NYV\WZ ;OL ^VYR \UKLY[HRLU I` [OL -VY\T PU
NH[OLYPUNL]PKLUJLVU[OLJVTT\UP[`»ZHZWPYH[PVUZHUK
[OL WYPVYP[PLZ ZL[ V\[ PU [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU ^PSS
PUMVYT[OLZLKLJPZPVUZ

Funding of Locally Important Projects
;OL KLSP]LY` VM [OL WYVQLJ[Z PUJS\KLK PU [OL
0TWSLTLU[H[PVU 7YVNYHTTL ^PSS IL KLWLUKLU[ VU
ZLJ\YPUNM\UKPUN;OPZJV\SKILHJOPL]LKPUHU\TILY
VM^H`Z!
:LJ[PVU  (NYLLTLU[Z  WYVQLJ[Z JHU IL KLSP]LYLK
[OYV\NO WSHUUPUN VISPNH[PVUZ ZLJ\YLK [OYV\NO :LJ[PVU
 HNYLLTLU[Z ( : (NYLLTLU[ PZ H SLNHS
\UKLY[HRPUNLU[LYLKPU[VI`HKL]LSVWLY^OLUWSHUUPUN
WLYTPZZPVUPZNYHU[LKMVYHKL]LSVWTLU[

0U[LYTZVM[OLIVYV\NO^PKL*03M\UKPUN3)9\;OH]L
HSYLHK`PKLU[PÄLKHU\TILYVMWYPVYP[`WYVQLJ[ZMVY/HT
HUK7L[LYZOHTPUP[ZºZLJ[PVUSPZ[»;OLZLHYLZL[V\[
H[(WWLUKP_HS[OV\NO[OLZSPZ[^PSSILRLW[\UKLY
YL]PL^ HUK PZ SPRLS` [V JOHUNL V]LY [OL JV\YZL VM [OL
7SHU;OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK7SHUPKLU[PÄLZWYVQLJ[ZMVY[OL
HYLHVM/HTHUK7L[LYZOHT^OPJO[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK
-VY\TJVUZPKLYZ[VILHWYPVYP[`MVY*03M\UKPUN^OPJO
P[^PSSLUJV\YHNL[OL*V\UJPS[VHKVW[K\YPUN[OLYL]PL^
WYVJLZZ

7SHUUPUNVISPNH[PVUZT\Z[TLL[[OLMVSSV^PUN[LZ[ZZL[
V\[ H[ WHYHNYHWO  VM [OL 5H[PVUHS 7SHUUPUN 7VSPJ`
-YHTL^VYR;OL`T\Z[IL!






5LJLZZHY`[VTHRL[OLKL]LSVWTLU[

HJJLW[HISLPUWSHUUPUN[LYTZ
+PYLJ[S`YLSH[LK[V[OLKL]LSVWTLU[
-HPYS`HUKYLHZVUHIS`YLSH[LKPUZJHSLHUKRPUK
[V[OLKL]LSVWTLU[

;OLWYPVYP[`[VILHJJVYKLK[VWYVQLJ[ZMVY*03M\UKPUN
^PSS IL PKLU[PÄLK I` [OPZ +LSP]LY` 7SHU HUK ^PSS IL
YL]PL^LKVUHYLN\SHYIHZPZ[VLUZ\YLP[YLTHPUZ\W[V

:(NYLLTLU[ZHYLUVYTHSS`VUS`ULJLZZHY`MVYSHYNLY
ZJHSLKL]LSVWTLU[WYVWVZHSZ
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KH[L [OYV\NOV\[ [OL SPML VM [OL 5LPNOIV\YOVVK 7SHU
0[PZPU[LUKLK[OH[*03^PSSHS^H`ZILWHY[VMHM\UKPUN
WHJRHNL[VTLL[[OL[V[HSJVZ[VMHWYVQLJ[;OLHTV\U[
HSSVJH[LK[VHUPUKP]PK\HSWYVQLJ[VYWHY[VMHWYVQLJ[^PSS
IL[OLYLZ\S[VMKPZJ\ZZPVUZ^P[OV[OLYM\UKLYZ

Timescales indicate when a project might be
FRPPHQFHGDQGDUHGHðQHGDV
Short

^P[OPU VUL `LHY VM [OL HWWYV]HS VM [OL
Plan

Other funding streams

Medium

^P[OPUVUL[VÄ]L`LHYZVM[OL7SHUILPUN
HWWYV]LK

Long

IL[^LLU Ä]L `LHYZ HM[LY [OL 7SHU OHZ
ILLUHWWYV]LKHUK[OLLUKVM[OL7SHU
WLYPVK

Ongoing

[OYV\NOV\[[OLSPML[PTLVM[OL7SHU

;OLYLHYLSPRLS`[VILV[OLYZV\YJLZVMM\UKPUNH]HPSHISL
MVY H YHUNL VM WYVQLJ[Z PU [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH
-\UKPUN TH` IL ZLJ\YLK MYVT UH[PVUHS YLNPVUHS VY
SVJHS I\KNL[Z HKTPUPZ[LYLK I` [OL .3( ;M3 3)9\;
.V]LYUTLU[ (NLUJPLZ V[OLY W\ISPJ VYNHUPZH[PVUZ
Z\JO HZ [OL 5H[PVUHS 3V[[LY` JOHYP[HISL [Y\Z[Z VY MYVT
[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VY;OLZV\YJLZVMH]HPSHISLM\UKPUN^PSS
ILYLN\SHYS`YL]PL^LKI`[OL5LPNOIV\YOVVK-VY\TPU
KPZJ\ZZPVU^P[O3)9\;HUKV[OLYZ[HRLOVSKLYZ
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Proposal

Principal Delivery Partners

Timescale

Character and Heritage
9LPUMVYJL[OLJSLHYKPZ[PUJ[PVUIL[^LLU[OL
I\PS[\W HYLHZ HUK NYLLU ZWHJLZ VM /HT
HUK7L[LYZOHT[VLUZ\YL[OH[[OLIV\UKHY`
PZ^LSSKLÄULKWO`ZPJHSS`HUK]PZ\HSS`

Review the Ham and Petersham
*VUZLY]H[PVU (YLHZ» (WWYHPZHS HUK
4HUHNLTLU[ 7SHU [V WYV]PKL \W[V
KH[L N\PKHUJL VU KL]LSVWTLU[Z   PU
[OL *VUZLY]H[PVU (YLHZ HUK WYVTV[L
JVUZLY]H[PVUWYVWVZHSZHUKPTWYV]LTLU[Z

LBRuT
Landowners
;OHTLZ3HUKZJHWL:[YH[LN`

4LKP\T

LBRuT
(ќLJ[LKYLZPKLU[ZHUKHZZVJPH[PVUZ
5LPNOIV\YOVVK(TLUP[`.YV\WZ
/PZ[VYPJ,UNSHUK

Short

Travel and Streets

0TWYV]LTLU[Z [V [OL UL[^VYR VM ^HSRPUN
HUK J`JSL YV\[LZ SPURPUN /HT HUK
Petersham to adjoining town centres and
[YHUZWVY[UVKLZ

LBRuT

Short

0TWYV]LTLU[Z [V [OL UL[^VYR VM ^HSRPUN
HUKJ`JSLYV\[LZSPURPUNZOVWZZJOVVSZHUK
SVJHSMHJPSP[PLZ^P[OPU/HTHUK7L[LYZOHT

LBRuT

Short

LBRuT

Short

0TWYV]LTLU[ [V [OL WO`ZPJHS LU]PYVUTLU[
VMSVJHSZOVWWPUNJLU[YLZ[VJYLH[LZX\HYLZ
HUK WSHJLZ MVY WLVWSL [V NH[OLY" [V THRL
P[ LHZPLY [V JYVZZ I\Z` YVHKZ [V SVJHSS`
YLK\JL[YHѝJZWLLKZHUK[VWYV]PKLTVYL
ZWHJL MVY WLKLZ[YPHUZ HUK IPJ`JSL \ZLYZ
ZLLHSZV6WWVY[\UP[PLZMVY*OHUNL
0TWYV]LTLU[[V[OLHJJLZZPIPSP[`VML_PZ[PUN
MLYY`

LBRuT

*VUZ[Y\J[PVU VM H MVV[ HUK J`JSL IYPKNL
linking Ham and Twickenham commencing
^P[OHMLHZPIPSP[`HUKPTWHJ[Z[\K`

LBRuT
;M3



4LKP\T

4LKP\T

Appendices

Community Facilities
0TWYV]L HUK PUJYLHZL [OL JHWHJP[` VM
JVTT\UP[` MHJPSP[PLZ ^P[O WYPVYP[` ILPUN
NP]LU [V PTWYV]PUN MHJPSP[PLZ MVY [OL `V\UN
HUKLSKLYS`

LBRuT
Building Owners

4LKP\T

Open Spaces
;OL YL]PL^ HUK PTWSLTLU[H[PVU VM
THUHNLTLU[WSHUZMVYVWLUZWHJLZ

LBRuT
5LPNOIV\YOVVK0U[LYLZ[.YV\WZ

Ongoing

;OL L_[LUZPVU VM >HSU\[ ;YLL (SSV[TLU[Z
HUK [OL LZ[HISPZOTLU[ VM H JVTT\UP[`
orchard

LBRuT
>HSU\[;YLL(SSV[TLU[(ZZVJPH[PVU

4LKP\T

,UJV\YHNL [OL WYV]PZPVU VM ^H[LY I\[[Z
PU JVTTLYJPHS KL]LSVWTLU[Z HUK ^OLU
L_[LUKPUNYLZPKLU[PHSWYVWLY[PLZ

LBRuT

Ongoing

(SS UL^ OHYKZ[HUKPUNZ HUK MVYLJV\Y[
WHYRPUN HYLHZ [V IL JVUZ[Y\J[LK \ZPUN
WLYTLHISLTH[LYPHSZ

Building Owners

Ongoing

Environmental Sustainability



Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan

Proposal

Principal Delivery Partners

Timescale

Opportunities for Change
Ham Parade - Improve Ham Parade by:
P

YLK\JPUN [OL KVTPUHUJL VM [YHѝJ
I` WYV]PKPUN TVYL ZWHJL PTWYV]LK
]PZPIPSP[` HUK HJJLZZPIPSP[` MVY
WLKLZ[YPHUZHUKJ`JSPZ[Z"

PP

PTWYV]PUN JVUULJ[P]P[` [V [OL YLZ[
VM [OL ULPNOIV\YOVVK HYLH MVY
WLKLZ[YPHUZHUKJ`JSPZ[Z"

PPP
a)
b)

LBRUT
RBKUT
Ham Parade Traders and Businesses
Ham Parade Residents
5LPNOIV\YOVVK.YV\WZ

PTWYV]PUN [OL HWWLHYHUJL HUK
H[[YHJ[P]LULZZVM[OLWHYHKLI`!
LUJV\YHNPUN VJJ\WPLYZ [V PUZ[HSS
HWWYVWYPH[LZOVWMYVU[ZHUKZPNUHNL
introducing better directional signage,
SPNO[PUN ZLH[PUN W\ISPJ HY[ HUK ZVM[
SHUKZJHWPUN"

P]

LUJV\YHNPUN V^ULYZ HUK VJJ\WPLYZ
VM WYVWLY[` [V PTWYV]L IHJRSHUK HUK
service areas to the Parade through
WYVWLYTHPU[LUHUJL

]

:\WWVY[PUN [OL MVYTH[PVU VM H /HT
7HYHKL4HUHNLTLU[.YV\W
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Proposal

Principal Delivery Partners

Timescale

LBRuT
Traders and Businesses
5LPNOIV\YOVVK.YV\WZ

Short

Opportunities for Change
St Richard’s Square - Improve St.
Richard’s Square by:
P
a)

b)
c)

d)

PP

PTWYV]PUN [OL HWWLHYHUJL HUK
H[[YHJ[P]LULZZVM[OLWHYHKLI`!
JYLH[PUN H UL^ W\ISPJ ZWHJL PU MYVU[
VM [OL ZOVWZ ^P[O H[[YHJ[P]L WH]PUN
SHUKZJHWPUNHUKZLH[PUN
LUJV\YHNPUN VJJ\WPLYZ [V PUZ[HSS
HWWYVWYPH[LZOVWMYVU[ZHUKZPNUHNL
introducing better directional signage,
SPNO[PUN ZLH[PUN W\ISPJ HY[ HUK ZVM[
SHUKZJHWPUN[OYV\NOV\[[OLHYLH
YLK\JPUN [OL KVTPUHUJL VM [YHѝJ PU
(ZOI\YUOHT 9VHK HUK *YVM[^H` PU
MH]V\Y VM WLKLZ[YPHUZ HUK J`JSPZ[Z
[OYV\NO[YHѝJJHSTPUNTLHZ\YLZ
LUJV\YHNPUN V^ULYZ HUK VJJ\WPLYZ
VM WYVWLY[` [V PTWYV]L IHJRSHUK HUK
service areas to the Parade through
WYVWLYTHPU[LUHUJL
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Proposal

Principal Delivery Partners

Timescale

Opportunities for Change
Central Petersham - Improve Central
Petersham by:
P

YLZ[VYPUN [OL ]PZ[H VM 7L[LYZOHT
(]LU\L[OYV\NO[OLHYJOLKNH[L^H`

PP

\WNYHKPUN [OL HYLH PU MYVU[ VM [OL
HYJOLK LU[YHUJL [V [OL (]LU\L I`
YLKLZPNUPUN [OL JHYYPHNL^H` HUK
MVV[WH[O YH[PVUHSPZPUN ZPNUHNL HUK
Z[YLL[ M\YUP[\YL HUK PUZ[HSSPUN UL^
seating

PPP

LBRuT
)\PSKPUNV^ULYZHUKVJJ\WPLYZ
The Russell School
;OL.LYTHU:JOVVS
5LPNOIV\YOVVK(TLUP[`.YV\WZ

4LKP\T

rationalising street clutter and
PTWYV]PUN [OL X\HSP[` VM [OL I\Z
ZOLS[LYIV\UKHY`^HSSHUKMLUJLHUK
WSHU[PUNH[[OLLU[YHUJL[V[OL9\ZZLSS
:JOVVS

Ham Street/ Ashburnham Road
Neighbourhood Shopping Centre
0TWYV]L [OL /HT :[YLL[  (ZOI\YUOHT
9VHK ZOVWZ HUK ÅH[Z I` LUJV\YHNPUN
YLWSHJLTLU[VMZOVWMYVU[ZHUKMHZJPHZPNUZ
HUKYLKLJVYH[PVUVM[OL\WWLYZ[VYL`Z

LBRuT
Building owners
Traders and businesses
Residents
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Proposal

Principal Delivery Partners

Timescale

Opportunities for Change
Ham Village Green
,UJV\YHNLVUNVPUNLUOHUJLTLU[VM/HT
=PSSHNL .YLLU [OYV\NO [OL WYV]PZPVU VM
ZVM[ SHUKZJHWPUN WSHU[PUN ZLH[PUN HUK
HWWYVWYPH[LWSH`HUKL_LYJPZLLX\PWTLU[

LBRuT
5LPNOIV\YOVVK(TLUP[`.YV\WZ

Ongoing

LBRuT

Long

Ashburnham Road / Ham Street /
Wiggins Lane / Woodville Road
,UOHUJL [OL W\ISPJ YLHST PU (ZOI\YUOHT
9VHK  /HT :[YLL[  >PNNPUZ 3HUL 
>VVK]PSSL 9VHK I` [OL YLUL^HS VM [OL
JHYYPHNL^H`Z MVV[WH[OZ Z[YLL[ M\YUP[\YL
HUKSHUKZJHWLWSHU[PUN
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Character Area Studies for areas not designated as
Conservation Areas

1

Cedar Heights / Bute Avenue

2

Buckingham Road

3

Sandy Lane / Martingales Close / Sudbrook Gardens

4

Ashburnham Road / Back Lane

5

Stretton Road

6

Ham Close

7

Wates Estate

8

Locksmeade

9

Beaufort Court

10

Dukes Avenue

11

Church Road

12

Latchmere Lane
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Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan: Character Study
Area 1 : Cedar Heights / Bute Avenue
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
These roads are an enclave of suburban houses within the Petersham Conservation Area and abutting Richmond Park.
(S[OV\NOJVU[PN\V\ZHJJLZZ[V*LKHY/LPNO[ZPZVќ7L[LYZOHT9VHKHUK)\[L(]LU\LPZHJJLZZLKMYVT:\KIYVVR
Lane.
*LKHY/LPNO[ZHUK(ZOÄLSK*SVZLHYLHJ\SKLZHJVM[^VZ[VYL`KL[HJOLKOV\ZLZI\PS[PU[OL Z;OLSH`V\[PZ
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJVMZTHSSLZ[H[LZVMºL_LJ\[P]LOVTLZ»I\PS[H[[OH[[PTL^P[ONLULYV\ZVWLUWSHUMYVU[HNLZ^P[OVќZ[YLL[
parking in front of a garage and a lawn with shrubs and trees. Some of these have been enclosed with low walls and
NH[LZHUKPUV[OLYPUZ[HUJLZZOY\IZUV^KLÄUL[OLMYVU[IV\UKHY`^P[O[OLYLZ\S[[OH[[OLVWLUHZWLJ[VM[OLLZ[H[L
OHZILLUZ\IZ[HU[PHSS`TVKPÄLK/V\ZLZHYLI\PS[PUIYPJR^P[OSHYNLºWPJ[\YL^PUKV^Z»HUKOH]L[YHKP[PVUHSWP[JOLK[PSLK
roofs. All the houses are well maintained.
Many of the trees and shrubs are now mature giving a mature feel to the area. There is a striking and prominent group
VM[YLLZPUJS\KPUNHTH[\YLJLKHYH[[OLQ\UJ[PVUVM*LKHY/LPNO[ZHUK(ZOÄLSK*SVZL
Bute Avenue is a private cul de sac without kerbs and pavements which gives a more informal ambience. The
detached 1930s houses are in a variety of styles, all two storeys with brick facades and traditional pitched roofs.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
;OPZPZHUHў\LU[T\S[PUH[PVUHSHYLHVMMHTPS`OVTLZ[OLTHQVYP[`VM^OPJOHYLV^ULYVJJ\WPLK

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
The area is perceived as a settled, safe, attractive part of a wider area with plentiful open space, but still part of London
with its good public services and leisure opportunities. Both roads are quiet and Bute Avenue in particular has an
aura of exclusivity.
>P[OVUS`VULYVHK[OYV\NO7L[LYZOHTHJJLZZ[VHUKMYVT[OPZHYLHJHUILZLYPV\ZS`HќLJ[LKI`JVUNLZ[PVUPU[OL
^PU[LYY\ZOOV\YZ^OLU9PJOTVUK7HYRPZJSVZLKHUK[OLZSPNO[LZ[KPZY\W[PVUJH\ZLZSVUNX\L\LZ;YHѝJJVUNLZ[PVU
also results in unreliable bus services.
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How is the area changing?
Commuter parking in the side roads by people catching the bus to Richmond or visiting Richmond Park is an increasing
problem in Cedar Heights.
;OLVWLUWSHUUH[\YLVMZ[YLL[ZPZILPUNLYVKLKI`KLÄUPUN[OLIV\UKHYPLZVMMYVU[NHYKLUZLP[OLY^P[OIYPJR^HSSZVY
WSHU[PUNYLÅLJ[PUNJOHUNPUN[HZ[LZHUKHKLZPYLMVYNYLH[LYWYP]HJ`HUKPUKP]PK\HSP[`
In both streets individual plots have been redeveloped with striking detached houses in a contemporary design.

Guidance on future changes and development
The redevelopment of individual houses with larger modern houses can be expected to continue given the shortage
of undeveloped plots for individual houses. Providing these are designed with due regard to context this can bring an
acceptable diversity to the street scene. Redevelopment of several individual or adjoining plots with a short terrace or
smaller detached houses could change the character of the area over time. In principle there would be no objection
to this, providing design requirements in the Local Plan are met.
Front gardens contribute much to the character of these streets and paving a high proportion to provide parking would
seriously degrade its appearance and should be avoided.
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Area 2: Buckingham Road area
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZPZHUHYLHVM[^VZ[VYL`OV\ZLZHUKTHPZVUL[[LZPUZOVY[[LYYHJLZI\PS[PUYLKIYPJR^P[O[PSLKYVVMZ,HJOWYVWLY[`
has a short front garden with a brick front wall and a private rear garden. The houses are plain without ornamentation
except for a concrete canopy over the front door which is somewhat typical of this style of public housing built in the
1950s. Houses have been enlarged, mainly with dormer roof extensions on the rear elevation and single storey rear
extensions.
In Buckingham Road, in particular, the houses are grouped around ‘greens’; in one case a car park has been inserted
into the grassed area. All the roads have grass verges with street trees. The houses were built without garages and
streets are dominated by parked cars and vans. Carriageways are narrow and parking on the verges is encouraged
in places.
(S[OV\NO[OLYLPZUV[OYV\NO[YHѝJ[OLYLHYLMVV[WH[OSPURZ[V[OL7L[LYZOHT9VHK[OLWSH`NYV\UKVU:HUK`3HUL
the Avenue and onto the adjacent common land.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
This is an area of family homes built by Richmond Council for rent but now mostly owner occupied. The houses are
TVKLZ[PUZPaLHUK[V[OH[L_[LU[HYLH[[OLTVYLºHќVYKHISL»LUKVMOV\ZPUNPU[OLIVYV\NOHUK[OLULPNOIV\YOVVK
particularly if they have not been extended. There are probably a good proportion of former tenants who purchased
[OLPYOVTLZ[OYV\NO[OL9PNO[[V)\`ZJOLTLZ^OPSZ[UL^LYVJJ\WPLYZTH`ILHTP_[\YLVMZLSMLTWSV`LK[YHKLZTLU
and younger couples who will look to move on in due course.
;OL[^VZJOVVSZ9\ZZLSSHUK[OL.LYTHU:JOVVSHSSKYH^JHYZPU[V[OLHYLH[VKYVWVќJOPSKYLUPU4LHKSHUKZ+YP]L
*SPќVYK9VHKYLZ\S[PUNPUWLHRZVMHJ[P]P[`HUKJVUNLZ[PVUH[LP[OLYLUKVM[OLZJOVVSKH`
*VTT\[LYWHYRPUNHSZVVJJ\YZPU*SPќVYK9VHKH[[OL:HUK`3HULLUK^OLYLWLVWSL^PSSWHYRPUVYKLY[VJH[JOHI\Z
into Richmond.

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
Older people would probably still recognise this as an area of Council housing with the personal assumptions that
might accompany this view point. It’s probably thought of as a quiet and pleasant area without social problems, close
to good schools, extensive areas of open space and with ready access to the 65 and 371 bus routes into Richmond
and Kingston.
The narrow carriageways and on street parking are probably viewed as a problem by parents delivering children to
school who in turn are probably viewed as an intrusive nuisance by residents.
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How is the area changing?
The shift to owner occupiers has brought a desire to improve, extend and personalise the houses. Overall this has
been done in a way that is sensitive to the design of the houses. More profoundly it has changed the area from social
housing, where houses are allocated according to need, to private housing where occupation is determined by market
forces. Older people are likely to be longstanding residents who brought up their children in the area and as they die
or move away they are replaced by younger families.
Street parking is an issue both for residents and for access to the schools. Parking on verges is unsightly and parking
in front gardens interrupts the continuity of front garden walls and grass verges.

Guidance on future changes and development
Physically this is a relatively stable area. Rear extensions and loft conversions to provide additional space should be
guided by Council design guidance. To retain the coherent appearance of the area alterations to the front elevations
ZOV\SKYLÅLJ[[OLJOHYHJ[LYHUKTH[LYPHSZVM[OLI\PSKPUNZHUK[OLVYPNPUHSKLZPNUVM[OLMYVU[NHYKLU^HSSZZOV\SKIL
maintained.
Any additional parking areas which intrude into the grass verges must be carefully designed to enhance the appearance
of the area with appropriate materials and planting. This includes access to front gardens which would fragment the
grassed verges.
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Area 3: Sandy Lane / Martingales / Sudbrook
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZ PZ HU HYLH VM Z\IZ[HU[PHS KL[HJOLK [^VZ[VYL` OV\ZLZ ^P[O MYVU[ HUK YLHY NHYKLUZ  ;OL L_JLW[PVU [V [OPZ PZ
)PZOVWZ*SVZL^OPJOPZHJ\SKLZHJVM[^VZ[VYL`THPZVUL[[LZ^P[O[^VNHYHNLJV\Y[Z^OPJOOHZILLUPUJS\KLKHZP[
PZNLVNYHWOPJHSS`WHY[VM[OPZHYLH:\KIYVVR.HYKLUZPZHZTHSSJ\SKLZHJ^OPJOHS[OV\NONLVNYHWOPJHSS`ZLWHYH[L
has similar characteristics to the area as a whole.
Sandy Lane north side (evens) is mostly 1950s detached houses, individually built, some having been rebuilt or heavily
extended. Others have been replaced with much larger new houses, but only in one case by two houses. Sandy Lane
has retained something of the appearance of a rural lane with substantial hedges between the carriageway and the
footpaths in front of the houses.
Lauderdale Drive, Arlington Road, Ashley Gardens and houses facing onto Petersham Road were built between 1932
HUK I`7HYR,Z[H[LZ;OLKLU[HSZ\YNLY`H[ 7L[LYZOHT9VHK^HZVYPNPUHSS`[OLLZ[H[LVѝJL(ML^WSV[Z^LYL
only built after WW2, but most of the 3 and 4 bedroom houses were half a dozen similar designs, often with ‘mock
Tudor’ elements which have retained their original appearance. One largely rebuilt house now appears out of keeping
with surrounding properties. In appearance this is a concrete house, although the original house, much extended, is
rendered brick. The 1930s houses were well built, but with no cavity walls resulting in poor insulation. All houses have
NLULYV\ZZPaLKMYVU[HUKYLHYNHYKLUZ^P[OMYVU[IV\UKHY`^HSSZHUKVќZ[YLL[WHYRPUNHZWHY[VM[OLMYVU[NHYKLU
Many houses have had roof extensions, some unattractive and large, and loft extensions with many velux windows
and dormers. For some decades dormers have been refused on front elevations. All houses are still essentially two
Z[VYL`ZHS[OV\NOVUL3H\KLYKHSL+YP]LOV\ZLOHZHK\NV\[IHZLTLU[6WWVY[\UP[PLZMVYPUÄSSPUNHYLULNSPNPISL
4HY[PUNHSLZ*SVZLPZHJ\SKLZHJKL]LSVWLKPU[OL Z^P[OHUVWLUWSHUSH`V\[IV\UKLKVUVULZPKLI`[OLIYPJR
IV\UKHY`^HSSVM:[4PJOHLS»Z*VU]LU[;OLTHQVYP[`VM[OLOV\ZLZHYLKL[HJOLKIYPJRI\PS[WYVWLY[PLZ^P[OWYVTPULU[
WP[JOLKYVVMZHUKSHYNLºWPJ[\YL^PUKV^Z»([[OLLUKVM[OLJ\SKLZHJIHJRPUNVU[VVULVM[OL/HT(]LU\LZPZH
YV^VM[^VZ[VYL`[LYYHJLKOV\ZLZMHJPUNVU[VHZOHYLKHJJLZZHYLH
;OL[^VZ[VYL`IYPJRI\PS[THPZVUL[[LZVM)PZOVWZ*SVZLHSZVMHJLVU[VVWLUMYVU[NHYKLUZ;OPZPZHJYHTWLKUHYYV^
YVHKYLHJOLKI`HKVNSLNNLKHJJLZZYVHKVќ/HT*VTTVU^OPJOPZOLH]PS`WHYRLK[OYV\NOV\[[OLKH`
:\KIYVVR.HYKLUZPZHZOVY[J\SKLZHJVMPUKP]PK\HSS`KLZPNULKKL[HJOLKOV\ZLZ^P[OZ\IZ[HU[PHSNHYKLUZ
Petersham Road is part of the A307 main road between Richmond and Kingston, but with a green space between
the main road and a service road in front of the houses. Sandy Lane is a through road to Ham from Petersham Road,
I\[[OLOLKNLZHUK[YLLZIL[^LLU[OLWH]LTLU[ZHUK[OLYVHKTP[PNH[L[OLLќLJ[ZVM[YHѝJ6[OLYYVHKZOH]LUV
[OYV\NO[YHѝJ
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Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
;OPZ PZ HU Hў\LU[ T\S[PUH[PVUHS HYLH VM MHTPS` OV\ZLZ WYLKVTPUHU[S` V^ULYVJJ\WPLK (Z THU` HZ H [OPYK VM [OL
residents are non UK citizens, mostly German speaking, living here because of the Deutsche Schule London in
Petersham. The German and Austrian families are noticeably younger than the average British families, and probably
a majority of the school age children are German. The area is entirely residential, apart from the dental surgery. There
PZUV[HIPNJ\S[\YHSV]LYSHWIL[^LLU[OL)YP[PZOHUKUVU)YP[PZOJVTT\UP[PLZKLZWP[L[OLLќVY[ZVM[OL.LYTHU:JOVVS
and local groups.

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
The area is perceived as a settled, safe, attractive part of a wider area with plentiful open space, but still part of London
^P[OP[ZNVVKW\ISPJZLY]PJLZHUKSLPZ\YLVWWVY[\UP[PLZ;OL[\YUV]LYVMYLZPKLU[ZPZNYLH[LYHTVUN[OLUVU<2MHTPSPLZ
Almost every family has a car, many more than one. This is only a problem where there is also commuter parking in the
Petersham Road service road and the beginning of Lauderdale Drive. Elsewhere there are adequate parking spaces
VUHUKVќ[OLYVHK;^VI\ZZLY]PJLZHSZVNP]LHUHS[LYUH[P]L[VJHY[YH]LS>P[OVUS`VULYVHK[OYV\NO7L[LYZOHT
congestion is serious in the winter rush hours when Richmond Park is closed, and the slightest disruption causes long
X\L\LZ;YHѝJJVUNLZ[PVUHSZVYLZ\S[ZPU\UYLSPHISLI\ZZLY]PJLZ

How is the area changing?
9VJRL[PUNOV\ZLWYPJLZTLHUNYLH[LYHў\LUJLHTVUNYLZPKLU[ZHUKHKLZPYL[VL_[LUK[OLOV\ZLZM\Y[OLY;YHѝJVU
the main roads is increasing when Petersham Road is not at capacity. Commuter parking for people catching the bus
into Richmond has grown over the last few years.

Guidance on future changes and development
The redevelopment of individual houses with larger modern houses can be expected given the shortage of undeveloped
plots for individual houses. Providing these are designed with due regard to context this can bring an acceptable
diversity to the street scene. Redevelopment of several individual or adjoining plots with a short terrace or smaller
detached houses could change the character of the area over time. In principle there would be no objection to this
providing design requirements in the Local Plan are met.
Front gardens and front garden walls contribute much to the character of these streets and paving a high proportion
of the front garden to provide parking would seriously degrade its appearance and should be avoided.
Rear extensions and loft conversions to provide additional space should be guided by Council design guidance. To
YL[HPU[OLJOHYHJ[LYHUKHWWLHYHUJLVMPUKP]PK\HSZ[YLL[ZHS[LYH[PVUZ[V[OLMYVU[LSL]H[PVUZZOV\SKYLÅLJ[[OLJOHYHJ[LY
and materials of the buildings and the original design of the front garden walls should be maintained. The green space
between Petersham Road and the service road is an important feature and should be safeguarded and improved.
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Area 4: Ashburnham Road / Back Lane
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZPZHUHYLHVM[^VZ[VYL`PU[LY^HYOV\ZLZPUZOVY[[LYYHJLZWYLKVTPUHU[S`I\PS[PUYLKIYPJR^P[O[PSLKYVVMZ^P[O
HZSPNO[S`KPќLYLU[Z[`SLVMKV\ISLMYVU[LKOVTLZMYVU[PUN(ZOI\YUOHT9VHK;OLYLHYLHSZVUL^LYWYP]H[LS`V^ULK
[OYLLZ[VYL` [V^UOV\ZLZ H[ [OL LUK VM :OLYPKHU 9VHK HUK  Z ZOLS[LYLK OV\ZPUN MVY VSKLY WLVWSL 9LKRUHWW
/V\ZLH[[OLLUKVM*SL]LZ9VHK7YVWLY[PLZOH]LHZOVY[MYVU[NHYKLUZVTLJVU]LY[LKMVYVќZ[YLL[WHYRPUNHUK
a private rear garden, although on street corners most of the garden is to the front of the house. The houses are
WSHPU^P[OSPTP[LKVYUHTLU[H[PVUL_JLW[MVY[PSLKL[HPSPUNH[LH]LZSL]LSVU[OLMYVU[VM[OLNHISLYVVMLKOV\ZLZHUKH
concrete canopy over the front door (some of which have been removed in favour of a fully enclosed porch). Some
OV\ZLZOH]LILLULUSHYNLKTHPUS`^P[OKVYTLYYVVML_[LUZPVUZVU[OLYLHYLSL]H[PVUZPUNSLZ[VYL`YLHYL_[LUZPVUZ
HUKPUZVTLJHZLZVULHUK[^VZ[VYL`ZPKLL_[LUZPVUZZVTLVM^OPJOHYLZL[IHJRHUKV[OLYZÅ\ZO^P[O[OLMYVU[
of the house.
/V\ZLZ HYL HYYHUNLK PU ZOVY[ WYP]H[L J\SKLZHJZ SPURLK I` H UL[^VYR VM HSSL`^H`Z V^ULK HUK THUHNLK I` [OL
Richmond Housing Partnership (RHP). The houses were built without garages and streets have parked vehicles on
either side of the relatively narrow carriageways.
The area links directly to the amenities and shops on Ashburnham Road/Back Lane including Ham Green and Ham
Common to the east; it backs on to Meadland’s school grounds and the Wates Estate to the south. Geographically it
lies in the centre of Ham, almost equidistant from Ham House, Teddington Lock, Ham Cross and Ham Gate Avenue.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
;OPZPZHUHYLHVMMHTPS`OVTLZWYLKVTPUHU[S`I\PS[I`[OLSVJHSH\[OVYP[`PU[OLTPK ZMVYYLU[;OL`HYLUV^
VJJ\WPLKI`HTP_VM9/7[LUHU[ZV^ULYVJJ\WPLYZHUKWYP]H[LYLU[LYZ;OL9/7[LUHU[ZJYLH[LHZ[YVUNUL[^VYRVM
L_[LUKLKMHTPSPLZHUKMYPLUKZ^OVOH]LILLUPU[OLHYLHMVYZVTL[PTLHUK^OVJYLH[LH]LY`JSVZLRUP[JVTT\UP[`
^OPJO UL^LY HYYP]HSZ SPUR PU [V ;OLYL HYL ZVTL MVYTLY [LUHU[Z ^OV W\YJOHZLK [OLPY OVTLZ [OYV\NO [OL 9PNO[[V
Buy schemes, whilst newer occupiers purchasing these homes (sometimes second or third sales after the original
W\YJOHZLMYVT[OLJV\UJPS9/7VM[LUOH]LMHTPSPLZHUK[OLYLHYLHZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILYVMJOPSKYLUPU[OLHYLH
;OLSH`V\[VMJ\SKLZHJZHUKUH[\YHSZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJYLH[LHZLJ\YLLU]PYVUTLU[HUKJOPSKYLU[LUK[VWSH`PU[OLYVHK
rather than in rear gardens.
;OLOV\ZLZHYLH[[OLTVYLºHќVYKHISL»LUKVMOV\ZPUNPU[OLIVYV\NOHUK3VUKVUHZH^OVSLWHY[PJ\SHYS`PM[OL`OH]L
UV[ILLUL_[LUKLKHS[OV\NO[OLYLSH[PVUZOPW[VHJ[\HSPUJVTLZTLHUZ[OPZHќVYKHIPSP[`PZYHWPKS`KPTPUPZOPUN;OLHYLH
HSZVHJJVTTVKH[LZ/HTHUK7L[LYZOHT»ZVUS`VSKLYWLYZVUZ»OV\ZPUNHZOLS[LYLKMHJPSP[`ZL[PUNLULYV\ZNYV\UKZ
at Redknapp House. The doctor’s surgery in Lock Road can be accessed via the alleyway from Mead Road.
;YHѝJHZZVJPH[LK^P[O.YL`*V\Y[:JOVVSKYH^ZJHYZPU[V[OLHYLHHUK[OLYLHYLWLHRZVMHJ[P]P[`HUKJVUNLZ[PVUH[
either end of the school day.
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Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
7LVWSL]PL^[OLHYLHHZPKLHSMVYMHTPSPLZPUJS\KPUNJOPSKYLUHUKNYHUKJOPSKYLU0[PZHSZV]LY`[LU\YLTP_LKH[HÄUL
NYHPU ^P[O [OL L_JLW[PVU VM [OL UL^LY OV\ZPUN PU :OLYPKHU 9VHK HUK [OL J\SKLZHJZ HKQHJLU[ MYVU[ KVVYZ HUK
YLSH[P]LX\PL[HSSSLUK[OLTZLS]LZ[VZPNUPÄJHU[VWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYPUMVYTHSPU[LYHJ[PVUHJYVZZNLULYH[PVUZHUK[LU\YLZ
5L^LYV^ULYVJJ\WPLYZHUKWYP]H[LYLU[HS[LUHU[ZJHULYVKL[OPZI`YLTHPUPUNZVJPHSS`PZVSH[LK^P[OPU[OLHYLHI\[
this is rare, and most people have contact with neighbours.
The area is generally quiet and pleasant, close to good schools and extensive areas of open space and has easy
access to the 371 bus route, and to a lesser extent the 65, into Richmond and Kingston. The network of alleyways
PZ ILULÄJPHS WYV]PKPUN L_JLSSLU[ WLKLZ[YPHU WLYTLHIPSP[` HUK JVU]LUPLU[ HJJLZZ [V YLHY NHYKLUZ  /V^L]LY [OL`
HYL WVVYS` THPU[HPULK ^P[O JSLHU\WZ VUS` [^PJL H `LHY HUK HYL H THNUL[ MVY HU[PZVJPHS ILOH]PV\Y PUJS\KPUN KVN
MV\SPUNÅ`[PWWPUNNYHѝ[PHUKPUZ\TTLYKYPURPUNMLUJLQ\TWPUNHUKKHTHNL[VWYVWLY[`;OPZSV^SL]LSHU[PZVJPHS
behaviour erodes the sense of security in the area.
*VTWL[P[PVUMVYVUZ[YLL[WHYRPUNYLK\JLKWHYRPUNK\L[V[OLJYLH[PVUVMMYVU[NHYKLUWHYRPUNZWHJLZHUKWYLZZ\YLZ
on available highway from school/commuter parking can be issues of annoyance for residents.

How is the area changing?
;OLZOPM[[VV^ULYVJJ\WPLYZOHZIYV\NO[HKLZPYL[VPTWYV]LL_[LUKHUKWLYZVUHSPZL[OLOV\ZLZ;OLYLOH]LHSZV
ILLU ZPNUPÄJHU[ U\TILYZ VM SVM[ L_[LUZPVUZ [V [OL 9/7»Z LZ[H[L [V HJJVTTVKH[L SHYNLY MHTPSPLZ ^OPJO [OL Z[VJR
is particularly well suited to. Overall this has been done in a way that is sensitive to the design of the houses. The
ZLUZP[P]L HKKP[PVU VM PUÄSS OV\ZPUN OHZ UV[ TLHZ\YHIS` JOHUNLK [OL HYLH HZ P[ HJJV\U[Z MVY Q\Z[ H ZTHSS U\TILY VM
homes. Older people are likely to be longstanding residents who brought up their children in the area and tend to be
YLWSHJLKI``V\UNLYMHTPSPLZPU[OL9/7YLU[HSHUKV^ULYVJJ\WPLYZLJ[VYZ7YP]H[LYLU[HSZHYLHTP_VMMHTPSPLZHUK
ZVTLHK\S[OV\ZLZOHYPUN

What potential changes can be foreseen?
Physically this is a relatively stable area, which will continue to incrementally change through small householder
HS[LYH[PVUZHUKL_[LUZPVUZ;OLVUS`ZPNUPÄJHU[ZP[LZ^OPJOJV\SKJOHUNL^V\SKIL[OLNHYHNLZVU)HJR3HULHUKMHY
less likely, around the doctor’s surgery/rear of Meadlands/Thames Water site.
;OL HYLH ^PSS IL ZPNUPÄJHU[S` HќLJ[LK I` HU` YLKL]LSVWTLU[ VM /HT *SVZL IV[O K\YPUN [OL JVUZ[Y\J[PVU WOHZLZ
(particularly with large vehicles accessing Ashburnham Road) and during occupation, with larger numbers of people
in the area.
Escalating house prices and rents across London mean that increasingly substantial incomes, or capital from a previous
OVTL^PSSILULLKLK[VSP]LPU[OLHYLH;OPZ^PSSTLHUML^LYÄYZ[[PTLI\`LYZ`V\UNMHTPSPLZHUKHUPUJYLHZPUNKP]PKL
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between the incomes of RHP tenants and the incomes of those moving into the area. There are currently very few
WYP]H[LS`YLU[LKOVTLZPU[OLHYLHHS[OV\NO[OPZTH`JOHUNLPU[OLM\[\YLPMVUS`[OVZL^OVHYLHSYLHK`OVTLV^ULYZ
landlords can access the housing market.
Welfare reform may also drive changes in the local population. Whilst most RHP tenants work or are retired, rents may
ILJVTL\UHќVYKHISLPU[OLM\[\YLWHY[PJ\SHYS`MVY[OVZLMHSSPUNPU[V[OLJH[LNVY`KLÄULKI`[OLNV]LYUTLU[HZº\UKLY
VJJ\W`PUN»;OPZ^PSSIYPUNTVYLHUKSHYNLYMHTPSPLZPU[V[OLHYLHHZ[OLYLPZHZOVY[HNLVMHќVYKHISLMHTPS`OV\ZPUN
^P[ONHYKLUZ5L^9/7[LUHU[ZHYL\USPRLS`[VILHISL[VL_LYJPZL[OLPYYPNO[Z[VI\`K\L[V[OLZOVY[HNLVMHќVYKHISL
OV\ZPUNHUK[OLYLMVYL[OLSL]LSVM¸WYPVYP[`ULLK¹ULJLZZHY`[VHJJLZZ[OLZLOVTLZ/V^L]LYHU`TV]L[VÄ_LK[LYT
[LUHUJPLZYH[OLY[OHUSPML[PTL[LUHUJPLZ^PSSV]LY[PTLZPNUPÄJHU[S`JOHUNL[OLMHIYPJVM[OPZZTHSSJVTT\UP[`THRPUN
P[T\JOTVYL[YHUZPLU[HUKSLZZJSVZLRUP[

Guidance for future changes and development
Physically this is a relatively stable area. Rear extensions and loft conversions to provide additional space should be
guided by Council design guidance. To retain the coherent appearance of the area alterations to the front elevations
ZOV\SK YLÅLJ[ [OL JOHYHJ[LY HUK TH[LYPHSZ VM [OL I\PSKPUNZ HUK [OL VYPNPUHS KLZPNU VM [OL MYVU[ MLUJLZ ZOV\SK IL
maintained.
Front gardens and fence lines contribute much to the character of these streets and paving a high proportion of the
front garden to provide parking can seriously degrade its appearance particularly when several adjoining houses pave
over their front gardens. Where front gardens are used for parking, the guidance in Richmond Council’s Supplementary
7SHUUPUN.\PKHUJLº-YVU[.HYKLUZHUK6[OLY6ќ:[YLL[7HYRPUN:[HUKHYKZ»ZOV\SKILMVSSV^LK
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Area 5: Stretton Road
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZ PZ HU HYLH VM [^VZ[VYL` WVZ[^HY OV\ZLZ PU ZOVY[ [LYYHJLZ WYLKVTPUHU[S` I\PS[ PU YLK IYPJR ^P[O [PSLK YVVMZ
7YVWLY[PLZOH]LHZOVY[MYVU[NHYKLUTHU`JVU]LY[LKMVYVќZ[YLL[WHYRPUNHUKHWYP]H[LYLHYNHYKLUTHU`VM^OPJO
are quite generous. On street corners most of the garden is to the front of the house. The houses are plain with limited
VYUHTLU[H[PVU:VTLOV\ZLZOH]LILLULUSHYNLKTHPUS`^P[OKVYTLYYVVML_[LUZPVUZVU[OLYLHYLSL]H[PVUZPUNSL
Z[VYL`YLHYL_[LUZPVUZHUKPUZVTLJHZLZVULHUK[^VZ[VYL`ZPKLL_[LUZPVUZZVTLVM^OPJOHYLZL[IHJRHUK
V[OLYZÅ\ZO^P[O[OLMYVU[VM[OLOV\ZL
:OVY[ J\SKLZHJZ Y\U Vќ  :[YL[[VU 9VHK HUK 4\YYH` 9VHK HUK HYL SPURLK I` H UL[^VYR VM HSSL`^H`Z V^ULK HUK
managed by the Richmond Housing Partnership (RHP). The houses were built without garages and streets have
parked vehicles on either side of the relatively narrow carriageways.
The area links directly to Ham Village Green whilst the houses on Riverside Drive face onto open space and a children’s
playground. In comparison with many areas of Ham there is a noticeable lack of trees.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
Although initially these houses were built for Richmond Council, a large number of properties are now privately owned.
The balance are now managed by Richmond Housing Partnership The area is exclusively residential. Although a
number of elderly residents still live in this area, increasingly young families with children are moving in, due to close
proximity to schools and nurseries.
(ZPU3V]LSS(YLH[OLYLHYLZVTLMVYTLY[LUHU[Z^OVW\YJOHZLK[OLPYOVTLZ[OYV\NO[OL9PNO[[V)\`ZJOLTLZ
whilst newer occupiers purchasing these homes (sometimes second or third sales after the original purchase from the
JV\UJPS9/7VM[LUOH]LMHTPSPLZHUK[OLYLHYLHZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILYVMJOPSKYLUPU[OLHYLH
;OLSH`V\[VMJ\SKLZHJZHUKUH[\YHSZ\Y]LPSSHUJLJYLH[LHZLJ\YLLU]PYVUTLU[HUKJOPSKYLU[LUK[VWSH`PU[OLYVHK
rather than in rear gardens.
(S[OV\NOOV\ZLZHYLZ[PSSºHќVYKHISL»PUJVTWHYPZVU^P[OV[OLYHYLHZPU[OLIVYV\NOHUK3VUKVUHZH^OVSLHZ[LHK`
PUÅ\_ VM UL^ OVTLV^ULYZ OH]L IYV\NO[ JOHUNL PU [OL ZLUZL [OH[ OV\ZLZ OH]L ILLU HS[LYLK  ^P[O ZPKL HUK YLHY
extensions, which in turn contributes to rising property values.
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Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
The area is in the vicinity of good schools and the availability of large open spaces makes it attractive for families with
children. It has good access to 371 bus route (towards Richmond/Kingston). There is some concern related to low
SL]LSHU[PZVJPHSILOH]PV\YKYPURPUNMLUJLKHTHNLL[J^OPJOKPTPUPZOLZ[OLV[OLY^PZLNVVKZLUZLVMZLJ\YP[`PU[OL
HYLH;OLH]HPSHIPSP[`VMVUZ[YLL[WHYRPUNHUKYLK\JLKWHYRPUNK\L[V[OLJYLH[PVUVMMYVU[NHYKLUWHYRPUNZWHJLZHUK
pressures on available highway is an ongoing issue for residents.

How is the area changing?
As mentioned above, properties are being sold to new owners who undertake extensive refurbishment and
modernisation often with extensions. Although the area is not protected by statutory designation, planning control
still manages to keep the alterations within the context of the area, and more or less sensitive to the existing design
of the houses.

Guidance for future change and development.
Physically this is a relatively stable area. Rear extensions and loft conversions to provide additional space should be
guided by Council design guidance. To retain the coherent appearance of the area, alterations to the front elevations
ZOV\SK YLÅLJ[ [OL JOHYHJ[LY HUK TH[LYPHSZ VM [OL I\PSKPUNZ HUK [OL VYPNPUHS KLZPNU VM [OL MYVU[ MLUJLZ ZOV\SK IL
maintained.
Front gardens and fence lines contribute much to the character of these streets and paving a high proportion of the
front garden to provide parking can seriously degrade its appearance, particularly when several adjoining houses pave
over their front gardens. Where front gardens are used for parking, the guidance in Richmond Council’s Supplementary
7SHUUPUN.\PKHUJLº-YVU[.HYKLUZHUK6[OLY6ќ:[YLL[7HYRPUN:[HUKHYKZ»ZOV\SKILMVSSV^LK
;OLHYLH^V\SKILULÄ[MYVTHKKP[PVUHS[YLLWSHU[PUN[VZVM[LUHZSPNO[S`H\Z[LYLHWWLHYHUJL
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Area 6: Ham Close
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZPZHYLJ[HUN\SHYHYLHZP[\H[LKPU[OLJLU[YLVM[OLI\PS[\WHYLHVM/HTIVYKLYLKI`(ZOI\YUOHT9VHK/HT
Street / Wiggins Lane / Woodville Road. It has a variety of building types and styles and unlike almost all other parts
of Ham where two and three storey buildings front directly onto the street, this area has a more open and informal
layout. This gives it a more spacious feel which contrasts with the more enclosed feel and smaller scale of many
streets in the wider area. This contrast is most pronounced at the interface of Ashburnham Road and Woodville
9VHK^OLYL[^VZ[VYL`OV\ZLZ^P[OMYVU[NHYKLUZMHJLVU[V[OL\ULUJSVZLKVWLUHYLHZ^P[OPU[OL/HT*SVZLLZ[H[L
;OPZVWLUUH[\YLHYPZLZMYVT[OLJVTIPUH[PVUVM[OLVWLUNYHZZLKHYLHVM/HT=PSSHNL.YLLUHUK[OLWSH`PUNÄLSKZ
of St Richard’s School, the irregular and dispersed layout of the blocks of Ham Close set amongst surface parking
and grassed amenity areas and the setting of the individual buildings of the Health Centre, Youth Club and Woodville
Centre surrounded by car parks and grassed lawn.
Ham does not have a single centre, but Ashburnham Road forms a spine linking the cluster of activities around the
junction of Ham Street and Ashburnham Road (shops, Library, bus stops and Grey Court School) with the cluster
around St Richard’s Square (Children’s Centre, St Richard’s School and Church, nursery and shops). This road is also
a bus route and one of the most used roads in Ham.
The open layout provides many routes through the area from the Wates Estate and Murray Road areas and there are
several tarmacked footpaths across Ham Village Green.
;OL KVTPUHU[ I\PSKPUNZ HYL [OL [OYLL MV\Y HUK Ä]L Z[VYL` ISVJRZ VM ÅH[Z VM [OL /HT *SVZL LZ[H[L  ;OLZL HYL H
combination of squat blocks arranged around a staircase and longer blocks with open walkways giving access to the
PUKP]PK\HSÅH[Z;OLI\PSKPUNZHYLIYPJR^P[OHYLHZVMWLIISLKHZOHUKOH]LÅH[YVVMZ0UZ\SH[PVUPZZHPK[VILWVVY
^P[OJVUKLUZH[PVUWYVISLTZPUZVTLÅH[Z5VULVM[OLISVJRZOH]LSPM[ZTHRPUN[OLTPUHJJLZZPISL[VWLVWSL^P[O
disabilities or restricted mobility. There is limited landscaping and no private space around the blocks, each of which
has a surface car park or block of garages.
/HT*SVZLJVUZPZ[ZVM ÅH[Z!






;OYLLZ[VYL`ISVJRZJVUZPZ[VMÅH[Z^P[O_ILKYVVTZLSMJVU[HPULKÅH[ZH[LHJOZ[VYL`,HJOISVJR
OHZHJJLZZ]PHHZLJ\YLMYVU[VYIHJRKVVY^P[O\ZLVMHRL`MVI;OLPUKP]PK\HSÅH[ZHYLVќHUPU[LYUHS
communal stairwell.
-V\YZ[VYL`ISVJRZOH]LÅH[Z,HJOZ[VYL`OV\ZLZ_ILKYVVTÅH[Z(JJLZZPZ]PHHJLU[YHSZ[HPY^LSS
leading to an external communal balcony.
-P]LZ[VYL`ISVJRZOV\ZLÅH[Z;OLZLISVJRZOH]LZLSMJVU[HPULKZ[\KPVÅH[ZH[NYV\UKSL]LS 
;OLZ[UKSL]LSOV\ZLZ_ILKYVVTTHPZVUL[[LZ6U[OL[O[OSL]LS[OLYLHYL_ILKYVVT
maisonettes and 1 x 3 bedroom maisonette.

The estate is served by two roads which wind their way between Ashburnham and Woodville Roads. The Youth
Centre and Health Centre form part of this development. The Youth Club is a stark and forbidding dark brick building
^OPJOOHZILLUYLSPL]LKI`JVSV\YM\SHUKPTHNPUH[P]LT\YHSZ;OLI\PSKPUNVќLYZHSHYNLOHSSHY[YVVTZVJPHSHYLH
computer suite, music recording studios and rehearsal rooms It is fronted by a large car park. The Health Centre is
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HU\UKPZ[PUN\PZOLK[^VZ[VYL`IYPJRI\PSKPUN^P[OHWP[JOLKYVVMZ\YYV\UKLKI`HSV^IYPJR^HSS[VWWLKI`YHPSPUNZ
The Woodville Centre, originally a primary school, was built in the 1960s at the same time as the Wates Estate. It is
an individual and distinctive building reminiscent of public architecture of the period. It is set in a generous garden and
asphalt car park and enclosed by a chain link fence.
Two open spaces ‘bookend’ the Ham Close development. Ham Village Green is public open space which has been
greatly improved in recent years and is in the process of being transformed with tree planting, a ‘green gym’, a play
HYLHHUKHYLHZVM^PSKÅV^LYZ;OLNYV\UKZVM:[9PJOHYK»Z:JOVVSOH]LHSZVILLUPTWYV]LKPUYLJLU[`LHYZ^P[O[YLL
planting and ‘green’ play equipment.
;OLYLTHPUPUNLSLTLU[VM[OLHYLHPZ[OL[OYLLZ[VYL`ISVJRVMZOVWZHUKÅH[ZH[[OLQ\UJ[PVUVM(ZOI\YUOHT9VHK
and Ham Street. The shops face onto both roads so that the two rows of shops are visually unrelated. Access to
[OLÅH[ZLHJOVM^OPJOOHZP[ZV^UMYVU[KVVYPZMYVTHKLJRHIV]L[OLZOVWZ^OPJOPZYLHJOLKI`[^VVWLUÅPNO[Z
of stairs. A service yard for the shops and garages lies within the two arms of the building enclosed by brick walls.
(JJLZZ[V[OPZPZMYVTHZOVY[YVHKVќ(ZOI\YUOHT9VHK^OPJOHSZVZLY]LZHYLJ`JSPUNJLU[YL;OLI\PSKPUNZKH[PUN
from the 1960s, are plain and the shopfronts and fascia signs lack any coherence and in some cases are forbidding
rather than welcoming.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
Ham Close is a very special place to live and has a very strong sense of community. The residents are of all ages and
MYVTTHU`KPќLYLU[IHJRNYV\UKZHUKUH[PVUHSP[PLZ>OPSLTVZ[VM[OLÅH[ZOV\ZLMHTPSPLZ[OLYLHYLHSZVZPUNSLWLVWSL
and couples.
Some of the residents are the original tenants and indeed one or two were employed during the construction of Ham
Close. Hatch, Secrett and Clarke Houses are named after original Dairymen (see below). Over time the estate has
ILJVTLJLU[YHS[V[OLMHTPSPLZVM/HTI`WYV]PKPUNÄYZ[OVTLZ[V[OLPYJOPSKYLU
Ham Village Green is Housing Amenity ground and was originally created for Ham Close residents so that they had
open space. It is now used by the wider community and in recent years an active Friends group, mainly from the
surrounding area, have promoted the importance of the space and initiated planting and other improvements which
HYL[YHUZMVYTPUNP[ZHWWLHYHUJLHUKOH]LYLZ\S[LKPUP[ILPUNH^LSS\ZLKZWHJLMVYSVJHSYLZPKLU[ZVMHSSHNLZ
/HT @V\[O *LU[YL PZ VWLU L]LY` UPNO[ VM [OL ^LLR VќLYPUN HJ[P]P[PLZ Z\JO HZ ZRH[LIVHYKPUN T\ZPJ [OL +\RL VM
Edinburgh’s Award, information on drugs and sexual health, parkour and football or the opportunity to chill, playing
pool, XBox or table tennis. Trips and residential stays are organised during school holidays and recently a group went
[V-PUSHUKMVYH^LLRSVUN`V\[OL_JOHUNL^P[O[OL/LSZPURP`V\[OZLY]PJL;OLJLU[YLPZH]HPSHISL[VOPYLHUKPZ\ZLK
by a Hindu group on Sundays.
Ham Clinic houses a variety of health services provided by the local NHS Trust, and a dental practice operates from
a separate adjacent building.
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The Woodville Centre is a day centre for people over 60 with moderate to severe dementia or high level care needs.
0[JH[LYZMVYWLVWSLMYVTHJYVZZ[OLIVYV\NOHUKVќLYZHYHUNLHJ[P]P[PLZHPTLKH[WYV]PKPUNHZ[PT\SH[PUNHUKMYPLUKS`
LU]PYVUTLU[;OLZP[LHSZVWYV]PKLZHJJVTTVKH[PVUMVYHWYP]H[LKH`U\YZLY`H.\PKLNYV\WHUK[OLVѝJLZVM/HT
and Petersham SOS.
;OL ZOVWZ HYL PKLU[PÄLK HZ H WHYHKL VM SVJHS PTWVY[HUJL PU [OL 9PJOTVUK 3VJHS 7SHU  ;OL .LYTHU IHRLY` HUK
delicatessen is a popular and attractive shop, particularly serving the local German community. Most of the shop
\UP[Z HYL UV^ VJJ\WPLK I` ZLY]PJLZ Z\JO HZ OV[MVVK [HRLH^H`Z HUK JHMLZ KY` JSLHULYZ OHPY KYLZZLYZ HUK [OL
ULPNOIV\YOVVKWVSPJLVѝJL(S[OV\NO]HJHUJ`SL]LSZHYLSV^[OPZPZ[OLSLHZ[WYVZWLYV\ZVM[OL[OYLLTHPUSVJHS
centres in Ham. The proximity of Grey Court School means it is well used at certain times of the day.

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
Whilst there are now few links to the past, the land has a history that illustrates the changes in Ham over the past
150 years. In 1861, it originally formed part of the old Manor Farm, or Hatch’s Farm, covering 306 acres. In 1918 the
Channel Island dairy cows were herded down Ham Street to be milked. By 1929 the farm was reduced to 70 acres.
After WW2 , 100 prefabs were erected to cater for the housing needs of returning servicemen. Originally blocks
VM ÅH[Z ^LYL WSHUULK PUJS\KPUN VUL UPULZ[VYL` I\[ MVY[\UH[LS` [OL /HT HUK 7L[LYZOHT (ZZVJPH[PVU HUK V[OLYZ
VIQLJ[LK[OH[Z\JOHSHYNLZJHSLKL]LSVWTLU[^V\SKKLZ[YV`[OLJOHYHJ[LYVM[OL]PSSHNL;OLWYVQLJ[^HZKLSH`LK
and a compromise reached. In 1957 Lou Secrett relinquished the farm and the rest of the land was included in the
KL]LSVWTLU[ZP[L">PTWL`º5V-PULZ»OVTLZ^LYLI\PS[PU[OL Z
In 1958 The Manor farmhouse was demolished and in the process a much earlier farmhouse and barn were discovered
HUK ]LY` ZHKS` KLZ[YV`LK  \UKLY [OL IYPJR HUK Z[\JJV [OLYL OHK ILLU H [O JLU[\Y` [OYLLIH` OHSS ^P[O .V[OPJ
windows, leaded lights and 1ft square oak beams. The farmhouse was replaced by the Borough Council with the 13
ZOVW\UP[Z^P[OÅH[ZHIV]L^OPJOUV^Z[HUKH[[OLQ\UJ[PVUVM/HT:[YLL[HUK(ZOI\YUOHT9VHK
0U  [OL [OLU *V\UJPS ZVSK Vќ [OL WYVWLY[PLZ [V H UL^S` JYLH[LK 9LNPZ[LYLK :VJPHS 3HUKSVYK 9:3 9PJOTVUK
Housing Partnership (RHP). Since then a major updating of internal bathrooms, kitchens and heating has been
carried out to bring tenanted properties up to ‘Decent Homes’ standard. The external buildings were painted in 2003.
Internal communal area cyclical repairs have been carried out.
(S[OV\NOH[ÄYZ[NSHUJL/HT*SVZLZLLTZH[VKKZ^P[O[OLHYLHHUKZVTL^V\SKJVUZPKLY[OLKLZPNUHUKSH`V\[HZ
typical of rather insensitively designed ‘Council housing’, locally it is accepted as an integral part of Ham, contributing
to the social mix and variety of accommodation. In a neighbourhood that is predominantly residential, this is one of the
most mixed areas within Ham and Petersham in terms of the activities and services taking place. As such it is more
PTWVY[HU[[V[OLSPMLVM[OLSVJHSJVTT\UP[`[OHUTPNO[ÄYZ[ILHWWHYLU[
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How is the area changing?
The ‘Right to Buy’ scheme has resulted in changes to the social composition of residents.
Since 2010 RHP has ventured into developing homes both across the borough and surrounding boroughs for rent,
as there is a shortage of social homes. In 2013 and 2014 RHP, The Council and The Prince’s Foundation carried out
a consultation with residents, the local community and stakeholders. A report was produced which highlighted the
principles on which any future vision for the area should be based.

What potential changes can be foreseen?
Presently RHP and the Council are carrying out viability appraisals into the possible regeneration of Ham Close.
Like the original plans for the development back in the late 1950s, the proposals presented in the summer of 2015
[V KLTVSPZO [OL   ÅH[Z HUK YLWSHJL [OLT ^P[O  OVTLZ TL[ ^P[O Z[YVUN VWWVZP[PVU -\Y[OLY WYVWVZHSZ ^LYL
presented in September 2016 following a series of wide ranging workshops open to residents of Ham Close and
surrounding areas. The scheme with an increased 425 units was received more positively than previous schemes by
/HT*SVZL[LUHU[ZHS[OV\NO[OLYLWVY[I`)4.9LZLHYJOPKLU[PÄLZJVUJLYUZHTVUNZ[/HT*SVZLOVTLV^ULYZHUK
the wider community.

Guidance on future changes and development
Guidance on the future of this area can be found in the body of the Neighbourhood Plan under ‘Central Ham Opportunity
Area’ in the chapter ‘Opportunities for Change.’
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Area 7 : Wates Estate
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZWHY[VM/HT^HZKL]LSVWLKI`>H[LZV]LYHWLYPVKVM`LHYZPU[OLTPK Z0[ZHWWLHYHUJLHUKSH`V\[
is typical of speculative housing developments of that time. It falls into three parts, two distinct areas of housing
separated by the local centre of ‘St Richard’s Square’ with a row of 8 shops, a car park, church, primary school and
nursery.
The now unnecessarily wide Riverside Drive curves around the western side. Houses only back onto this distributor
road and are separated from it by landscaping. Elsewhere the estate links well into adjoining roads.
;OL SH`V\[ VM IV[O HYLHZ VM OV\ZPUN PZ MVYTLK MYVT PU[LYSPURLK ºZX\HYLZ» THKL \W VM ZOVY[ [LYYHJLZ VM [^VZ[VYL`
OV\ZLZ [OYLLZ[VYL` [V^U OV\ZLZ HUK [OYLLZ[VYL` ISVJRZ ^P[O THPZVUL[[LZ VU [OL NYV\UK ÅVVY HUK [^VZ[VYL`
THPZVUL[[LZHIV]L;OLZLHYLWVZP[PVULK[VH]VPKKPYLJ[V]LYSVVRPUN(SSOV\ZLZHUKNYV\UKÅVVYTHPZVUL[[LZOH]L
a private rear garden or patio. Generous open areas and mature landscaping together with the way the roads wind
between the terraces gives an informal feel to many parts of the estates. The estates are very permeable with footpaths
linking internal roads and giving access to Riverside Drive and Ham Lands. Areas in front of the buildings are ‘open
plan’ with no boundary walls or fences. In the northern part of the estate garage courts are hidden away in the centre
of the ‘squares’. To the south the centres of the ‘squares’ are more likely to be communal gardens with small private
patio gardens.
The short terraces have a uniform and regular design with large ‘picture windows’ across the whole of each house
giving a horizontal emphasis together with a consistent use of red tile hanging (reminiscent of Parkleys), red brick walls
and tiled roofs.
:[9PJOHYK»Z:X\HYLPZHULSVUNH[LKYLJ[HUN\SHYZWHJLLUJSVZLKVU[OYLLZPKLZI`[OYLLZ[VYL`ÅH[ZHUKHYV^VM
ZOVWZ^P[OHºZ[YLL[»VM[^VZ[VYL`OV\ZLZHIV]L;OL[OZPKLPZKVTPUH[LKI`[OLZ[HYZOHWLK:[9PJOHYK»Z*O\YJO
with its strikingly sculptured copper roof and spire. The layout within the ‘square’ is visually disjointed with Ashburnham
Road winding around a car park and the grass area surrounding the church, and a high brick planter with mature trees
separating the shops from the road. There is a close physical relationship between Church and Church School.
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Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
The majority of the area is private housing, often family housing. Whilst there is still a wide age range, an increasing
U\TILYVM`V\UNLYMHTPSPLZOH]LTV]LKPU[VIV[O[OLOV\ZLZHUKTHPZVUL[[LZPUYLJLU[`LHYZ;OLYLPZHZPNUPÄJHU[
WYVWVY[PVUVMOV\ZLOVSKZ^OVOH]LILLUYLZPKLU[MVY`LHYZ0[»ZHUHYLHVM^OP[LJVSSHY^VYRLYZWYVIHIS`
in professional and lower managerial occupations. Whilst the majority are from a white British background, there is a
ZPNUPÄJHU[WYVWVY[PVUMYVT,\YVWLHUJV\U[YPLZ
:[ 9PJOHYK»Z :X\HYL PZ H SVJHS ZOVWWPUN JLU[YL ^P[O H ;LZJV 3VJHS VWLU HT ¶ WT 7VZ[ 6ѝJL 7OHYTHJ`
5L^ZHNLU[ [HRLH^H` .LYTHU IHRLY` HUK KLSPJH[LZZLU HU VќSPJLUJL HUK JY\JPHSS` MYLL WHYRPUN ^OPJO KYH^Z
people from beyond Ham. The 371 bus route passes close by and St Richard’s School, Ham Children’s Centre and
Meadowview Nursery are all nearby. This cluster of activities is one of several ‘centres’ in Ham and as such plays an
important role in the identity of this part of Ham.

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
‘Tescos’ and ‘the German Bakery’ are both landmarks which are used to identify the area. The shops are a natural
meeting point but there is not the opportunity to linger or sit and watch the world go by apart from a couple of tables
outside the German Deli.
It is a quiet and pleasant residential area, although Broughton Avenue is busier being a bus route and a route to
Dukes Avenue and the main road. 1960s houses are still not as popular as older houses, although in the current
THYRL[[OLWYVWLY[PLZWYV]PKLHYLHZVUHISLHUKÅL_PISLZWHJLMVY[OLPYWYPJL;OLHYLHPZKLWLUKLU[VU[OLMVY
public transport making it relatively isolated, although Teddington and bus routes to Kingston and Twickenham are
accessible across the Lock bridge.
The area has ready access to Ham Lands with footpaths leading onto Riverside Drive and this gives it a special quality
for many people. The layout of the area enables children to walk or cycle to the local schools – both primary and
secondary and open areas close to home are seen as safe places for children to play.
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Area 7 : Wates Estate
How is the area changing?
;OL[OYLLWHY[ZVM[OLLZ[H[LHYLZ\IQLJ[[VKPќLYLU[THUHNLTLU[YLNPTLZHUK[OLYLHYLUV^UV[PJLHISLKPќLYLUJLZ
between them. In the southern area there have been few controls over changes to the front elevations (removal of
garage doors, variety of window designs, enclosing porch areas) and in places less attention to the maintenance of
SHUKZJHWPUN;OLUVY[OLYUHYLHOHZILLUZ\IQLJ[[VZ[YPJ[JVU[YVSZI`HYLZPKLU[V^ULKTHUHNLTLU[JVTWHU`^P[O
minimal changes to the front elevations and consistent maintenance and investment in landscaping and common
parts.
/V\ZLZ HYL ILPUN L_[LUKLK ^P[O NYV\UK ÅVVY L_[LUZPVUZ SVM[ JVU]LYZPVUZ PU [^VZ[VYL` OV\ZLZ HUK NHYHNL
conversions in Town Houses. These changes are resulting in the two residential areas diverging in character as the
consequences of the two management regimes become more pronounced.
When it was built every home had a garage and there were parking bays for visitors. The carriageways were
consequently relatively narrow. Very few garages are now used for cars because they are too small for modern cars
and very useful for storage, including bikes and motorcycles. Consequently, roads are used for parking and space is
at a premium in places, especially around the maisonettes. This can make deliveries (which are increasing with the
NYV^[OVMVUSPULZOVWWPUNKPѝJ\S[HUK\UZ\P[HIS`SHYNL]LOPJSLZJHUISVJRYVHKZHUKJH\ZLJVUNLZ[PVU;OPZHSZV
applies to emergency vehicles.
+\YPUN[OLSPML[PTLVM[OLLZ[H[L[OLKLTVNYHWOPJWYVÄSLOHZNVUL[OYV\NOHU\TILYVMWOHZLZ0U[OLWHZ[¶
`LHYZP[HWWLHYZ[OH[MHTPSPLZ^P[O`V\UNLYJOPSKYLUYH[OLY[OHUKV^UZPaPUNVSKLYJV\WSLZOH]LTV]LKPU[VIV[O[OL
OV\ZLZHUKTHPZVUL[[LZH[[YHJ[LKI`[OLPYYLSH[P]LHќVYKHIPSP[`HUKNVVKSVJHSZJOVVSZ
There may be an increasing number of properties to rent.
Tesco is now an established part of the shopping parade and has supported its viability by attracting custom to the
area. Deliveries to the unloading bay continue to be intrusive and cause congestion.

Guidance on future changes and development
The upkeep and maintenance of the landscaping will play a major role in maintaining this area as an attractive residential
area. Respecting the design coherence of the buildings in changes to front elevations and side extensions will also
THPU[HPU[OLJVUZPZ[LU[\UP[`PU[OLV]LYHSSHWWLHYHUJLHUKWYL]LU[P[ILJVTPUNHOV[JOWV[JOVMKPќLYPUNKLZPNUZ
This is likely to be achieved by enforcing the covenants on the buildings rather than through statutory development
management.
Proposals for St Richard’s Square are included in the Opportunities for Change chapter.
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Area 8: Locksmeade
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
( ^LSSWSHUULK LHYS`  Z [^VZ[VYL` LZ[H[L VM TVZ[S` Z[LWWLK ZLTPKL[HJOLK HUK KL[HJOLK OV\ZLZ VM ]HY`PUN
ZPaLZ PU Ä]L J\SKLZHJZ Vќ [OL J\Y]PUN ºZWPUL» VM 3VJRZTLHKL 9VHK ;OL OV\ZLZ OH]L H ]HYPL[` VM IYPJR JVSV\Y
combinations, dark concrete tiled roofs, porches with distinctive porthole windows and some with integrated garages.
The relatively high density limits scope for extensions, although there are some on the outer edge of the estate.
;OLSV^RL`[PTILYYHPSZVYK^HYMOLKNLZHUKI\ZOLZIL[^LLUOV\ZLZHUKWH]LTLU[ZVUVULZPKLVUS`^P[OZOHYLK
Z\YMHJLZ[V^HYKZ[OLLUKVM[OLJ\SKLZHJZNLULYH[LHJVTT\UHSJVOLZP]LMLLS[V[OLLZ[H[L.HYKLUZHYLNLULYHSS`
small and houses are orientated to provide some individual privacy. Parking bays and garages are tucked away
\UVI[Y\ZP]LS`HUKZ\JJLLKPURLLWPUNVUZ[YLL[WHYRPUN[VYLHKPS`ULNV[PHISLSL]LSZ
(UNSLYZ*SVZLOHZHNYHZZMYVU[HNLVU[V+\RLZ(]LU\L/LHK^H`*SVZLMHJLZ[OLYLHYVM[OL[OYLLZ[VYL`)LH\MVY[
*V\Y[ÅH[Z^OPJOHYLVUOPNOLYNYV\UKZLWHYH[LKI`YHPSPUNZHUKHOLKNL;OLZV\[OLYUHUK^LZ[LYULKNLZVM[OL
estate border Ham Lands and the Teddington Lock footpath providing very pleasant outlooks.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
;OLOV\ZLZHYLTVZ[S`V^ULYVJJ\WPLKHS[OV\NOZVTLHYLUV^WYP]H[LS`YLU[LK^P[O[OLL_WHUZPVUVM[OLI\`[VSL[
market. Many residents have been in their houses since they were built. The larger houses provide family homes and
the smaller houses tend to be occupied by couples or single dwellers.
There is an active management committee of residents to maintain the ambience of the estate and foster the sense of
JVTT\UP[`YLHKPS`LUNLUKLYLKI`[OLYLSH[P]LS`ZLSMJVU[HPULKSH`V\[

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
;OLLZ[H[LOHZHZL[[SLKZ[HISL^LSSTHUPJ\YLKMLLSMVY[OLTVZ[WHY[WHY[PJ\SHYS`ZPUJL[OLSHUKZJHWPUNOHZTH[\YLK
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How is the area changing?
It has mellowed over the past thirty years with the southern edges blending well into Ham Lands.

Guidance on future changes and development
This is a stable residential area where the layout and design of the estate provides few opportunities for extensions.
The exterior of the houses have remained largely unaltered and this will be an important consideration in maintaining
the unity and attractiveness of the area.
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Area 9: Beaufort Court / Weeks House
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
)LH\MVY[ *V\Y[ ^HZ I\PS[ PU    HUK JVUZPZ[Z VM  [OYLLZ[VYL` ZL[Z VM ZP_ ÅH[Z LHJO LP[OLY ZPKL VM H JLU[YHS
Z[HPYJHZL;OLISVJRZHYLPUYLKIYPJR^P[OIHSJVUPLZYLUKLYLKVќ^OP[L;OLÅH[ZHYLNLULYV\ZS`WYVWVY[PVULK^P[O
[OYLLILKYVVTZ[^VILKYVVTZPUNYV\UKÅVVYÅH[ZSHYNLRP[JOLUIH[OYVVTHUKKV\ISLHZWLJ[SP]PUNYVVT;OL
MYVU[KVVYZOH]LLU[Y`JVU[YVSZ`Z[LTZHUK[OLYLPZYLHYHJJLZZ;OLÅH[ZHYLHYYHUNLKPU[^VZL[ZVM[^PUWHYHSSLS
ÅH[ISVJRZ^P[OVULWHPYMHJPUNPU^HYKVU[VHSVVWZLY]PJLYVHKHUK[OLV[OLYVU[VHUHUNSLKVќZL[J\SKLZHJ;OLYL
HYL[OYLLÅH[ISVJRZ^P[OVULHJYVZZ[OLLUKVM[OLJ\SKLZHJHUV[OLYHJYVZZ[OL[VWLUKVM[OLSVVWYVHKHUK[OL
third at a right angle to that end block. The internal roads are narrow with parking on one side, but have fairly wide
NYHZZ]LYNLZ^P[O[YLLZHUK[OLYLHYLHSZVNYHZZHYLHZ^P[OZVTLK^HYMI\ZOLZMYVU[PUN[OLV\[^HYKMHJPUNZPKLZ
;OLYLPZHNHYKLUHYLHH[[OLº[VW»LUKHUK[^VZTHSSWHYRPUNHYLHZ;OLÅH[ZOH]LILLUJVTWYLOLUZP]LS`\WNYHKLK
with new doors and windows, roofs and central heating.
>LLRZ /V\ZL ^HZ HKKLK PU  ! H MV\YZ[VYL` WLIISLKHZOLK JVTIPUH[PVU VM ÅH[Z HUK THPZVUL[[LZ ^P[O [OL
LU[YHUJLHUKZ[HPYJHZLMHJPUN+\RLZ(]LU\LKLJRHJJLZZMVY[OL[VWÅVVYÅH[ZHUKMYVU[KVVYZVU[V/HYK^PJRL
9VHKMVY[OLNYV\UKÅVVYZ[\KPVÅH[Z;OL *H]L9VHKÅH[ZHUKTHPZVUL[[LZHYLI\PS[PUZPTPSHYZ[`SLPU[^V
blocks, one of four storeys and the other with three storeys.
9P]LYZPKL+YP]LPZHYLJLU[HKKP[PVUH[OYLLZ[VYL`ISVJRVMÅH[ZPUIHUKLKIYPJR^VYRHWVYJOLKLU[YHUJLPU[V
a stepped frontage, and with a pair of Juliet balconies on the middle level.
([OYLLZ[VYL`ISVJRVMÅH[ZPUHJVU[LTWVYHY`KLZPNUOHZYLJLU[S`ILLUJVUZ[Y\J[LKVU[OLZP[LVM[OL*H]L9VHK
garages.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
Beaufort Court, Weeks House and Cave Road are former council properties transferred to RHP, although probably
around half or more are now privately owned. 200 Riverside Drive is a Richmond Parish Lands property. There
are some families, many of mixed ethnic background, but occupancy has shifted towards the elderly and younger
JV\WSLZHK\S[ÅH[ZOHYLYZ;OL[VWLUKVM)LH\MVY[*V\Y[OHZSVUNLYLZ[HISPZOLKYLZPKLU[ZHUKSLZZ[\YUV]LY
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Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
;OL[HSSÅH[ZHUKKHYRPZOIYPJR^VYRVM)LH\MVY[*V\Y[JHUNP]LHYH[OLYIYVVKPUNMLLS[V[OLPUULYHYLHLZWLJPHSS`PU
^PU[LY^OLU[OL[YLLZHYLUV[PUSLHMHUKÅV^LYHS[OV\NO[OLPYOLPNO[WYV]PKLZHIYPNO[V\[SVVRHUKZWSLUKPK]PL^Z
MYVT[OL\WWLYÅH[Z;OLÅH[ZOH]LSHYNLYVVTZI`J\YYLU[Z[HUKHYKZHUK[OLJVTT\UHSHYLHZHYL^LSSTHPU[HPULKI`
9/7^VYRPUN^P[O[OLLќLJ[P]LYLZPKLU[Z»HZZVJPH[PVUHS[OV\NO[OLNHYKLUHYLHPZUV[UV^\W[VP[ZH^HYK^PUUPUN
years. Parking is a problem.
>LLRZ/V\ZLHUK[OL*H]L9VHKÅH[ZTH`UV[OH]LHNLKX\P[LHZ^LSSHUK9P]LYZPKL+YP]LHWWLHYZUV[ZV^LSS
THPU[HPULK;OLOLPNO[VM>LLRZ/V\ZLKVLZMVYTHQHYYPUNV\[SVVRMVY[OL[^VZ[VYL`OV\ZLZVWWVZP[LPU/HYK^PJRL
Road and a visual block to the view down Lock Road from the Common.

How is the area changing?
(ZLSZL^OLYL^P[OZVJPHSOV\ZPUN[OL9PNO[[V)\`Z\IZLX\LU[I\`[VSL[HUKV[OLYTLHZ\YLZNLULYH[LHNYLH[LY
[\YUV]LYPUVJJ\WHUJ`[OHU[OLWYL]PV\ZLYHVMZ[HISLSVUN[LYT[LUHUJPLZHUKLZ[HISPZOLKMHTPSPLZ;OLZ\YUHTLZVU
the electoral register indicate a widening ethnic mix. There are increased parking pressures in summer generated by
anglers.

Guidance on future change and development
Upkeep and maintenance are likely to be the key issues to maintain the appearance and residential environment of this
HYLHV]LY[OLJVTPUN`LHYZHUK^PSSKLWLUKVUHULќLJ[P]LWHY[ULYZOPWILPUNKL]LSVWLKIL[^LLU9/7SLHZLOVSKLYZ
and occupiers, and residents’ associations.
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Area 10: Dukes Avenue
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZPZHTP_LKHYLHVMSHYNLS`PU[LY^HYHUKLHYS`WVZ[^HYJV\UJPSHUKWYP]H[LZLTPKL[HJOLKHUK[LYYHJLKOV\ZPUN
split by Dukes Avenue with its wide grass verges and trees. The junctions with Craig Road and Broughton Avenue have
VWLUZWSH`Z^P[ONYHZZHYLHZHS[OV\NOPUJYLHZLKVUZ[YLL[WHYRPUNOHZPTWPUNLKZPNUPÄJHU[S`\WVU[OLZ[YLL[ZJHWL
visibility and ease of passage for drivers, cyclists and pedestrians.
A
;OL^LZ[ZPKLVM*YHPN9VHKPZOHSM VJOYLIYPJRZLTPKL[HJOLKZ^P[OHOV\ZL[LYYHJLHUKOHSMSH[L
 ZYLKIYPJRZLTPKL[HJOLKZHUK[LYYHJLZ^P[O[OLSH[[LYWH[[LYUHSZVPU9HUKSL9VHK ;OL OV\ZLZ
HSVUN^P[O3VJR9VHK^LYLI\PS[I`/HT<YIHU+PZ[YPJ[*V\UJPS^P[OZPTWSLJSHZZPJKLZPNUNP]PUNH.LVYNPHU
Z[`SLHWWLHYHUJLZHKS`TVZ[VM[OLVYPNPUHSÄ[[PUNZOH]LILLUYLWSHJLK;OLLHZ[ZPKLVM*YHPN9VHKOHZHWHPYVM
=PJ[VYPHUZLTPKL[HJOLK-PLSK=PL^*V[[HNLZH Z[^VZ[VYL`ISVJRVMLPNO[HWHY[TLU[Z(IIV[Z4LHKZPKLVU
[V[OLYVHKHUKHYLJLU[VWLUNH[LKKL]LSVWTLU[)\[SLY-HYT*SVZL^P[OHJVUJYL[LWHULSSLK[LYYHJLH[[OLMYVU[
HUK[^VZ[VYL`HWHY[TLU[IYPJRI\PS[ISVJRZH[[OLYLHY4VYUPUN[VU>HSRPZH KL]LSVWTLU[VMSVUNZWSP[[LYYHJLZ
either side and across the end of the road with largely unfenced front gardens. The houses are small but have had
porches added.
;OLºIV[[VT»OHSMVM3VJR9VHKPZTVZ[S` ZWLIISLKHZOLK[LYYHJLZHUKZLTPKL[HJOLKZ^P[O[LYYHJV[[H[PSLKYVVMZ
THU`UV^^P[OKVYTLYL_[LUZPVUZHUKMYVU[HUKIHJRNHYKLUZ^P[OYLHYHJJLZZSHULZ^P[ONHYHNLZVYHSSL`^H`Z
3VJR9K[LYYHJLPZKPZ[PUJ[P]LS`KPќLYLU[ZLLHIV]LZL[IHJRMYVT[OLYVHK^P[OSHYNLZLSMJVU[HPULKMYVU[NHYKLUZ
HUKHSH[LYHSWH[OY\UUPUNWHZ[[OLMYVU[KVVYZ(SZVKPќLYLU[PZ[OLULV.LVYNPHU[LYYHJLVWWVZP[L^P[OZOVY[MYVU[
gardens behind low picket fencing. A GP Surgery is tucked behind this terrace along a recently tarmacked lane which
HSZVZLY]PJLZ[^VSHYNL ZKL[HJOLKOV\ZLZHUKHUL^S`I\PS[ÅH[ISVJRMVYZ\WWVY[LKSP]PUNMVY`V\UNWLVWSL;OL
/HT*OYPZ[PHU*LU[YLPZH OHSSZL[IHJRILOPUKHSH^UHYLHILOPUKHYLJLU[S`YLWSHJLKIYPJR^HPZ[OLPNO[^HSSVU
the corner with Lawrence Road.
;OLZV\[OZPKLVM:PTWZVU9VHKOHZ[^VOV\ZL[^VZ[VYL`[LYYHJLZZWSP[I`HZLTPKL[HJOLKWHPYVMOV\ZLZMHJPUN
[OL[OYLLZ[VYL`[V^UOV\ZLZVM[OL>H[LZLZ[H[L;OL`^LYLI\PS[I`[OLJV\UJPSPUYLKIYPJRPU[OLLHYS` Z^P[O
front and back gardens. Meadlands School opposite the end of Simpson Road opened in 1952 in similar style, had a
U\YZLY`HUUL_LHKKLKHUKYLJLU[S`PUZ[HSSLKHÄULHYYH`VMZVSHYYVVMWHULSZ
B
 ZTVJR;\KVY[LYYHJLZHUKZLTPKL[HJOLKZ^P[OZOVY[MYVU[NHYKLUZHUKSVUNLYIHJRNHYKLUZ4HU`
now have rear dormers and conservatory extensions. Dukes Avenue and Broughton Avenue have grass verges with
[YLLZSLHKPUNPU[V[OL>H[LZLZ[H[LPUHJVTWSLTLU[HY`THUULY;OLTPKKSLZLJ[PVUVM+\RLZ(]LU\L^HZÄUPZOLKPU
 SPURPUN[OL ZWHY[ZHUKSVVRZYH[OLYV\[VMWSHJLÅHURLKI`IHJRNHYKLUMLUJLZ^P[OV\[HU`OV\ZLMYVU[HNLZ
Lawrence Road has a small area of grass where the road curves round and is narrow enough to have warranted an
¸\UZ\P[HISLMVYSHYNL]LOPJSLZ¹ZPNU3HUNOHT.HYKLUZPZHZOVY[J\SKLZHJ^P[OOV\ZPUNHYYHUNLKHYV\UK[OLLUK
[\YUPUNJPYJSL6ULYLHYKVYTLYPU3H^YLUJL9VHKOHZH^OP[LYLUKLYLKÄUPZO^OPJOQHYZ^P[O[OLV[OLY[PSLKKVYTLYZ
There is rear access via back lanes with many houses having garages.
C
4HN\PYL +YP]L PZ H KPZ[PUJ[P]L HYLH VM SH[L  Z JVUJYL[LWHULS OV\ZPUN YLI\PS[ PU VY YLJSHK ^P[O IYPJR PU
the late 1980s. The road is circular with road links to Lammas (via Vancouver) and Beaufort (via Fanshawe) Roads.
3HTTHZ9VHKJVUZPZ[ZTHPUS`VMWLIISLKHZOLKJV\UJPS[LYYHJLZ)\YULSS(]LU\LJVUZPZ[ZVMTVZ[S`MVYTLYJV\UJPS
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ZLTPKL[HJOLK OV\ZLZ L_[LUZP]LS` YLTVKLSSLK PU WYP]H[L V^ULYZOPW ^P[O L_[LUZPVUZ THU` PUJVYWVYH[PUN NHYHNLZ
HUKZVTLÄYZ[ÅVVYIHSJVUPLZSVVRPUNV\[V]LY[OLVWLUZWHJL[V[OLYP]LY-YVU[NHYKLUZHYLNLULYHSS`VWLU^P[OML^
fences, walls or hedges.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
;OLZLHYLHSS^LSSLZ[HISPZOLKOV\ZPUNHYLHZTVZ[S`V^ULYVJJ\WPLK^P[OMHTPSPLZI\[THU`^P[OLSKLYS`YLZPKLU[Z
Many of the former council houses are now privately owned, some now privately rented to both families and adult
OV\ZLZOHYLYZ
A
+PќLYLU[MYVT[OLNLU[YPÄLKº[VW»VM3VJR9VHKHUK5L^9VHK^OPJOHYLHZZVJPH[LK^P[O[OLPYWYV_PTP[`[V
Ham Common. Familiar area for many Ham residents visiting GP surgery and nurseries/other activities at the Christian
*LU[YLHUKWHZZPUNSVUNLYKPZ[HUJLJ`JSPZ[ZHUK^HSRLYZHZ3VJR9VHKMVYTZWHY[VM5H[PVUHS*`JSL9V\[L3VUKVU
)YPZ[VS-PZON\HYKI\Z`^P[OJVTT\[PUNHUK^LLRLUKSLPZ\YLJ`JSPZ[Z
B

Another familiar area for 371 bus route users and Meadlands school families.

C
4HN\PYL +YP]L OHZ H ZLWHYH[L JOHYHJ[LY NLULYH[LK PU WHY[ I` P[Z PU^HYKSVVRPUN SH`V\[ ^OPJO NP]LZ P[ HU
ºLUJSH]L»MLLSPUNOVTL[VZL]LYHSSVUNLZ[HISPZOLKL_[LUKLK/HTMHTPSPLZ0[OHKHYLW\[H[PVUMVYHU[PZVJPHSILOH]PV\Y
I\[[OH[OHZKPZZPWH[LK0[UV^OHZHTP_[\YLVMNLULYHSS`^LSSRLW[HUKPTWYV]LKWYVWLY[PLZI\[^P[O[OLVKKWYVWLY[`
unkempt or unsympathetically altered.
Burnell Avenue, now all in private ownership, has soared upmarket with buyers attracted by the open outlook and
THU` VM [OL OV\ZLZ OH]L OHK ZPNUPÄJHU[ ºTHRLV]LYZ» 9P]LYIVH[ K^LSSLYZ YHPZL [LUZPVUZ ^P[O HSSLNLK HU[PZVJPHS
activities and vehicle parking on the riverside of the road, detracting somewhat from the open outlook residents and
V[OLYZ\ZLK[VLUQV`HS[OV\NOZVTLOH]LUV^KLWHY[LK^P[OUL^I`LSH^LUMVYJLTLU[;OLVWLUZWHJLMYVU[PUN[OL
YP]LYPZ^LSS\ZLKMVYPUMVYTHSYLJYLH[PVUHUKKVN^HSRPUN

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
A stable residential area with through routes giving good access to local services, the 371 bus, Ham Common and
the foot/cycle path across Teddington Lock/Ham Lands. The changing demographic intake of Meadlands School is
PUKPJH[P]LVM[OLHYLH»ZYPZPUNZVJPVLJVUVTPJWYVÄSLHUK.YL`*V\Y[YLTHPUZOPNOS`H[[YHJ[P]LMVYVSKLYJOPSKYLU
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How is the area changing?
As older residents have passed away, local employment has contracted (notably BAe closure) and house prices have
soared, the residential mix has become more varied and the community less cohesive with increasing house turnover.
More cars and increased use of the Christian Centre, GP surgery and Meadlands School generate lots of comings and
NVPUNZHUKZOVY[Z[H`WHYRPUNWYLZZ\YLZ)V[O*YHPNHUK3VJR9VHKZHZ[OYV\NOYV\[LZHYLI\ZPLYLZWLJPHSS`PM[OLYL
HYLTVYUPUNY\ZOOV\Y[HPSIHJRZHSVUN7L[LYZOHT9VHKZLUKPUNZJOVVS[YHѝJYH[Y\UUPUN)\ZLZVM[LUZ[Y\NNSL[VNL[
HSVUN)YV\NO[VU(]LLZWLJPHSS`HYV\UKZJOVVSKYVWVќHUKWPJR\W[PTLZ4HN\PYL+YP]LOHZPTWYV]LKZPNUPÄJHU[S`
with the upgrading of the housing stock, and Burnell Avenue continues to shift ‘upmarket’.

Guidance on further changes and development
There seems limited potential for physical change beyond further individual house extensions and improvements and
front garden paving. Rear extensions and loft conversions to provide additional space should be guided by Council
design guidance
Front gardens and boundary walls and fences contribute much to the character of these streets and paving a high
proportion of the front garden to provide parking can seriously degrade its appearance particularly when several
adjoining houses pave over their front gardens. Where front gardens are used for parking, the guidance in Richmond
*V\UJPS»Z :\WWSLTLU[HY` 7SHUUPUN .\PKHUJL º-YVU[ .HYKLUZ HUK 6[OLY 6ќ :[YLL[ 7HYRPUN :[HUKHYKZ» ZOV\SK IL
followed.
There is scope for additional tree planting both on the wide grass verges and in front gardens in places.
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Area 11: Church Road
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZHYLHJV]LYZ[OVZLWHY[ZVM*O\YJO9VHK^OPJOHYLUV[^P[OPU[OL/HT*VTTVU*VUZLY]H[PVU(YLH;OLKLÄUPUN
feature of this area is Ham Common Woods, which makes up one side of the Church Road area and gives it a very
Y\YHSMVYLZ[LKMLLS;OLHYLHJVTWYPZLZHU\TILYVMJ\SKLZHJZVќ*O\YJO9VHKLHJOVM^OPJOOH]L[OLPYV^U
individual character.
The Shires and Garthside are 1970s developments of detached brick family houses with an open aspect in front of
the houses and private rear gardens.
Bainbridge Close is a private, gated development built at the turn of the millennium of individual family houses with
details reminiscent of Edwardian villas which is just outside the Neighbourhood Plan area.
Latchmere Close comprises two terraces of smaller brick built houses at right angles facing onto a grassed square.
Garage courts are located in the right angle between the terraces and at the end of a terrace. The houses have short
front gardens with brick boundary walls and a number have been ‘personalised’ now that they are owner occupied.
Latchmere Close has a pedestrian gate into Anne Boleyn’s Walk and provides a link from the Tudor estate to Ham
Common. It will also provide access to ‘Richmond Chase’ a development of some 80 homes under construction and
within the refurbished Latchmere House, a ‘locally listed’ building within the Ham Common Conservation Area.

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
Most of these homes are owner occupied, except possibly for one or two in Latchmere Close. Their location makes
[OLT]LY`KLZPYHISLHUK[OL`HYLVJJ\WPLKI`Hў\LU[MHTPSPLZMYVTH]HYPL[`VMTHPUS`,\YVWLHUIHJRNYV\UKZ

Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
This is quite an ‘exclusive’ area, with few social problems and a lot of older residents. It is close to good schools,
extensive areas of open space and with ready access to the 65 and 371 bus routes into Richmond and Kingston.

How is the area changing?
Physically this is a relatively stable area, although in the short term redevelopment of Latchmere House will cause
disturbance and once completed will increase movements along Church Road.
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Guidance on future change and development
The development of the former prison at Latchmere House is now underway and can be expected to have a longer
term impact on the section of Latchmere Close within the Neighbourhood Plan area.
Rear extensions and loft conversions to provide additional space should be guided by Council design guidance. To
YL[HPU[OLJOHYHJ[LYHUKHWWLHYHUJLVMPUKP]PK\HSZ[YLL[ZHS[LYH[PVUZ[V[OLMYVU[LSL]H[PVUZZOV\SKYLÅLJ[[OLJOHYHJ[LY
and materials of the buildings and the original design of the front gardens should be respected.
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Area 12: Latchmere Lane
3K\VLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVò:KDWGRHVWKLVDUHDORRNOLNH":KDWDUHLWVGHðQLQJIHDWXUHV"
;OPZPZHUHYLHVMTP_LKMHTPS`OV\ZLZHUKVULVY[^VWLYZVUÅH[Z^OPJOPZZVTL^OH[ZLWHYH[LKMYVT[OLTHPUHYLHVM
Ham and Petersham and has much in common with the adjoining areas of north Kingston. Latchmere Lane predates
the development of the area and links Ham Common / Ham Gate into Richmond Park with the Tudor Estate. Its use
HZHºYH[Y\U»OHZILLUJ\Y[HPSLKI`[YHѝJJHSTPUNO\TWZHUK^PK[OYLZ[YPJ[PVUZ0[PZPU]HYPHIS`WHYRLKVUIV[OZPKLZVM
the road reducing it to a single carriageway. A footpath behind houses in Ham Ridings and Beard Road links housing
in Sopwith Close / Park Road with Ham Common.
‘Tudorbethan’ semis on the western side of Latchmere Lane are part of the extensive Tudor Estate in north Kingston
and have front gardens and low boundary front walls. Many have been extended but still retain their original character.
;OLLHZ[LYUZPKLVM3H[JOTLYL3HULPZTVYLTP_LK0ZHILSSH7SHJLPZHJ\SKLZHJKL]LSVWLKPU[OLLHYS``LHYZVM[OL
Z[*LU[\Y`JVTWVZLKVM[OYLLZ[VYL`YLKIYPJROV\ZLZHUKÅH[ZNYV\WLKHYV\UKWHYRPUNZWHJLZ)YPJRWH]PV\YZPU
the carriageways give an informal domestic feel.
([LYYHJLVM[^VZ[VYL`OV\ZLZMYVU[PUN3H[JOTLYL3HUL^P[OWHYRPUNZWHJLZPUMYVU[VM[OLOV\ZLOH]LILLUT\JO
altered and are now rather disjointed in appearance.
)LHYKHUK*V^WLY9VHKZHYLHZTHSSLZ[H[LVMSVJHSH\[OVYP[`OV\ZLZHUKÅH[ZPUHZVTIYLKHYRIYPJRYLSPL]LKI`^OP[L
weatherboarding. The site layout and design of the buildings is representative of the late ‘60s / early ‘70s with houses
close to the street, small private gardens and an emphasis on communal open spaces.
/HT9PKPUNZHJ\SKLZHJVMKL[HJOLK ZIYPJROV\ZLZ^P[O[PSLOHUNPUNVY^LH[OLYIVHYKPUNJVTWSL[LZ[OLHYLH

Cultural character – What activities happen here? Who lives here or uses the area?
;OPZPZX\P[LHTP_LKHYLHVMOV\ZPUNHZP[VќLYZ[OLM\SSYHUNLVMKL[HJOLKZLTPZ[LYYHJLZHUKÅH[Z;OLTHQVYP[`
VM[OLTHYLV^ULYVJJ\WPLKI\[[OLYLPZHMHPYS`OPNOPUJPKLUJLVMZVJPHSYLU[PUNMYVT9/7TVZ[S`PU[OLISVJRZVM
ÅH[Z;OLTVJR;\KVYOVTLZVU3H[JOTLYL3HULHUK[OLKL[HJOLKWYVWLY[PLZVU/HT9PKPUNZJVTTHUKOPNOLY
W\YJOHZLWYPJLZ^OPSL[OL[LYYHJLZHYLH[[OLTVYLºHќVYKHISL»LUKVMOV\ZPUNPU[OLIVYV\NOHUK[OLULPNOIV\YOVVK
particularly if they have not been extended.
Residents are a mix of families with children of all ages and older, retired couples and single occupiers, many of whom
have lived in their homes for decades.
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Perception and Experience – How do people perceive and experience the area?
Latchmere Lane itself is used by many Kingston residents to access Richmond Park via Church Road, and is also a
ºYH[Y\U»^OLU[OLWHYRPZJSVZLK[V[YHѝJ;OLUHYYV^YVHKPZYLNHYKLKHZHWYVISLTI`YLZPKLU[ZHUK[OLU\TILYVM
WHYRLKJHYZOHZKLÄUP[LS`PUJYLHZLKPU[OLSHZ[`LHYZVYZV3HYNLY]LOPJSLZVM[LUZ[Y\NNSL[VNL[KV^UIL[^LLU[OL
parked cars without incident or delay.
Nevertheless the neighbourhood is very quiet and almost rural in aspect because of Ham Woods at the end of the
YVHK;OLTP_VMWYVWLY[PLZHSZVHKKZ[V[OLVWLUMLLSHUKTHRLZP[MLLSSLZZI\PS[\WHUKOVTVNLULV\ZPUJVTWHYPZVU
to the rest of the Tudor Estate.
It has few social problems, it is close to good schools, extensive areas of open space and accessible via the 371 bus
route into Richmond and Kingston.

How is the area changing?
;OLSVUNL]P[`VMV^ULYZZ[H`PUNPU3H[JOTLYL3HULHUK[OLTVJR;\KVYOVTLZPUWHY[PJ\SHYOHZIYV\NO[HIV\[H
lot of extensions to the properties. Overall this has been done in a way that is sensitive to the design of the houses.
The only other homes to see such improvement/personalisation is the row of 1970s terraces, some of which are
unrecognisable from their simpler beginnings.
4VYLWYVMV\UKS`[OLHYLHJVU[PU\LZ[VZLLPUJYLHZLKPU[LUZPÄJH[PVUMYVT[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VU0ZHILSSH7SHJLPU[OL
Z[OLºPUÄSS»OVTLZVU)LHYKHUK*V^WLY9VHKZHUK[OLYLKL]LSVWTLU[VM3H[JOTLYL/V\ZLZP[L^P[OHM\Y[OLY
80 homes.
0U[OLM\[\YL[OLZVJPVLJVUVTPJWYVÄSLVMYLZPKLU[ZPZSPRLS`[VKYPM[\W^HYKZHZOV\ZPUNILJVTLZPUJYLHZPUNS`L_WLUZP]L
and long term residents move on. It is likely to attract couples in professional and managerial jobs, many of whom
will be drawn by the proximity of Latchmere and Grey Court Schools, the convenient location between Kingston and
Richmond and all the surrounding, accessible open space.
An increase in privately rented accommodation could lead to a faster turnover of occupiers and lower commitment to
the maintenance of individual properties.
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Guidance for future change and development
Physically this is a relatively stable area, and there seems limited potential for additional development beyond further
individual house extensions and improvements and front garden paving. Rear extensions and loft conversions to
provide additional space should be guided by Council design guidance.
Front gardens and boundary walls and fences contribute much to the character of the western side of Latchmere Lane
and paving a high proportion of the front garden to provide parking could seriously degrade its appearance particularly
when several adjoining houses pave over their front gardens. Where front gardens are used for parking the guidance
PU9PJOTVUK*V\UJPS»Z:\WWSLTLU[HY`7SHUUPUN.\PKHUJLº-YVU[.HYKLUZHUK6[OLY6ќ:[YLL[7HYRPUN:[HUKHYKZ»
should be followed. This guidance is also relevant where houses have been designed with parking in front of the
house to avoid large expanses of sterile paving. It will be important to maintain and if possible enhance landscape
planting in both the communal areas and front gardens if the attractiveness of the area is to be maintained.
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5

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames: CIL Boroughwide
funding priorities



7KLVOLVWLVGUDZQIURPWKHãUHJXODWLRQOLVWâHσHFWLYHIURP1RYHPEHUDQGFXUUHQWDWWKH
time of submission

Foot / cycle bridge between Ham and Twickenham
Completing the London and Borough Cycle Network with associated infrastructure / signage
Converting the Thames towpath to shared use
Redevelopment of community facilities in Ham
Improvements to the River Thames towpath
New provision of play and adventure facilities within existing parks
Grey Court School community sports centre

5.2

Village Planning Fund

In June 2017 LBRUT launched the Village Planning Fund to distribute 15% of the CIL collected within the
Neighbourhood Area to projects proposed by the community which will contribute to the Plan’s objectives.
When the HPNP is adopted this will rise to 25% of the CIL collected in the Area. Details of the scheme can be
found on the Council’s website.
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Glossary
Adoption

;OLÄUHSJVUÄYTH[PVUVMHKL]LSVWTLU[WSHUI`HSVJHSWSHUUPUNH\[OVYP[`

$σRUGDEOH+RXVLQJ

:VJPHS YLU[LK HќVYKHISL YLU[LK HUK PU[LYTLKPH[L OV\ZPUN WYV]PKLK [V LSPNPISL
households whose needs are not met by the market. Eligibility is determined with
YLNHYK[VSVJHSPUJVTLZHUKSVJHSOV\ZLWYPJLZ(ќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNZOV\SKPUJS\KL
WYV]PZPVUZ[VYLTHPUH[HUHќVYKHISLWYPJLMVYM\[\YLLSPNPISLOV\ZLOVSKZVYMVY[OL
Z\IZPK`[VILYLJ`JSLKMVYHS[LYUH[P]LHќVYKHISLOV\ZPUNWYV]PZPVU;OL577-ZL[Z
V\[M\Y[OLY[OLKLÄUP[PVUVMHќVYKHISLOV\ZPUN

Appeal

The process by which a planning applicant can challenge a planning decision that
has been refused or had conditions imposed.

Biodiversity

This refers to the variety of plants and animals and other living things in a particular
area or region. It encompasses habitat diversity, species diversity and genetic
diversity. Biodiversity has value in its own right and has social and economic value
for human society.

Building of Townscape
Merit (BTM)

Buildings of Townscape Merit are buildings, groups of buildings or structures of
historic or architectural interest, which are locally listed due to their considerable
SVJHS PTWVY[HUJL )\PSKPUNZ VM ;V^UZJHWL 4LYP[ HYL UVUKLZPNUH[LK OLYP[HNL
assets.

%URZQðHOG6LWH

see Previously Developed Land

Call in

A discretionary power of the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government to ’call in‘ certain planning applications and subject them to a public
PUX\PY` PM [OL NYHU[PUN VM WSHUUPUN WLYTPZZPVU TH` Z\IZ[HU[PHSS` JVUÅPJ[ ^P[O [OL
National Planning Policy Framework or with adopted local planning policy.

Car club

These are schemes such as city car clubs and car pools, which facilitate vehicle
sharing.

Catchment area

The area from which most of the people using/visiting a city/town centre or other
attraction would travel.

Centre Hierarchy

The hierarchy of centres in the borough categorises centres and parades into 4
types – main centres, local centres, neighbourhood centres and parades of local
PTWVY[HUJL ;OL` YHUNL ZPNUPÄJHU[S` PU ZPaL HUK M\UJ[PVU 7HYHNYHWO  VM [OL
577-YLX\PYLZSVJHSWSHUUPUNH\[OVYP[PLZ[VKLÄULZ\JOHOPLYHYJO`

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Lawfulness

(JLY[PÄJH[L[OH[JHUILVI[HPULKMYVT[OLSVJHSWSHUUPUNH\[OVYP[`[VJVUÄYT[OH[
existing development is lawful.

Change of Use

(TH[LYPHSJOHUNLPU[OL\ZLVMSHUKVYI\PSKPUNZ[OH[PZVMZPNUPÄJHUJLMVYWSHUUPUN
purposes e.g. from retail to residential.

Character Appraisal

An appraisal, usually of the historic character of conservation areas or other historic
areas, such as terraced housing.

Combined Heat and
Power

The combined production of electricity and usable heat is known as Combined
Heat and Power (CHP). Steam or hot water, which would otherwise be rejected
when electricity alone is produced, is used for space or process heating.
(also see Decentralised Energy)
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Community
Engagement and
Involvement

Involving the local community in the decisions that are made regarding their area.

Community
Infrastructure Levy
(CIL)

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a planning charge, introduced by the
Planning Act 2008, as a tool for local authorities to help deliver infrastructure to
support the development of their area. It came into force on 6 April 2010 through
the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. It allows local authorities to
raise funds from owners or developers of land undertaking new building projects
in their area.

Community Plan

;OL*VTT\UP[`7SHUPZ[OL9PJOTVUK7HY[ULYZOPW»ZV]LYHSS]PZPVUMVY
the borough and describes how the Council and its partners will work together
^P[O[OLSVJHSJVTT\UP[`[VPUMVYTL]LY`[OPUN[OL`KVHUKW\[WLVWSLÄYZ[-\Y[OLY
information can be found on the Council’s website at www.richmond.gov.uk/
community_plan

&RPPXQLW\3URðOLQJ

Gathering statistical data on the community, e.g. population size, income which
OLSWZI\PSK\WHºZVJPHSWYVÄSL»VM[OLJVTT\UP[`

Community Right To
Bid

Aims to give community groups the time to develop bids and raise money to buy
public assets that come onto the open market.

Community Right To
Challenge

Gives voluntary and community groups the right to express an interest in taking
over the running of a local service.

Comparison Retail
Shopping

These refer to shopping for items such as clothes, electrical, furniture and leisure
goods, which are not bought on a regular basis.

Compulsory Purchase

A legal process initiated by a local authority to acquire privately owned land in
order to implement public policy without the agreement of the owner.

Conditions

Planning conditions are provisions attached to the granting of planning permission.

Conformity

There is a requirement for neighbourhood plans to have appropriate regard to
national policy and to be in conformity with local policy.

Conservation
(Heritage)

The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a way that
Z\Z[HPUZHUK^OLYLHWWYVWYPH[LLUOHUJLZP[ZZPNUPÄJHUJL

Conservation Area

Consent needed for the demolition of unlisted buildings in a conservation area.

Consultation

A communication process with the local community that informs planning
KLJPZPVUTHRPUN

Decentralised Energy

Decentralised energy generation can be described as the generation of energy in
the form of heat and electrical power at or near the point of use, delivered to users
]PH KPZ[YPI\[PVU WPWLZ ;OPZ PZ PU JVU[YHZ[ [V [OL [YHKP[PVUHS HUK TVYL PULѝJPLU[
centralised concept, where energy is transported, in some cases, many hundreds
of miles from a centralised power station to the point of energy use. Schemes can
vary in size from a few dwellings to wider networks.
(also see Combined Heat and Power)
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Design and Access
Statement (DAS)

A short report accompanying a planning permission application. Describes design
principles of a development such as layout, townscape characteristics, scale,
landscape design and appearance.

Designated Heritage
Asset

A World Heritage Site, Scheduled Monument, Listed Building, Protected Wreck
:P[L 9LNPZ[LYLK 7HYR HUK .HYKLU 9LNPZ[LYLK )H[[SLÄLSK VY *VUZLY]H[PVU (YLH
designated under the relevant legislation.

Designated Shopping
Frontage

Key shopping frontages are designated where retail uses already predominate
and where retail use is to be retained. They are generally located in the core part
of a centre and can be designated in parades of local importance. Secondary
shopping frontages are usually adjacent to key shopping frontages in less core
positions, but are still important to supporting the retail function of the centre or
WHYHKL ;OLYL PZ ZJVWL [V PUJYLHZL V[OLY ]HS\LK HUK JVTWSLTLU[HY` UVUYL[HPS
\ZLZZ\JOHZJHMtZÄUHUJPHSHUKWYVMLZZPVUHSZLY]PJLZHUKJVTT\UP[`\ZLZ

Developer
Contributions

(see Planning Obligations or Community Infrastructure Levy)

Development

This refers to development in its widest sense, including buildings, and in streets,
spaces and places. It also refers to both redevelopment, including refurbishment,
HZ^LSSHZUL^KL]LSVWTLU[HUKJOHUNLZVM\ZL;OLM\SSKLÄUP[PVUPZZL[V\[PU
Section 55 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

Development Brief

A brief that sets out the vision and parameters for a development site. Apart
from its aspirational qualities, a brief includes site constraints and opportunities,
infrastructure requirements such as energy and transport, access and planning
policies. It also sets out the proposed uses and key design principles and
requirements.

Development Control

;OLWYVJLZZVMHKTPUPZ[LYPUNHUKTHRPUNKLJPZPVUZVUKPќLYLU[RPUKZVMWSHUUPUN
applications.
(also Development Management)

Development Plan

A document setting out the local planning authority’s policies and proposals for the
development and use of land in the area.

Duty to Co-operate

A requirement introduced by the Localism Act 2011 for local authorities to work
[VNL[OLYPUKLHSPUN^P[OJYVZZIV\UKHY`PZZ\LZZ\JOHZW\ISPJ[YHUZWVY[OV\ZPUN
allocations or large retail parks.

Economic
Development

Improvement of an area’s economy through investment, development, job creation,
and other measures.

Enforcement

Enforcement of planning control ensures that terms and conditions of planning
decisions are carried out.

Employment Land

:LLº6ѝJLZ»HUKº0UK\Z[YPHS3HUKHUK)\ZPULZZ7HYRZ»

(QHUJ\(τFLHQF\

;OPZPZHIV\[THRPUN[OLILZ[VYTVZ[LѝJPLU[\ZLVMLULYN`PUVYKLY[VHJOPL]LH
given output of goods or services, and of comfort and convenience. This does not
ULJLZZP[H[L[OL\ZLVMSLZZLULYN`PU^OPJOYLZWLJ[P[KPќLYZMYVT[OLJVUJLW[VM
energy conservation.
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Energy Hierarchy

The Mayor of London’s approach to reducing carbon dioxide emissions in the built
LU]PYVUTLU[;OLÄYZ[Z[LWPZ[VYLK\JLLULYN`KLTHUKILSLHU[OLZLJVUKZ[LW
PZ[VZ\WWS`LULYN`LѝJPLU[S`ILJSLHUHUK[OL[OPYKZ[LWPZ\ZLYLUL^HISLLULYN`
(be green).

Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA)

Evaluates the likely environmental impacts of the development, together with an
assessment of how these impacts could be reduced. The process of Environmental
Impact Assessment is governed by the Town and Country Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011 (as amended).

Evaporation

The physical process by which a liquid such as water is transformed to the gaseous
state/vapour.

Evapotranspiration

The sum of evaporation and transpiration, which means the discharge of water
from the earth’s surface to the atmosphere by evaporation from surface water and
soil surfaces and by transpiration from plants (plants emitting water vapour from
their leaves).

Evidence Base

The evidence upon which a development plan is based, principally the background
facts and statistics about an area, and the views of stakeholders.

Examination

Undertaken on the ‘soundness’ of the Submission Local Plan, namely that it is
WVZP[P]LS` WYLWHYLK Q\Z[PÄLK LќLJ[P]L HUK JVUZPZ[LU[ ^P[O UH[PVUHS WVSPJ` ;OL
examination is held by an independent inspector appointed by the Secretary of
State.

Extra Care

Extra Care is housing with care primarily for older people where occupants have
ZWLJPÄJ [LU\YL YPNO[Z [V VJJ\W` ZLSMJVU[HPULK K^LSSPUNZ HUK ^OLYL [OL` OH]L
agreements that cover the provision of care, support, domestic, social, community
or other services. This helps people to live independently, avoiding the need to move
into a residential care setting. Schemes vary in scale and nature so an assessment
will be made on a scheme by scheme basis if a proposal is considered as ‘extra
care’, depending on the nature of the housing and its design features, the support
services available including how care is bought and provided, and any eligibility
criteria for tenants or owners.

Family housing

-HTPS`OV\ZPUNPZNLULYHSS`KLÄULKHZOH]PUN[OYLLVYTVYLILKYVVTZOV^L]LY
if of a suitable size (meeting the Nationally Described Space Standard and the
external amenity standards) a two bedroom property can be designed for 3 or 4
persons and would be considered as family housing.

Floodplain

(UHYLHWYVUL[VÅVVKPUN

Fluvial water

Water in the River Thames and other rivers.

General (Permitted
Development) Order

The Town and Country Planning General (Permitted Development) Order is a
Z[H[\[VY` KVJ\TLU[ [OH[ HSSV^Z ZWLJPÄLK TPUVY RPUKZ VM KL]LSVWTLU[ Z\JO HZ
small house extensions) to be undertaken without formal planning permission.

General Power of
Competence

A power conveyed by the Localism Act 2011 to give local authorities the ability to
undertake any action in the best interest of their communities unless it is against
the law.
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Green Belt

;OLT\S[PM\UJ[PVUHSPU[LYKLWLUKLU[UL[^VYRVMVWLUHUKNYLLUZWHJLZHUKNYLLU
features, including the Blue Ribbon Network, which is capable of delivering a wide
YHUNLVMLU]PYVUTLU[HSHUKX\HSP[`VMSPMLILULÄ[ZMVYSVJHSJVTT\UP[PLZWLVWSL
HUK ^PSKSPML PUJS\KPUN ÅVVK THUHNLTLU[" \YIHU JVVSPUN" PTWYV]PUN WO`ZPJHS
and mental health; green transport links (walking and cycling routes); ecological
connectivity; and food growing. Green and open spaces of all sizes can be part
of green infrastructure provided they contribute to the functioning of the network
as a whole.

*UHHQðHOG6LWH

Land where there has been no previous development

Green Infrastructure

;OLT\S[PM\UJ[PVUHSPU[LYKLWLUKLU[UL[^VYRVMVWLUHUKNYLLUZWHJLZHUKNYLLU
features, including the Blue Ribbon Network, which is capable of delivering a wide
YHUNLVMLU]PYVUTLU[HSHUKX\HSP[`VMSPMLILULÄ[ZMVYSVJHSJVTT\UP[PLZWLVWSL
HUK ^PSKSPML PUJS\KPUN ÅVVK THUHNLTLU[" \YIHU JVVSPUN" PTWYV]PUN WO`ZPJHS
and mental health; green transport links (walking and cycling routes); ecological
connectivity; and food growing. Green and open spaces of all sizes can be part
of green infrastructure provided they contribute to the functioning of the network
as a whole.

Green Space

Those parts of an area which are occupied by natural, designed or agricultural
landscape as opposed to built development; open space, parkland, woodland,
ZWVY[ZÄLSKZNHYKLUZHSSV[TLU[ZHUK[OLSPRL

Green roofs/walls

Planting on roofs or walls to provide climate change, amenity, food growing and
YLJYLH[PVUHSILULÄ[Z

Green Travel Plan

A package of actions produced by a workplace or an organisation setting out how
employees, users or visitors will travel to the place in question using options that
are healthy, safe and sustainable, and reduce the use of the private car.

Habitable Rooms

0UJS\KLZHSSZLWHYH[LSP]PUNYVVTZHUKILKYVVTZWS\ZRP[JOLUZ^P[OHÅVVYHYLH
of 13sqm or more.

Health Impact
Assessment (HIA)

/0(ZHYLHTL[OVKVMLZ[PTH[PUN[OLWV[LU[PHSOLHS[OLќLJ[ZVM[OLPTWSLTLU[H[PVU
VMHWSHUVYWYVNYHTTL^OLYL[OLYLHYLSPRLS`[VILZPNUPÄJHU[PTWHJ[Z

Highway Authority

The body with legal responsibility for the management and maintenance of public
roads. In the UK the highway authority is usually the county council or the unitary
authority for a particular area, which can delegate some functions to the district
council.

Historic Environment

All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people and
places through time, including all surviving physical remains of past human activity,
whether visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and planted or managed
ÅVYH

Housing Associations

5V[MVYWYVÄ[VYNHUPZH[PVUZWYV]PKPUNOVTLZTHPUS`[V[OVZLPUOV\ZPUNULLK

HPNF

Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Forum.

HPNP

Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan.

Independent
Examination

An examination of a proposed neighbourhood plan, carried out by an independent
person, set up to consider whether a neighbourhood plan meets the basic
conditions required.
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Industrial land and
business parks

Industrial land and business parks refer to land used for general industry, light
industry, warehouses, open storage, self storage, distribution and logistics and
other similar types of employment, as well as any other uses which fall within the
B1(c), B2, B8 Use Classes or are Sui Generis (such as vehicle repair garages,
ZJYHW`HYKZWL[YVSÄSSPUNZ[H[PVUZ

Infrastructure

Basic services necessary for development to take place e.g. roads, electricity,
water, education and health facilities.

Infrastructure Delivery
Plan (IDP)

The IDP sets out the borough’s infrastructure requirements over the lifetime of the
Local Plan. It covers a range of social and community infrastructure, emergency
services, green infrastructure, utilities and physical infrastructure, transport
infrastructure as well as heritage assets.

Infrastructure Delivery
Schedule (IDS)

The IDS sets out the where, what, why, who and when key infrastructure that is
required in the borough will be delivered.

Inquiry

A hearing by a planning inspector into a planning matter such as a Local Plan or
appeal.

International, national
and locally designated
sites of importance for
biodiversity

All international sites (Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection Areas,
HUK 9HTZHY ZP[LZ UH[PVUHS ZP[LZ :P[LZ VM :WLJPHS :JPLU[PÄJ 0U[LYLZ[ HUK SVJHSS`
designated sites including Local Wildlife Sites.

Judicial Review

Legal challenge of a planning decision, to consider whether it has been made in a
proper and lawful manner.

LBRuT

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames.

Legislation

The Acts of Parliament, regulations, and statutory instruments which provide the
legal framework within which public law is administered.

Listed Building

A building of special architectural or historic interest included on a statutory
list. Permission is required for their demolition or alteration. Listed Buildings are
‘Designated Heritage Assets’.

Listed Building
Consent

;OLMVYTHSHWWYV]HS^OPJONP]LZJVUZLU[[VJHYY`V\[^VYRHќLJ[PUN[OLZWLJPHS
architectural or historic interest of a listed building.

Local Centre

*LU[YLZJH[LNVYPZLKPU[OLZLJVUK[PLYVM[OLIVYV\NO»ZJLU[YLOPLYHYJO`!)HYULZ
(High Street & Church Road), East Twickenham, Hampton Hill, Hampton Village,
Ham Common (Parade), Kew Gardens and St Margarets. These centres have a
range of shops and services and provide cultural and community facilities and
WSHJLZ[VTLL[^VYRHUKSP]L4VZ[HYLKLÄULKVU[OL7YVWVZHSZ4HWI`HU(YLH
of Mixed Use boundary (AMU).

Local Development
Framework

See Local Plan and Local Development Document

Local Implementation
Plan (LIP) for Transport

Statutory transport plans produced by London boroughs bringing together
transport proposals to implement the Mayor’s Transport Strategy at the local level.

Local Authority

The administrative body that governs local services such as education, planning
and social services.
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Local Development
Order

Local Development Orders allow planning authorities to implement policies in their
development plan by granting planning permission for a particular development or
for a particular class of development.

Local List

A list produced by a local authority to identify buildings and structures of special
local interest which are not included in the statutory list of listed buildings.

Local Plan

The name for the collection of documents prepared by your local planning authority
for the use and development of land and for changes to the transport system. Can
contain documents such as development plans and statements of community
involvement.

Local Planning
Authority

Local government body responsible for formulating planning policies and controlling
development; a district council, metropolitan council, a county council, a unitary
authority or national park authority.

Local Referendum

A direct vote in which communities will be asked to either accept or reject a
particular proposal.

Local Transport Plan

7SHUZ[OH[ZL[V\[HSVJHSH\[OVYP[`»ZWVSPJPLZVU[YHUZWVY[VUHÄ]L`LHYS`IHZPZ

London Development
Database

This provides current and historic information about development progress across
all London boroughs. It is operated by the Greater London Authority.

London Plan

The London Plan is the spatial development strategy for the Greater London area
and the Mayor of London is responsible for producing this planning strategy. The
London Plan deals with matters of strategic importance to the area and forms
WHY[VM[OL+L]LSVWTLU[7SHUMVY[OLIVYV\NO;OLWSHU^HZÄYZ[W\ISPZOLKI`[OL
Greater London Authority in 2004 and has been amended in 2008, 2011, 2013,
HUKTVZ[YLJLU[S`[OL4PUVY(S[LYH[PVUZ

Main centre

;OLYLHYLÄ]LTHPUJLU[YLZPU[OLIVYV\NO![OLWYPUJPWHSJLU[YLVM9PJOTVUKHUK
Twickenham, East Sheen, Teddington and Whitton. These centres are the largest
in the borough and they have an important role to play, providing shops, services,
employment opportunities, housing and being a focus for community and cultural
SPML;OL`HYLKLÄULKVU[OL3)9\;7YVWVZHSZ4HWI`H4HPU*LU[YL)V\UKHY`
(MCB).

Material
Considerations

Factors which are relevant in the making of planning decisions, such as sustainability,
PTWHJ[VUYLZPKLU[PHSHTLUP[`KLZPNUHUK[YHѝJPTWHJ[Z

Metropolitan Open
Land (MOL)

Strategic open land within the urban area that contributes to the structure of
3VUKVU 463 PZ WYLKVTPUHU[S` VWLU SHUK VY ^H[LY ^OPJO PZ VM ZPNUPÄJHUJL [V
London as a whole, or to a part of London.

Micro-Generation

;OL ZTHSSZJHSL NLULYH[PVU VM YLUL^HISL LULYN` \Z\HSS` JVUZ\TLK VU [OL ZP[L
where it is produced.

Mixed Use
Development

Development for a variety of activities on single sites or across wider areas such
as within centres.
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National Planning
Policy Framework
(NPPF)

The NPPF, published in March 2012, sets out the Government’s planning policies
for England and how these are expected to be applied, alongside other national
planning policies. It sets out the Government’s requirements for the planning
system only to the extent that it is relevant, proportionate and necessary to do so.
It provides a framework within which local people and their accountable councils
JHUWYVK\JL[OLPYV^UKPZ[PUJ[P]LSVJHSHUKULPNOIV\YOVVKWSHUZ^OPJOYLÅLJ[[OL
needs and priorities of their communities.

Nature Conservation

7YV[LJ[PVUTHUHNLTLU[HUKWYVTV[PVUMVY[OLILULÄ[VM^PSKZWLJPLZHUKOHIP[H[Z
as well as the human communities that use and enjoy them. This also covers the
JYLH[PVUHUKYLJYLH[PVUVM^PSKSPMLOHIP[H[ZHUK[OL[LJOUPX\LZ[OH[WYV[LJ[NLUL[PJ
diversity and can be used to include geological conservation.

Neighbourhood Area

The local area in which a neighbourhood plan or Neighbourhood Development
Order can be introduced.

Neighbourhood Centre

*LU[YLZJH[LNVYPZLKPU[OL[OPYK[PLYVM[OLIVYV\NO»ZJLU[YLOPLYHYJO`!*HZ[LSUH\
Friars Stile Road, Hampton Wick, Heathside (Powder Mill Lane), Sheen Road,
Kingston Road (Teddington), Stanley Road (Teddington),White Hart Lane (Barnes/
Mortlake). Not as large as ‘local centres’, neighbourhood centres also provide a
focus for local communities and opportunities to meet, shop, work and spend
SLPZ\YL [PTL 4VZ[ HYL KLÄULK VU [OL 7YVWVZHSZ 4HW I` HU (YLH VM 4P_LK <ZL
boundary (AMU).

Neighbourhood
Development Order

An order introduced by a parish or town council, or a neighbourhood forum, as
part of the neighbourhood planning process, which grants planning permission for
HZWLJPÄJKL]LSVWTLU[VY[`WLVMKL]LSVWTLU[[OH[^PSSM\SÄSS[OL]PZPVUHUKWVSPJPLZ
of the neighbourhood plan for the neighbourhood area.

Neighbourhood
(Development) Plan

Neighbourhood Plans can establish a vision for an area, include general planning
policies for the development and use of land in a designated neighbourhood area
and they can allocate sites for development. These are plans are on a much smaller
scale than the Local Plan and should therefore be about local rather than strategic
issues. Neighbourhood planning is optional and a Neighbourhood Plan can only be
written by a designated Neighbourhood Forum for a designated Neighbourhood
Area. Neighbourhood Plans, once made, form part of the borough’s Development
Plan. In the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames, the Ham and Petersham
Neighbourhood Forum is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan for its area. LBRuT is
preparing Village Plans for other areas.
(also see Village Planning)

Neighbourhood Forum

+LZPNUH[LKI`[OLSVJHSH\[OVYP[`PUUVUWHYPZOLKHYLHZHUVYNHUPZH[PVULZ[HISPZOLK
for the purpose of neighbourhood planning to further the social, economic and
environmental wellbeing of the neighbourhood area. There can only be one forum
in an area.

Neighbourhood
Planning

(JVTT\UP[`PUP[PH[LKWYVJLZZPU^OPJOWLVWSLNL[[VNL[OLY[OYV\NOHSVJHSMVY\T
or parish or town council and produce a plan for their neighbourhood setting out
policies and proposals for the development they wish to see in their area.

Non-Determination

When a planning application is submitted and the local authority fails to give a
KLJPZPVUVUP[^P[OPU[OLKLÄULKZ[H[\[VY`WLYPVK
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2τFH

A building or premises falling within the B1(a) Use Class Order.

Other Open Land of
Townscape Importance

6WLUHYLHZ^OPJOHYLUV[L_[LUZP]LLUV\NO[VILKLÄULKHZ4L[YVWVSP[HU6WLU
3HUKI\[HJ[HZWVJRL[ZVMNYLLULY`VMSVJHSZPNUPÄJHUJLJVU[YPI\[L[V[OLSVJHS
character, and are valued by residents as open spaces in the built up area. These
HYLHZJHUPUJS\KLW\ISPJHUKWYP]H[LZWVY[ZNYV\UKZZVTLZJOVVSWSH`PUNÄLSKZ
cemeteries, allotments, private gardens, areas of vegetation such as street verges
and mature trees.

Open Space

All land that is predominantly undeveloped other than by buildings or structures
[OH[HYLHUJPSSHY`[V[OLVWLUZWHJL\ZL;OLKLÄUP[PVUJV]LYZHIYVHKYHUNLVM
types of open spaces, whether in public or private ownership and whether public
access is unrestricted, limited or restricted.

Parking Standards

The requirements of a local authority in respect of the level of car parking provided
MVYKPќLYLU[RPUKZVMKL]LSVWTLU[

Parking Standards

*LU[YLZJH[LNVYPZLKPU[OLMV\Y[O[PLYVM[OLIVYV\NO»ZJLU[YLOPLYHYJO`!(ZOI\YUOHT
Road, Fulwell, Ham Street/Back Lane, Hampton Nursery Lands, Hospital Bridge
Road, Kew Green, Kew Road, Lower Mortlake Road, Nelson Road, St Margarets
Road (north of the A316), Sandycombe Road (Kew), Strawberry Hill, Twickenham
Green, Waldegrave Road, Whitton Road. These centres are important for meeting
THPUS`SVJHSI\[]HS\LKULLKZMVYJVTT\UP[PLZ4HU`HYLKLÄULKVU[OL3)9\;
Proposals Map by an Area of Mixed Use boundary (AMU).

Planning Condition

A condition imposed on a grant of planning permission (in accordance with the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990).

Planning Gain

The increase in value of land resulting from the granting of planning permission.
This value mainly accrues to the owner of the land, but sometimes the local council
ULNV[PH[LZ^P[O[OLKL]LSVWLY[VZLJ\YLILULÄ[[V[OLW\ISPJLP[OLY[OYV\NO:LJ[PVU
106 Planning Obligations or the setting of a Community Infrastructure Levy.

Planning Inspectorate

The government body established to provide an independent judgment on
planning decisions which are taken to appeal.

Planning (Listed
Buildings and
Conservation Areas)
Act 1990

The primary piece of legislation covering listed buildings and conservation areas.

Planning Obligation

A legally enforceable obligation entered into under section 106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 to mitigate the impacts of a development proposal. A
Planning Obligation places a charge on the land to which it relates.

Planning Permission

Formal approval granted by acouncil allowing a proposed development to proceed.

Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG)

;OLUH[PVUHS7SHUUPUN7YHJ[PJL.\PKHUJL^HZW\ISPZOLKI`.V]LYUTLU[HZH^LI
based resource in March 2014 (and as amended), adds further context to the
NPPF. Local planning authorities should have regard to advice contained in the
PPG when developing their plans. The PPG is also a ‘material consideration’ when
taking decisions on planning applications.
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Playing Field

;OL^OVSLVMHZP[L^OPJOLUJVTWHZZLZH[SLHZ[VULWSH`PUNWP[JOHZKLÄULKPU
the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England)
Order 2010.

Policy

A concise statement of the principles that a particular kind of development proposal
should satisfy in order to obtain planning permission.

Presumption In
Favour Of Sustainable
Development

The concept introduced in 2012 by the UK government with the National Planning
Policy Framework to be the ’golden thread running through both plan making
HUK KLJPZPVU [HRPUNº ;OL 577- NP]LZ Ä]L N\PKPUN WYPUJPWSLZ VM Z\Z[HPUHISL
KL]LSVWTLU[!SP]PUN^P[OPU[OLWSHUL[»ZTLHUZ"LUZ\YPUNHZ[YVUNOLHS[O`HUKQ\Z[
society; achieving a sustainable economy; promoting good governance; and using
sound science responsibly.

Previously Developed
Land

7YL]PV\ZS`KL]LSVWLK SHUK PZ [OH[ ^OPJO PZ VY ^HZ VJJ\WPLK I` H WLYTHULU[
structure, including the curtilage of the developed land and any associated
Ä_LKZ\YMHJLPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL;OPZL_JS\KLZSHUKPUI\PS[\WHYLHZZ\JOHZWYP]H[L
residential gardens, parks, recreation grounds and allotments and land that was
WYL]PV\ZS`KL]LSVWLKI\[^OLYL[OLYLTHPUZVM[OLWLYTHULU[Z[Y\J[\YLVYÄ_LK
surface structure have blended into the landscape in the process of time.

Proposals Map

A supporting document illustrating the spatial policies of the adopted plans.

Public Inquiry

See Inquiry.

Public Open Space

Parks and similar land for public use, whether provided by the Council, or privately,
where access for the public is secured by virtue of legal arrangements.

Public Realm

This is the space between and within buildings that is publicly accessible, including
streets, squares, forecourts, parks and open spaces.

Public Transport
Accessibility Levels
(PTAL)

A measure of the relative accessibility of a point to the public transport network,
taking into account walk access time and service availability (the higher the PTAL
score, the better the accessibility).

Qualifying Body

Either a parish/town council or neighbourhood forum, which can initiate the
process of neighbourhood planning.

Referendum

A vote by the eligible population of an electoral area may decide on a matter of
public policy. Neighbourhood plans and Neighbourhood Development Orders are
made by a referendum of the eligible voters within a neighbourhood area.

Regeneration

Upgrading an area through social, physical and economic improvements.

Registered Providers

These are normally approved housing associations, who provide social housing
for the Council, previously known as Registered Social Landlords. The Registered
Providers share the Richmond Housing Register and must be approved by the
Homes and Communities Agency.

Renewable Energy

Energy derived from a source that is continually replenished, such as wind, wave,
solar, hydroelectric and energy from plant material, but not fossil fuels or nuclear
energy. Although not strictly renewable, geothermal energy is generally included.
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Residential Care

Residential care homes are residential developments where a number of older
WLVWSLSP]L\Z\HSS`PUZPUNSLYVVTZHUKOH]LHJJLZZ[VVUZP[LJHYLZLY]PJLZ(
home registered simply as a care home will provide personal care only – help with
washing, dressing and giving medication. Care homes with nursing provide the
ZHTLWLYZVUHSJHYLI\[HSZVOH]LHX\HSPÄLKU\YZLVUK\[`[^LU[`MV\YOV\YZH
day to carry out nursing tasks. These homes are for people who are physically or
mentally frail or people who need regular attention for a nurse. Homes registered
for nursing care may accept people who just have personal care needs but who
may need nursing care in the future. Residential care homes are regulated by the
Care Quality Commission.

Retail

The process of selling single or small numbers of items directly and in person
[V J\Z[VTLYZ ;OL \ZL JH[LNVY` KLÄULK HZ *SHZZ ( PU [OL ;V^U HUK *V\U[Y`
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987.

5HWURðWWLQJ

The addition of new technology or features to existing buildings in order to make
[OLTTVYLLѝJPLU[HUK[VYLK\JL[OLPYLU]PYVUTLU[HSPTWHJ[Z

Richmond Biodiversity
Action Plan

A plan that sets objectives and actions for the conservation of biodiversity# in
[OL IVYV\NO ;OL HJ[PVU WSHU HSZV PKLU[PÄLZ WYPVYP[` ZWLJPLZ HUK OHIP[H[Z MVY
conservation.

Scoping Report

;OPZPUJS\KLZIHZLSPULPUMVYTH[PVUHUKPKLU[PÄLZRL`LU]PYVUTLU[HSHUKZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`
issues for the borough. It sets out the framework for conducting a Sustainability
Appraisal of the policies and sites as set out in the LBRuT Local Plan.

Sequential Test

A principle for making a planning decision based on developing certain sites
VY [`WLZ VM SHUK ILMVYL V[OLYZ MVY L_HTWSL KL]LSVWPUN IYV^UÄLSK SHUK ILMVYL
NYLLUÄLSKZP[LZVYKL]LSVWPUNZP[LZ^P[OPU[V^UJLU[YLZILMVYLZP[LZV\[ZPKL[V^U
centres.

Setting

The immediate context in which a building is situated, for example, the setting of
a listed building could include neighbouring land or development with which it is
historically associated, or the surrounding townscape of which it forms a part.

6LJQLðFDQFH

;OL X\HSP[PLZ HUK JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ ^OPJO KLÄUL [OL ZWLJPHS PU[LYLZ[ VM H OPZ[VYPJ
building or area.

Site Allocation Plan

(WSHUHJJVTWHU`PUNHWSHUUPUNWVSPJ`KVJ\TLU[VYZ[H[LTLU[^OPJOPKLU[PÄLZ
sites within the plan area on which certain kinds of development are proposed,
e.g. residential or retail development.

Site of Special
6FLHQWLðF,QWHUHVW
(SSSI)

Protected area of land considered worthy of protection and of special interest by
YLHZVUZVMP[ZÅVYHMH\UHVYNLVSVNPJHSMLH[\YLZ:::0ZHYLKLZPNUH[LKI`5H[\YHS
England under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.

6LJQLðFDQFH +HULWDJH

The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage
interest. That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic.
:PNUPÄJHUJLKLYP]LZUV[VUS`MYVTHOLYP[HNLHZZL[»ZWO`ZPJHSWYLZLUJLI\[HSZV
from its setting.

Social Enterprise

(I\ZPULZZ[OH[[YHKLZWYPTHYPS`[VHJOPL]LZVJPHSHPTZ^OPSZ[THRPUNHWYVÄ[
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Soundness

The soundness of a statutory local planning document is determined by the
WSHUUPUNPUZWLJ[VYHNHPUZ[[OYLLJYP[LYPH!^OL[OLY[OLWSHUPZQ\Z[PÄLK^OL[OLYP[
PZ LќLJ[P]L HUK ^OL[OLY P[ PZ JVUZPZ[LU[ ^P[O UH[PVUHS HUK SVJHS WSHUUPUN WVSPJ`
Plans found to be unsound cannot be adopted by the local planning authority. It
should be noted, neighbourhood plans are NOT required to meet these tests of
soundness.

Space Standards

8\HU[PÄLKKPTLUZPVUZZL[KV^UI`HSVJHSWSHUUPUNH\[OVYP[`[VKL[LYTPUL^OL[OLY
a particular development proposal provides enough space around it so as not to
HќLJ[[OLHTLUP[`VML_PZ[PUNULPNOIV\YPUNKL]LSVWTLU[Z:WHJLZ[HUKHYKZJHU
also apply to garden areas.

Spatial Planning

( ^PKLY ]PL^ VM WSHUUPUN ^OPJO PU]VS]LZ JVVYKPUH[PVU HUK PU[LNYH[PVU HJYVZZ
KPќLYLU[ZLJ[VYZZ\JOHZ[YHUZWVY[HUKPUK\Z[Y`)YPUNZ[VNL[OLYHSSWVSPJPLZHUK
programmes which have an impact on the environment in which you work, live or
play.

Stakeholders

People who have an interest in an organisation or process including residents,
business owners and government.

Statement of
Community
Involvement

A formal statement of the process of community consultation undertaken in the
preparation of a statutory plan.

Statutory Development
Plan

The statutory development plan is the plan for the future development of an area.
0[JVUZPZ[ZVM!
3VJHS7SHUZ!KL]LSVWTLU[WSHUKVJ\TLU[ZHKVW[LKI`SVJHSWSHUUPUNH\[OVYP[PLZ
including any ‘saved’ policies from the Unitary Development Plan
;OL 3VUKVU 7SHU! [OL ZWH[PHS KL]LSVWTLU[ Z[YH[LN` WYLWHYLK I` [OL 4H`VY VM
London
5LPNOIV\YOVVKWSHUZ!^OLYL[OLZLOH]LILLUZ\WWVY[LKI`[OLSVJHSJVTT\UP[`
at referendum and subsequently made by the local planning authority.

Statutory Undertaker

An agency or company with legal rights to carry out certain developments and
highway works. Such bodies include utility companies, telecom companies,
and nationalised companies. Statutory undertakers are exempt from planning
permission for many minor developments and highway works they carry out.

Strategic
Environmental
Assessment (SEA)

Required by European and UK law, SEA is a way of systematically identifying and
evaluating the impacts that a plan is likely to have on the environment. The aim is
to provide information in the form of an Environmental Report that can be used
to enable decision makers to take account of the environment and minimise the
YPZRVM[OLWSHUJH\ZPUNZPNUPÄJHU[LU]PYVUTLU[HSKHTHNL.V]LYUTLU[N\PKHUJL
advises that where a plan requires both strategic environmental assessment and
sustainability appraisal, that the former process should be integrated into the latter
one.
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Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)

A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment is a study carried out by one or more local
WSHUUPUNH\[OVYP[PLZ[VHZZLZZ[OLYPZR[VHUHYLHMYVTÅVVKPUNMYVTHSSZV\YJLZ
now and in the future, taking account of the impacts of climate change, and to
assess the impact that land use changes and development in the area will have
VUÅVVKYPZR

Strategic Policy

A policy that is essential for the delivery of a strategy, for example, the overall scale
and distribution of housing and employment in an area.

Supplementary
Planning Document

7YV]PKLZKL[HPSLK[OLTH[PJVYZP[LZWLJPÄJN\PKHUJLL_WSHPUPUNVYZ\WWVY[PUN[OL
policies in the Local Plan

Sustainability
Appraisal

An assessment of the environmental, social and economic impacts of a Local Plan
from the outset of the preparation process to check that the plan accords with the
principles of sustainable development.

Sui Generis

<ZLZ^OPJOKVUV[MHSS^P[OPUHU`<ZL*SHZZ:\JO\ZLZPUJS\KLIL[[PUNVѝJLZ
shops, theatres, larger houses in multiple occupation, scrap yards, launderettes,
night clubs and pay day loan shops.

Supplementary
Planning Documents
(SPD)

Documents which add further detail to the policies in the Local Plan. SPDs can be
\ZLK[VWYV]PKLM\Y[OLYN\PKHUJLMVYKL]LSVWTLU[VUZWLJPÄJZP[LZVYVUWHY[PJ\SHY
issues, such as design. SPDs are material considerations in planning decisions but
are not part of the statutory development plan.

Supplementary
Planning Guidance
(SPG)

SPGs provide greater detail on policies. Since 2004, LBRuT has no longer
produced SPGs as they have been replaced by SPDs. However, LBRuT’s SPGs
remain material considerations in planning decisions unless withdrawn. The Mayor
of London produces SPGs to provide further guidance on policies in the London
7SHU[OH[JHUUV[ILHKKYLZZLKPUZ\ѝJPLU[KL[HPSPU[OLWSHUP[ZLSM

Surface Water

Water that collects on the surface of the ground

Sustainability
Appraisal (SA)

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires Local Development
Documents to be prepared with a view to contributing to the achievement of
sustainable development. Sustainability Appraisal is a systematic appraisal process.
The purpose of Sustainability Appraisal is to appraise the social, environmental and
LJVUVTPJLќLJ[ZVM[OLZ[YH[LNPLZHUKWVSPJPLZPUH3VJHS+L]LSVWTLU[+VJ\TLU[
from the outset of the preparation process. This will ensure that decisions are
made that accord with sustainable development.

Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS)

A sequence of management practices and control structures designed to drain
Z\YMHJL^H[LYPUHZ\Z[HPUHISL^H`:\+:HPTZ[VJVU[YVSZ\YMHJL^H[LYY\UVќHZ
close to its origin as possible, which involves moving away from traditional piped
drainage systems to schemes that mimic natural drainage regimes.

Tall Building

(I\PSKPUNKLÄULZHZTL[YLZPUOLPNO[VYOPNOLYHWWYV_PTH[LS`ZP_Z[VYL`ZVY
above).

Taller Building

(I\PSKPUNKLÄULKHZILPUNZPNUPÄJHU[S`[HSSLY[OHU[OLULPNOIV\YPUNI\PSKPUNZI\[
less than 18 metres in height (below six storeys).
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The Richmond upon
Thames Partnership

The Richmond upon Thames Partnership brings together the public, private and
voluntary and community sectors. It has representatives from the public sector,
business, community, voluntary and faith sectors who harness joint resources to
improve the quality of life for everyone who lives in, works in or visits the borough.
The Richmond Partnership has an Executive Group which draws together senior
members of the Council, Richmond Adult Community College, Richmond Voluntary
Services, Police, Fire Brigade, Richmond upon Thames College, Achieving for
Children and the Clinical Commissioning Group. For further information, see the
Council’s website at www.richmond.gov.uk/richmond_upon_thames_partnership

Transport Assessment
(TA)

A comprehensive and systematic process that sets out transport issues relating to
HWYVWVZLKKL]LSVWTLU[0[PKLU[PÄLZ^OH[TLHZ\YLZ^PSSILYLX\PYLK[VPTWYV]L
accessibility and safety for all modes of travel, particularly for alternatives to the car
such as walking, cycling and public transport and what measures will need to be
taken to deal with the anticipated transport impacts of the development.

Transport Statement
(TS)

(ZPTWSPÄLK]LYZPVUVMH;YHUZWVY[(ZZLZZTLU[^OLYLP[PZHNYLLK[OL[YHUZWVY[
issues arising out of development proposals are limited and a full Transport
Assessment is not required.

Travel Plan

(SVUN[LYTTHUHNLTLU[Z[YH[LN`MVYHUVYNHUPZH[PVUVYZP[L[OH[ZLLRZ[VKLSP]LY
sustainable transport objectives through action and is articulated in a document
that is regularly reviewed.

Tidal water

The part of the River Thames that is subject to tides.

Town and Country
Planning Act 1990

Currently the main planning legislation for England and Wales is consolidated in
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990; this is regarded as the ‘principal act’.

Townscape

;OL WH[[LYU HUK MVYT VM \YIHU KL]LSVWTLU[" [OL JVUÄN\YH[PVU VM I\PS[ MVYTZ
streets and spaces.

Tenure

The terms and conditions under which land or property is held or occupied, e.g.
Ä]L`LHYSLHZLOVSKMYLLOVSKV^ULYVJJ\WH[PVUL[J

Tree Preservation
Order (TPO)

(UVYKLYTHKLI`HSVJHSWSHUUPUNH\[OVYP[`[VWYV[LJ[HZWLJPÄJ[YLLHNYV\WVM
trees or woodland. TPOs prevent the felling, lopping, topping, uprooting or other
deliberate damage of trees without the permission of the local planning authority.

Use Classes Order

The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended) puts
uses of land and buildings into various categories known as ‘Use Classes’.

Village

([LYTHWWSPLK[VKLÄUL[OLKPZ[PUJ[HUKSVJHSHYLHZPU[OPZIVYV\NOHZKL[LYTPULK
by local communities.

Village Plans / Village
Planning

Village Plans have been developed for each of the borough’s 14 villages. Each
=PSSHNL7SHUKLZJYPILZH]PZPVUMVY[OL]PSSHNLHYLHHUKPKLU[PÄLZ^OH[[OL*V\UJPS
will do and what people can do to achieve the vision together. It sets out the key
issues and priorities and provides background information on the village areas.
The Village Plans are maintained on the Council’s website and are updated on a
regular basis. They cover a wide range of topics, including matters not within the
remit of the Village Planning Guidance SPDs. See the Council’s website at www.
richmond.gov.uk/village_plans for further information.
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Ham and Petersham Neighbourhood Plan

Village Planning
Guidance SPDs

SPDs that are being developed by LBRuT to support the Village Plans. These
identify the key features and characteristics of the area, including the most
important aspects and features that contribute to local character and that are
valued by local communities and form part of the Village Plan for area. Ham and
Petersham Neighbourhood Forum is developing its own Neighbourhood Plan for
the area.

Zero Carbon (subject
to the Government’s
ðQDOGHðQLWLRQIRU]HUR
carbon)

A zero carbon development is one whose net carbon dioxide emissions, taking
account of emissions associated with all energy use, is equal to zero or negative
HJYVZZ[OL`LHY;OLKLÄUP[PVUVM¸LULYN`\ZL¹^PSSJV]LYIV[OLULYN`\ZLZJ\YYLU[S`
regulated by the Building Regulations and other energy used in the home.
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